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Despite a great deal of attention to developing mitigations for ethical concerns in Ma-
chine Learning (ML) training data and models, we don’t yet know how these interventions
will be adopted and used. Will they help ML engineers find and address ethical concerns
in their work? This dissertation seeks to understand ML engineers’ ethical sensitivity
(ES)— their propensity to notice, analyze, and act on socially impactful aspects of their
work—while curating training data. A systematic review of ES (Chapter 2) addresses con-
flicts of conceptualization in prior work by developing a new framework describing three
activities (recognition, particularization, and judgment); argues that ES offers a useful way
to describe, evaluate, and intervene in ethical technology development; and argues that the
methods and perspectives of social computing can offer richer methods and data to stud-
ies of ES. A think aloud study (Chapter 3) tests this framework by using ES to compare
engineers working with unfamiliar training data, finding that engineers with Datasheets no-
ticed ethical issues earlier and more frequently than those without; finding that participants
relied on Datasheets extensively while particularizing; and rendering rich descriptions of
recognition and particularization in facial recognition data curation. Chapter 4 uses Value
Sensitive Design to “design up,” mitigating harms by helping machine learning engineers
particularize their ethical concerns and find appropriate technical tools. It introduces ES
to studies of social computing, contributes a novel method for studying ES, offers rich
data about how it functions in ML development, describes insights for designing context
documents and other interventions designed to encourage ES, develops an extensible dig-
ital guide that supports particularization and judgment, and points to new directions for
research in ethical sensitivity in technology development.
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As machine learning (ML) techniques have become sophisticated and pervasive, eth-
ical concerns have followed. Recent headlines have declared “Amazon scraps secret AI
recruiting tool that showed bias against women,” “Google Photos labeled black people ‘go-
rillas”’ and “U.S. charges Facebook with racial discrimination in targeted housing ads”
[50, 83, 141]. Alongside journalists, researchers have verified algorithmic discrimination
in outcomes and accuracy on the basis of age [52], gender [25, 50], race [14, 124, 171], and
the intersection of gender and race [33, 135], across product types, including (for the above
examples) text processing, search engines, facial recognition, ad delivery, and criminal risk
estimates.
Fairness isn’t the only ethical implication of ML: concerns about privacy and account-
ability have also been raised. Publicly released datasets said to be anonymized were re-
identified [122, 132, 169] and researchers, the popular press, and the courts are discussing
algorithmic accountability and due process in big data [7, 14, 49, 156].
In response to ethical concerns, researchers have designed, tested, and published techni-
cal and practice-based interventions throughout the ML development process. Conferences
like ACM’s Fairness Accountability and Transparency (FAccT) and Artificial Intelligence,
Ethics, and Society (AIES) focus on fairness, accountability, and other values across ML
techniques. Centers like AI Now and The Institute for Ethical AI and Machine Learning
are built around responsible artificial intelligence (AI), and existing centers, like Berkman
Klein, have added it as a topic of focus.
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Despite increasing attention to intervening in ML development, we don’t yet know
whether interventions designed to promote ethical AI will work to help ML engineers rec-
ognize, understand, and make effective decisions about ethical issues in their work. Hol-
stein et al. made a strong argument that tools to mitigate ethical concerns in ML develop-
ment must be designed with the experiences, practices, and perspectives of ML engineers
in mind [93]. My dissertation seeks to understand ML engineers’ ethical sensitivity– their
propensity to notice, analyze, and act on socially impactful aspects of their work– and how
it influences their use of an intervention designed to mitigate ethical concerns during train-
ing data curation. It is composed of three papers. The first reviews the literature on ethical
sensitivity across disciplines and links it to existing work in social computing. The sec-
ond describes a study using ethical sensitivity to examine the effectiveness of a proposed
intervention into the practices of ML engineers during training data curation, specifically
whether it helps them recognize ethical issues. The third uses value sensitive design to
develop a novel intervention that may help ML engineers build a thorough understanding
of an ethical issue and link their understanding to a judgment.
1.1 Bias in Machine Learning
Machine learning is a broad and contested category of techniques. Generally, ML tech-
niques fall into three categories: supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning.
Supervised learning methods, like neural networks (which includes the much-discussed
deep learning), are given training data that can include millions of examples (rows of data),
several characteristics of each example, and a label, which operates like a correct answer.
The algorithm then builds itself to predict the “correct answers” for each example with as
little error as possible, and the resulting model is used to predict answers for new exam-
ples. In contrast, unsupervised methods (like clustering algorithms or anomaly detection)
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find patterns in data that are not centered around a single particular label, but are instead
groups of examples that have patterns of characteristics in common. Unsupervised methods
can be used to group songs that have features in common, customers who behave similarly,
and other clustering problems, for example. In reinforcement learning, a reward function is
used to teach the algorithm how to achieve desired goals, like driving an autonomous vehi-
cle. There are some “semi-supervised” methods and some groups of methods, like Natural
Language Processing (NLP), that incorporate techniques from more than one category.
One thing ML algorithms have in common is a requirement for input data: a set of data,
usually large, that mirrors what its creators want to predict or estimate and from which
the algorithm will deduce patterns [188]. Although there’s work being done to improve
algorithmic transparency [55, 152], many ML techniques in use do not result in algorithms
that are interpretable by humans– even by the people who built them [34].
Society often imagines that giving weighty societal problems over to computers will
circumvent human weaknesses, like inconsistency, prejudice, or limited processing speed
[17]. In the case of machine learning, algorithms may be able to make consistent predic-
tions quickly, but they still learn from data collected from a world where human cognitive,
social, and institutional biases are at work. For example, ML is used because it can alleviate
backlogs in social systems like the parole process by making decisions quickly and it can
eliminate inconsistency based on the circumstances of a particular judgment decision, for
example, the mood of a judge on a particular day [111]. While ML algorithms can smooth
out this kind of judge-to-judge and day-to-day inconsistency, appearing to be more fair,
ML techniques do not eliminate systemic bias, including social prejudice and inequality.
In fact, these algorithms learn and perpetuate systemic bias at scale [17, 135]. Algorithms
can’t distinguish between fair and unfair patterns in the data: they can only detect patterns
that improve predictions. So, if a certain jurisdiction has a history of race-based discrimi-
nation and wants to create a risk assessment algorithm for parole, the algorithm will learn
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that the feature “race” (or correlates of race, like zip code) is an useful predictor of the pa-
role board’s decision and will use it to evaluate re-offense rate, resulting in parole decisions
that are biased by race [111, 136].
1.2 Interventions
Researchers in academia and industry have developed a wide range of interventions that
ML engineers can use to address fairness, privacy, and accountability. These tools can be
classified in a couple ways, including where in the life cycle of training data they intervene
and how.
1.2.1 Machine Learning Lifecycle
Machine learning is a very diverse set of methods, but in general, teams must collect
or aggregate large sets of training data. Engineers then will do some data cleaning and
manipulation with the goal of making the data consistent and as close to the case in which
the algorithm is intended to be used as possible. They may oversample important rare
classes to ensure that they can be detected, undersample majority cases, manipulate existing
examples to create more data (for example, by mirroring images), or otherwise ensure that
the training data is sufficient. I will refer to collection, cleaning, and manipulation together
as training data curation.
Engineers define the task, asking “what should the goal of this algorithm be?” What
is it predicting? Classifying? What cost function should it be minimizing? What kinds of
errors are heavily and less heavily penalized? One of several techniques will be selected to
automatically find patterns in the data that can be used to predict or classify future data. The
resulting algorithm may be used on its own, assembled with others, or used as part of other
software. Algorithms and the products that drive them are tested, retrained or adjusted if
4
Figure 1.1: Training Data Resourcing Cycle
necessary, and then released for use. Often, data from users’ behavior is added to the pool
of potential data and is reused as training data for this or another system (see Figure 1.1).
Interventions that aim to change the ethical impact of machine learning models are often
classified by when they intervene: before the model has been trained (by manipulating pre-
processed training data), during training (by modifying the algorithm), or after training (by
adjusting the algorithm’s outputs) [70]. These moments for intervention are labeled in blue
in Figure 1.1.
Pre-processed training data has been identified as a driver of discrimination. It reflects
biases that exist in the world from which the data was drawn, for example in associations
between words in text [37] or demographics and hiring [140]. Training data has also be-
come a target for accountability interventions, like Datasheets, the dataset nutrition label,
and data statements for NLP [21, 74, 91] and is described by industry practitioners as a key
place to intervene to support fairness in ML [93]. Data collection is an area of particular
concern for privacy advocates, but the issue is complicated because collecting sensitive at-
tributes may be necessary to build and certify fair algorithms [183]. Therefore, researchers
advocate interventions into training data to preserve privacy and allow for fair model train-
ing, model certification, and decision verification by, for example, encrypting sensitive
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attributes in training data [108]. Because training data is cited as a driver of discrimination,
a focus of concern for multiple ethical issues, and highlighted by industry practitioners as
a target for intervention, this project focuses on pre-processed training data.
1.2.2 Practice and Product Interventions
This dissertation also classifies interventions in machine learning based on whether they
intervene in the products of ML development– through technical interventions– or in the
practices of ML development. Interventions can take place in either practices or products at
any stage of the training data resourcing cycle. For example, a technique for manipulating
training data to promote fairness is a pre-processing intervention into the product of training
data, while a checklist to ensure that training data is representative of minority classes is a
intervenes before processing into the practices around training data curation.
Computer scientists have produced many technical interventions. These are techniques
to alter the products of ML work– including training data, learning algorithms, and ML
models– in order to address ethical concerns. Most of these are limited in their scope: they
can be applied to a single ML technique, a single ethical issue, or to protect a single, known,
and well-defined demographic group. For example, they may aim to achieve similar error
rates for two populations in college admissions or credit approval [20] which is appropriate
if you already know that disparity exists and there are two, clearly delineable groups, but
not if there are three demographic groups with ambiguous or overlapping membership,
if there are privacy concerns as well as fairness ones, or if the decision-support system
comprises more than one algorithm. These bounds are not fatal flaws; in fact, they allow
technical interventions to effectively target known issues in training data.
Interventions into the practice of developing ML may help guide engineers to iden-
tify the need for technical interventions and guide them to select appropriate ones. For
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example, using an ethics checklist (e.g., “Deon”1) or toolkit designed to assess and man-
age risks of harm (e.g., “Ethics & Algorithms Toolkit” 2) may raise relevant ethical issues
early in development and allow teams to select the most effective technical intervention,
instead of having to find a way to alter a nearly-complete product or read about harms the
algorithm has caused in headlines. This dissertation will focus on practice interventions
intended to promote ethical sensitivity in ML engineers as they curate training data: Chap-
ter 3 will evaluate one such intervention and Chapter 4 will develop a practice intervention
that guides users to select appropriate technical ones.
1.3 Theoretical Framework
This dissertation relies on the concept of ethical sensitivity to understand the way that
ML engineers notice, perceive, and judge ethical concerns in their work. Ethical sensitivity
has been used to describe the work of professionals who make ethically consequential
decisions but do not have concrete heuristics to determine whether a decision is ethically
consequential, including nurses, accountants, teachers, doctors, and marketers [186].
Ethical sensitivity describes a professional going about the technical aspects of their
work until they notice a cue that causes them to recognize a potential ethical issue. They
then particularize the ethical issue: they use the situational and external information they
have to estimate the scope, scale, and details of the issue and determine how it relates to
their norms, expectations, and job task. They will then make a judgment about whether and
how to act.
This study will therefore seek to identify cues, describe the circumstances of ethical
recognition, and describe particularization and judgment. Each of these concepts are de-




Figure 1.2: Ways to Intervene in Machine Learning
operationalized in the Data Collection section of Chapter 3. The goal of the study design
will be to arrange an opportunity to observe ethical recognition, particularization, and judg-
ment as ML engineers explore new data in a situation that is similar to their normal working
environment.
The results of this study will be rich description of how ML engineers explore unfamil-
iar datasets; how they recognize, particularize, and judge; and how context documents and
ethical guides may affect ethical sensitivity. These findings can be used to improve existing
documents and inform the development of new tools.
1.4 Scope
Section 1.2.1 described 6 ways of intervening in ML: before, during, or after training,
targeting the products or practices of ML work. This project will focus on interventions
into ML development practices before training occurs, indicated by a star in Figure 1.2.
The interventions I will test assume that engineers will need to identify an ethical con-
cern, understand how it relates to the specifics of their model and task, select means of
mitigating or managing the issue, and then implement and test it: the activities described
by ethical sensitivity. This dissertation will look at the role of context documents in per-
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ceiving and particularizing an ethical issue and of a mitigations guide in moving from
particularization to judgment.
1.4.1 Context Documents
It’s often the case that the same team collects training data and prepares it to train a
model, but it is often not. It may be different teams’ responsibility in a large organization,
they may reuse data collected for other purposes (for example sales, quality control, or user
data), and they may use any of many large, public datasets available. OpenML lists more
than 2,600 open datasets [178].
Recently, researchers have called for standard documentation accompanying datasets or
ML-driven systems that describe characteristics of training data and help others interpret
and use the data or model– a type of practice intervention I’ll call “context documents.”
They function as a way to communicate information about data provenance from those
who collect it to those who use it. Section 3 will describe this disconnect in more detail.
These context documents take many forms, ranging in complexity from a few hundred
words [156] to detailed reports [21, 91]. Proposals like Bender and Friedman’s [21] for
Natural Language Processing and Yang et al.’s for ranking algorithms [193] illustrate the
specificity that context documents tailored for a single ML technique can offer. Some are
part of larger programs or regulatory regimes and have a format tailored to their purpose
in it [146, 158, 166]. Gebru et al.’s Datasheets [74], Mitchell et al.’s Model Cards [127],
and Yang et al.’s nutritional label [193] directly ask for information about ethical concerns,
while others argue that simply reporting the characteristics of datasets will prompt and
advertise ethical work [21, 91]. The sudden proliferation of context document proposals
may be a response to an uptick of research and journalism verifying algorithmic bias: all
but one of these context document proposals cited either Julia Angwin’s “Machine Bias”
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[14], Bolukbasi et al.’s “Man is to Computer Programmer as Woman is to Homemaker?”
[25], or both.
Chapter 3 describes a study focused on Datasheets [74]: a technique- and domain-
agnostic, lay-language context document for training data. Datasheets are versatile: they
can be taught early in ML education to students who will go on to work in diverse domains
using a variety of techniques and can be read by non-experts, like managers, users, citizens,
and auditors.
1.4.2 Mitigation Guide
In response to calls for attention and action for ethics in ML, particularly around fair-
ness, some repositories of mitigation techniques have been developed. Instead of searching
through scholarly articles, which they may not have access to, engineers can visit, for ex-
ample, Intel’s list of AI Ethics toolkits list [1] or IBM’s AI Fairness 360 Open Source
Toolkit, which includes tutorials and code for several bias mitigation algorithms [2].
These projects appear to be useful, especially in that they offer checklists, tutorials,
and code, which are out of the scope of the mitigation guide that this dissertation offers.
However, in order to find an appropriate mitigation they require engineers to already know
a lot of characteristics of their problem and its solution. In other words, they need to have
already particularized the problem quite a bit. Take for example the IBM resource. The
page lists the titles of algorithms, a sentence about when in the process it is used, and a
sentence about what it changes. For example, “Adversarial Debiasing: Use to mitigate bias
in classifiers. Uses Adversarial techniques to maximize accuracy and reduce evidence of
protected attributes in predictions” or “Reject Option Classification: Use to mitigate bias in
predictions. Changes predictions from a classifier to make them fairer.” These descriptions
are useful if the engineer already knows when they want to intervene and how.
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The goal of the mitigation that this dissertation produced is to enable search by problem
characteristics to aid in particularization as well as judgment. For example, an engineer has
identified that their dataset includes a minority or protected class that is poorly represented.
Development of this tool started with the assumption that, rather than being organized by
solution characteristics (where it intervenes and how), engineers may need a tool that is
organized by problem characteristics: does the algorithm produce different error rates for
these groups? Different predictions? Are there two groups or could there be several?
Chapter 4 describes a Value Sensitive Design study that developed a mitigation guide
with the goal of supporting particularization to judgment. Scaffolding ethical sensitivity
may make it easier for engineers to practice it in their work.
1.5 Structure of Project
This dissertation project has a systematic literature review (Chapter 2) and two empir-
ical phases, each designed to move engineers through different parts of ethical sensitivity.
Although it’s possible and likely that many individual engineers will begin judgment earlier
or decide that the ethical issue is not relevant to their job at all, in general, the document in
Chapter 3 is designed to prompt perception and improve particularization and the document
in Chapter 4 will be designed to move participants from particularization to judgment.
1.5.1 Testing Datasheets
The first empirical phase of this project describes whether and how Datasheets are used
by model builders in the early stages of data exploration and takes steps toward evaluat-
ing Datasheets’ effectiveness in encouraging ethical sensitivity, particularly whether they
cue recognition of ethical issues and how ML engineers use them to particularize. It will
contribute to literature exploring the role of context documents in technical work, further
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the effort to create effective context documents for training data, and inform the develop-
ment of training, best practices, and other kinds of interventions into ethical discovery and
training data exploration.
Chapter 3 will explore how introducing Datasheets may change ML engineers’ ap-
proach to ethics in a machine learning problem:
RQ 1: Are engineers who read Datasheets cued to perceive ethical problems
differently or at different rates than those who do not read them?
RQ 2: What information on and off the Datasheet do ML engineers use to
particularize a perceived ethical problem?
1.5.2 Value Sensitive Design
The second empirical phase of this project designs a living mitigation guide to help ML
engineers particularize and make judgments about known ethical issues. An open source
taxonomy of diagnostic tools and ethical interventions may help spark ideas, empower ML
engineers to see that they can mitigate ethical issues in ML, raise awareness of key aspects
of ethical problems in ML, improve particularization skills, and reduce the time and effort
required to select mitigations. Such a document may also be used as a tool for training
and research. This phase uses Value Sensitive Design (VSD) [71] to address the following
design goals:
1. Enhance users’ ability to particularize and judge ethical problems in training data.
2. Improve awareness of existing and new technical interventions among practitioners
and researchers
3. Empower trainers, educators, and leaders in ML with structured and restructurable
information about technical interventions for ethical concerns in training data
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4. Achieve above design goals while minimizing interruption to ML engineers’ work
practices
1.6 Empirical Methods
This dissertation employs a mixed methods approach in order to get a detailed picture of
ethical sensitivity in ethical ML development. First, a comparative think-aloud study allows
us to observe recognition and particularization among machine learning engineers who are
considering unfamiliar and ethically-complicated training data. Second, a value sensitive
design study uses this particularization data along with additional, guided particularization
data and targeted interview questions to develop a guide to ethical mitigation guide for ML
engineers.
1.6.1 Chapter 3: Think Aloud Experiment
Chapter 3 describes ethical sensitivity while reviewing and evaluating unfamiliar and
ethically-fraught facial recognition training data, both with and without a Datasheet. The
study uses audio and screen recordings of participants exploring a dataset and speaking
aloud as they do so; some participants were given Datasheet describing the provenance
and characteristics of the dataset, and some were not. The output of this study is detailed
data about the impetus and nature of ethical recognition and particularization; whether,
what, and how much information in the Datasheet is referred to by the engineers as they
particularize; and qualitative information about how participants work with unfamiliar data
with and without a Datasheet. Information from this study can inform the refinement and
development of interventions supporting ethical recognition and particularization in ML
development.
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1.6.2 Chapter 4: Value Sensitive Design
After observing and listening to each participant as they worked with an unfamiliar
dataset to solve an ML problem, I interviewed them about their next steps, perceptions of
the ethical problem, and perceptions of ethics in their own work. Then, they were briefed
about ethical issues in the facial recognition data and asked to assist with some portion of
the value sensitive design study.
I iterated among conceptual, technical, and empirical investigations as prescribed by
VSD. Conceptual investigations included a literature review and stakeholder analysis. Em-
pirical investigations used particularization data from the think aloud, direct questions
about particularization habits and ethical experience, and think-aloud data as they sought
ethical mitigations for a performance bias problem in the facial recognition data. I worked
with a professional programmer for the technical investigation to produce a prototype tool3
and tested it with ML engineers and technology ethics researchers.
1.7 Importance and Contribution
This work will answer questions about the potential impact of context documents and
ethical guides in the development of ML-driven systems, explore and operationalize ethical
sensitivity in a new and consequential profession, offer a new method for studying ethical
sensitivity, richly describe ML development practices at a key stage, develop a tool to help
ML engineers (and managers and educators) particularize and judge ethical problems in
ML, and offer guidance for intervening in training data curation.
First, it helps understand how best to design and deploy context documents. Specifi-
cally, this work offers data about whether a Datasheet aids ML engineers in recognizing,
particularizing, and judging an ethical issue; reveals how to make existing and new context
3https://ml-ethics-tool.web.app/
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documents more effective; and suggests training, business processes, and other scaffolds to
improve the usability and effectiveness of context documents. These results offer guidance
for all key players in the ML-driven systems ecosystem: data curators, model builders,
model users, and, if model builders and data curators choose to publish these documents,
auditors, regulators, and citizens.
Second, it designs and evaluates a tool that may help ML engineers explore and se-
lect interventions to mitigate known ethical issues highlighting key aspects of problem-
mitigation fit; raise awareness of ethical issues, values, opportunities and ways to intervene;
and make interventions for (and make arguments for intervening in) a given ethical issue
in a given circumstance easier to find. This document may also be useful for training ML
engineers and exposing areas in need of research and development of new interventions.
Third, it introduces and starts to illuminate ethical sensitivity in technology develop-
ment, and Machine Learning development in particular. It introduces, conceptualizes, and
operationalizes ES for use in technology development. It offers a method for testing in-
terventions aimed at encouraging recognition, supporting particularization, and guiding
judgment in technology development. It highlights information types and sources ML en-
gineers rely on when particularizing and describes the ethical sensitivity of ML engineers
faced with an unfamiliar, ethically-fraught dataset.
The long-term goal of improving document interventions is to encourage the ethical
development of ML and AI systems. Some of the most immediate harms from pervasive
ML are bias issues that have consistently targeted underrepresented groups. Encouraging
ethical development of ML will directly benefit those who are currently under-served or
harmed by these emerging technologies.
This study is designed to improve an existing ethical intervention into ML development
practices and propose a new one. It does not endorse or offer a single intervention that
can be deployed in all contexts. This dissertation can be a jumping-off point for machine
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learning teams, managers, and researchers who want to better understand how to effectively
integrate these documents into their workflow.
1.8 Organization of the Dissertation
The following sections will include three papers: a systematic literature review entitled
“Ethical Sensitivity: Advancing Methods for Studying Ethics in Technology Development”
co-authored with my advisor, Katie Shilton (Chapter 2); a paper presenting the context
document study entitled “Datasheets for Datasets help ML engineers notice and understand
ethical issues in unfamiliar training data” (Chapter 3) and a paper presenting the VSD study
entitled “Designing Up with Value-Sensitive Design: Building a Guide for ethical machine
learning development” (Chapter 4) The final section will summarize the findings of these
papers, their contributions, weaknesses, and next steps.
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Chapter 2: Ethical Sensitivity: Advancing Methods for Studying Ethics in
Technology Development
This chapter is an article under review. It was co-authored with Dr. Katie Shilton. I
compiled and analyzed the corpus, synthesized the framework, conceptualized and orga-
nized the paper. Dr. Shilton contributed background knowledge of cooperative work and
social computing to help apply the framework.
Abstract Studying technologists’ engagement with the ethical aspects of their work is
important, but engagement with ethical issues is an unobservable construct without agree-
ment on what observable factors comprise it. Ethical sensitivity (ES), a construct studied in
medicine, accounting, and other professions, offers a framework of observable factors by
operationalizing ethical engagement in workplaces into component parts. This paper uses
a corpus of 108 ES studies from 1985-2020 to adapt the framework for research in social
computing ethics. We use this literature to build an umbrella framework that conceptual-
izes ES as including the moment of noticing an ethical problem (recognition), the process
of building understanding of the situation (particularization), and the decision about what to
do (judgment). This framework makes theoretical and methodological contributions to the
study of how designers consider ethics. We find that ethical sensitivity can provide useful
language for describing studies in technology ethics; suggests opportunities for, and eval-
uations of, ethical interventions for design workplaces; and can help researchers connect
individual backgrounds, educational experience, work practices, and occupational and or-
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ganizational factors to design decisions. Simultaneously, existing social computing ethics
research methods can expand the limited range of research methods currently employed in
the current ES literature, adding rich, contextualized data about ethics in work practice.
2.1 Introduction
How technologists consider ethics during design and development has become a matter
of public concern and substantial research. Increasingly, researchers and the public have
demanded that ethical reflection become a central part of computing. Current research in
HCI and CSCW engages with this challenge by studying how technologists ‘do’ ethics
during design, framing ethics as a team practice in the tradition of studying design work
practices [30, 73, 99, 101, 192]. Some CSCW and HCI work has studied situated aspects
of design that impact values and ethical implications. For example, Chivukula et al. [43]
found five organizational and practice-based dimensions that influence designers’ ethical
awareness and understanding, ranging from the positionality of the design task within the
enterprise to designer and stakeholder education. Shilton [163, 164] has described work
practices that surface ethics discussions on design teams as values levers. And many HCI
and CSCW researchers have created artifacts and interventions to encourage technology
designers to notice and engage with ethical issues in their work [65, 162]. For example,
Wong et al. [192] and Baumer et al. [18] have used design fiction to elicit “contextual,
socially-oriented understandings” of values and ethical implications of potential features
among designers. Value-sensitive design methods [71] and card sets [12, 72, 118] evoke,
engage, or elicit values during design, helping designers to make their values concrete.
Gispen offers tools and exercises designed to develop moral sensitivity, moral creativity,
and moral advocacy among designers [76].
Ethics as a professional practice, with or without outside intervention, has also been
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studied extensively outside of computing. In particular, the framework of ethical sensitiv-
ity (ES) focuses on how professionals recognize, interpret, and make ethical decisions in
their work [184]. The ES framework lends itself to studies of practice by focusing on the
processes that scaffold ethical decision-making: research that asks not if professionals are
ethical, but how and when they engage in ethical practices and decisions, and how work
might be adapted to encourage ethical practices. And because there is a well-developed
literature on ethical sensitivity in professions outside of computing, this framework has the
advantage of clear conceptual definitions: both shared indicators of the otherwise unob-
servable construct of ethical sensitivity, and methods to study those indicators. We draw on
previous conceptual analyses of ES as well as a systematic review of empirical ES studies
to condense the wide range of proposed attributes of ethical sensitivity into three umbrella
components: recognition, particularization, and judgment (Figure 2.1).
First, workers experience recognition of a potential ethical issue in their daily tasks
(perhaps prompted by an external cue or internal affectivity). Workers then, individu-
ally or in teams, particularize the details of the situation through reflection (e.g., on their
personal values) or information seeking (e.g., finding external guidance such as codes of
ethics or opinions of peers and managers). Finally, workers use the understanding they
build to make judgments about what to do. Recognition, particularization, and judgment
offer defined activities to observe and measure for HCI and CSCW researchers interested
in evaluating ethics interventions, describing a team’s ethical practices, or understanding
the impact of design complexity, organizational factors, and other variables of interest on
design decision-making. The ES framework can help CSCW and HCI researchers system-
ize both where to look for ethical practices, and how to test interventions into the ethical
practices of technology designers.
Our review of the methods and indicators widely used to study ES also reveals two
important limitations of the existing ES literature for studying ethics in technology design.
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Figure 2.1: Ethical Sensitivity stages
First, ES has been studied almost exclusively as a static property of individuals, rather
than a skill that can be developed or a feature of teams. Second, the current methods that
dominate the ES literature neglect aspects of work practice particularly important within
HCI and CSCW: the situated and embodied nature of technology design work [57, 129,
170]. In addition to adapting and refining a useful framework for studying ethics during
the team practices of technology design, this paper highlights opportunities for HCI and
CSCW research to offer rich, situated data from contextual methods to the study of ES.
Our paper proceeds as follows: Section 2.2 describes our systematic review of the ES
literature. Section 2.3 describes how we condensed the many concepts that make up ES
into a framework for studying ethics in technology design. Section 2.4 then explores the
methods and indicators most frequently used to study the three umbrella components of ES.
Section 2.5 returns to the HCI and CSCW literature, using existing studies of ethics work
during technology design to discuss the limitations of existing ES methods for researchers
from HCI traditions and suggest how existing literature in HCI and CSCW enriches the
ES literature. Section 2.6 discusses recommendations for social computing researchers
interested in employing ES as a framework to guide their own research.
2.2 Constructing the ES Corpus
We began our analysis of the ES literature with review articles [24, 88, 184–187] to
better understand the history and context of the theoretical framework and to develop a
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search vocabulary for our systematic literature review. The review articles revealed that: 1)
ethical sensitivity has been studied in numerous disciplines; 2) what is now called “ethical
sensitivity” was originally conceptualized and is sometimes still studied as “moral sensi-
tivity;” and 3) existing review articles did not include an explicit discussion of indicators
or methods used to operationalize or measure ethical sensitivity.
Based on our analysis of the review articles, we searched Google Scholar for papers
in English containing either “ethical sensitivity” OR “moral sensitivity,” returning 17,400
papers that used either phrase. Next, we limited the corpus to empirical studies whose focus
was the phenomenon in question: excluding papers that referred to “ethical sensitivity” in
their text but didn’t attempt to measure it. We also excluded studies about ethical judgment
alone unless they were framed as ethical sensitivity. We used the resulting list to conduct
citation chaining, searching reference sections for the keywords “sensitivity,” “perception,”
“recognition” and “awareness.” This process rendered a list of 336 papers.
As we read through these articles, we noticed some papers we judged to be of low
quality (e.g., papers that included conclusions in the abstract that were not addressed in
the methods or results and papers published in venues included in Beall’s list of preda-
tory journals [3]). We also discovered clusters of papers in regional journals that primarily
cited other papers from their geographic region but were not well-connected to the inter-
national literature. We developed the following additional criteria for inclusion: papers
must be peer-reviewed (excluding notes, dissertations, and most book chapters), must be
from a journal with international readership and scope, and must be in a journal indexed
by Scopus with a CiteScore of 1 or higher. On the first pass, 208 papers were removed:
36 dissertations, 69 papers in regional venues, and 103 whose publisher did not meet our
CiteScore requirement. We confirmed that these criteria filtered out papers in predatory
journals. Although these criteria may have unintentionally eliminated some high-quality
papers, we are confident that our corpus represents the range of methods and indicators
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Figure 2.2: Papers in corpus by profession over time
used in current ethical sensitivity work. As we read through the remaining papers, we re-
moved several more review, methods, and theory articles; the final corpus was comprised
of 108 papers published between 1985 and early 2020. We read each paper and coded it
for profession, jobs, sample size, methods, stimuli, measures, data type, whether the paper
studied recognition, particularization, and/or judgment, and its conclusions. Details and
examples of how we deployed these criteria are provided in Table 2.1.
Our final corpus reflected studies of wide variety of professions including medicine,
psychology, accounting, education, law, journalism, and marketing (see Figure 2.2). These
papers were published between 1985 and 2020 and studied between two and 1,971 par-
ticipants. Research was conducted in the United States, Korea, Japan, Norway, Brazil,
Turkey, China, and Taiwan among nurses, doctors, dentists, counselors, physiotherapists,
managers, marketers, market researchers, insurance salespeople, accountants, teachers and
students.
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Table 2.1: Data Collection
Column Description
Profession
What industry does this study address? i.e. “Medicine” or “Accounting.”
“Business” is used when the paper uses it (i.e. studying MBAs).
“None” is used when the study attempts to generalize to all workers or
to people outside of a work context
Jobs
Specific jobs the paper is attempting to generalize to. i.e. “Nurses” or
“Doctors.” “Students” is only used if the paper attempts to generalize to
students within the profession “Education.” Papers using students to
generalize about the profession they are studying (i.e. nursing students)
the job are labelled (Nurses) and the use of students is recorded.
Sample
Number of participants in the study (range: 2 to 1,971, mean: 246,
median: 165)
Method Category of methods employed. i.e. “interview” “experiment,” or “survey”
Stimulus
The item participants will respond to. i.e. “scenarios” “survey items”
or “reflection questions”
Measure
The name or citation for the measurement of ethical sensitivity,
including citations not included in the corpus. If the paper uses a unique
method, its own citation is used in this field. i.e. “REST,” or “Lind, 1993.”
Data Type The format of data collected. i.e. “free response,” “brain imaging,” or “Likert”
Recognition
a. Does the paper’s measure of ES capture any aspect of recognition?
b. A description of how elements of recognition are measured.
Particularization
a. Does the paper’s measure of ES capture particularization?
b. A description of how elements of recognition are measured.
Judgment
a. Does the paper’s measure of ES capture particularization?
b. A description of how elements of recognition are measured.
Conclusions Summary of the study’s results
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2.3 Conceptualizing ES
Weaver & Mitcham identified “gaps and discrepancies” in the literature about how to
operationalize and conceptualize ethical sensitivity [185]. Other review articles and em-
pirical articles join their call for better construct clarity [149]. ES researchers point out
the difficulty of comparing results because of discrepancies among measures (e.g., [9]) and
argue for more comprehensive or nuanced measurements [113, 137].
The literature reflects a lot of agreement on a single construct of ES: recognition. The
moment of noticing an ethical issue is a dominant part of ES studies and separates it from
studies of ethical decision-making and belief. But both empirical studies and review ar-
ticles add varying additional constructs to the scope of ES. Sparks & Hunt [168] debate
whether ES should be limited to recognition alone or include an assessment of how par-
ticipants assess the importance of an ethical issue. Shaub [159] includes the identification
of alternative actions and their outcomes, the awareness of consequences, and the actor’s
role in the situation. Jordan [106] notes that empathy and perspective taking may be worth
including in ES. Weaver et al. [186] conducted a thematic analysis of the ES literature and
identify eight attributes of ethical sensitivity. Concepts within recognition include affec-
tivity, moral perception, and awakening. They also identify concepts beyond recognition
in the literature to include particularizing, dividing loyalties, interpreting, justifying, and
reflexivity.
No consensus exists on whether and what activities beyond recognition should be in-
cluded in ethical sensitivity. For the purposes of this review, then, we separate recognition
as a phenomenon of particular interest, and borrow Weaver et al.’s “particularization” to
describe all activities that contribute to an understanding of the specific attributes of the
situation at hand [186]. Our coding of the empirical ES literature suggests that particular-
ization includes both information seeking and individual and group reflection. Information
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seeking might include consulting professional standards [159], researching and stakehold-
ers and consequences [113], and eliciting the perspectives of others (whether team members
or external stakeholders) [153]. Reflection might include grappling with legal, social, or
technical characteristics of the circumstance [186], considering the feelings and perspec-
tives of others [153], and weighing personal attitudes and principles [120]). Sixty-four
papers in the corpus included some aspect of particularization
Rest’s original conception of moral sensitivity (published in 1982) was as the first of
four discrete components of moral development: moral sensitivity, moral judgment, moral
motivation, and moral character [148]. In later work (1999), Rest et al. acknowledged that
sensitivity and judgment are intertwined:“Logically, Component 1 (sensitivity) precedes
Component 2 (judgment), but the components do not follow each other in a set temporal
order—as there are complex feed-forward and feed-backward loops, and complex inter-
actions” [147]. While many conceptualizations of ethical sensitivity include recognition
alone (e.g., [159]); recognition and some aspects of understanding [168]; or recognition
and particularization [187]; some explicitly include judgment. For example, Byrd [36] (p.
14) defines ES this way: “Ethical Sensitivity is theoretically defined as the ability for one
to recognize a situation as an ethical dilemma and to choose the action that is considered
appropriate”. Of the 108 papers in the corpus, 40 included a measure of judgment and eight
measured only judgment.
Because social computing ethics is particularly interested in connecting the beliefs and
practices of workers with the features of the technology they build, we believe it is useful
to the field to include judgment as part of the scope of ES. However, because our literature
review included only papers that framed themselves as being about ethical sensitivity, we
excluded a large body of papers studying judgment alone (e.g., those framed as studying
ethical decision-making.) Future research on ethical sensitivity in technology design may
want to incorporate the ethical decision-making literature for more options about how to
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Figure 2.3: Operationalization decisions in ES studies
operationalize ethical judgment.
2.4 Methods and Indicators for Ethical Sensitivity
Even with the many component parts of ES condensed into umbrella concepts, our lit-
erature review revealed significant challenges in operationalization of those components:
a common problem when studying unobservable theoretical constructs [100]. To opera-
tionalize and measure ES and its components, researchers must decide on a nested set of
methods (what will be observed and how), stimuli (the situation(s) a participant will re-
spond to), and cues (prompts for ethical reflection within the stimuli). Researchers must
also decide upon indicators—observable properties of ES—and the analysis of those indi-
cators. The relationships among these decisions are illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Analyzing the methods and indicators used in the ES literature revealed that methods
for studying each component of ES— recognition, particularization, and judgment— are
dominated by surveys in which participants were asked to respond to scenarios. However,
the indicators used to measure or represent ES varied significantly based on the compo-
nent(s) of ES a researcher was studying. Research capturing recognition was dominated by
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survey responses in which the number of moral dilemmas respondents identified (primarily
in vignettes) served as the primary indicator of ES. The indicators for studies of particular-
ization were much more varied because of the complexity of building an understanding of
a situated ethical issue. Studies of judgment were dominated by asking participants to eval-
uate the actions of others or suggest actions to be taken. We discuss methods and indicators
for each stage of ES in more detail in the following sections.
2.4.1 Recognition
Recognition is the triggering mechanism of the ethical decision-making process: the
moment a person identifies an ethical issue in their work [194]1. While executing the tech-
nical tasks of their job (helping a patient, reviewing tax documents, or training a machine
learning model, for example), a worker may perceive a signal—called a cue—that the situ-
ation requires ethical judgment. Recognition describes a perspective shift from seeing the
task as primarily technical to ethical [51].
Much of the ES research defines and operationalizes ethical sensitivity as recognition
alone, perhaps because whether a person identifies a situation as having ethical import is a
feature that distinguishes “sensitivity” constructs from other ethical behavior frameworks
like ethical decision-making [138, 176]. In our corpus, 56 papers focused on some aspect
of recognition (51.9%). Figure 2.4 shows the methods and stimuli used to study recognition
and Table 2.2 describes indicators of recognition in the corpus.
The ES literature revealed rather straightforward agreement on both methods and in-
dicators for studying recognition. A majority of papers that measured recognition in our
corpus used survey methods and employed scenarios as their stimuli (64.3%): vignettes of
varying length, usually presented in writing, but sometimes video or audio, usually tailored
1Recognition is also sometimes called “awakening” or “perception.”
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Table 2.2: Recognition Indicators
Indicators # Examples
Naming moral dilem-
mas in a case
34 “Students were asked to list all the ethical issues related to
the vignette they received. . . . scored by one investigator as
to the number of issues the student identified, regardless of
the content of the response” [88]
Is x an ethical issue? 10 “Recognition of an ethical issue (REC) was evaluated with
one item indicating the extent to which the scenario in-
volved an ethical issue” [92]
Proxy or proxies as-
sumed to relate to ES
9 Image slides were shown in pairs, some depicting moral sit-
uations and some not. They were later revisited with some
new slides included. “If participants more often correctly
identify the novel person with morally-relevant interaction
pairs [of image slides], it suggests superior encoding of
morally-relevant stimuli. The same is true for social interac-
tion pairs. If there is no increased recall of morally-relevant
interactions or social interaction, it suggests that the brain
is not wired to give more attention to moral interaction over
social or non-social people perception.” [133]
Brain scans 4 Participants were asked to look at images of in- and out-
group members harming or interacting peacefully with each
other (4 conditions). “Each scenario was followed by 6
items designed to assess the participants’ feelings of moral





4 ES score weighted by time: how soon in their response par-
ticipants mentioned each issue [116].
Rating importance of
given factors
3 Participants were asked to rank considerations in decision-
making. ES indicator was how highly participants ranked
items belonging to the ethical perspective compared to or-
ganizational, personal, and legal perspectives [190]
Thematic Coding 2 “The numbered transcripts . . . were analyzed with in-
ductive thematic analysis. After data immersion, two re-
searchers respectively coded the transcripts to identify the
main themes” including whether interviewees were sensi-
tive to ethical issues in their job [95]
Self-report 2 The interview questions were the following: “Please ex-
plain your experience and perception of sensitivity in
decision-making”; “How does your sensitivity affect your
decision-making”; “Please explain what is meant by a man-
ager’s sensitivity in decision-making and what it includes.”
[151]
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Figure 2.4: Recognition by Method and Stimulus
to the profession being targeted. Throughout the corpus, scenarios were most often em-
ployed in surveys (65.2%) but were also used in interview studies (19.6%), experiments
(6.5%), experimental surveys (4.3%), as video prompts (2.2%), and qualitative studies
(2.2%) The indicator of ethical sensitivity in scenario studies was generally how many
ethical issues or how quickly the participant identified one. Alternative, less-frequent sce-
nario approaches asked participants to indicate whether they believed issues or actions to
be ethical and ranking factors (ethical or otherwise) used to make a decision.
After scenarios, a much smaller group of papers (21.4%) used survey items, which
usually functioned like less-detailed vignettes. Recognition survey items frequently take
the form of presenting a general behavior without backstory (“a nurse gives a patient his
daily medication” or “a teacher ignores evidence of cheating”) and the respondent is asked
whether the action has ethical implications to observe whether the respondent recognizes
the issue as ethical in nature. Rarer modes of studying recognition included pairing images
with memory tests [133] or brain imaging [150] and free reflection on work experience, in
which thematic coding by researchers identifies ethical recognition [90].
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Figure 2.5: Particularization by Method and Stimulus
2.4.2 Particularization
After workers are alerted to the presence of a potential ethical issue by cues, they begin
to particularize: to assess the scope and magnitude of the problem; determine its relation-
ship to their own responsibilities; and understand the options and resources available to
address the issue. Particularization “bridges the gap between moral rules (and principles)
and particular situations” [24]. Particularization can be influenced by features of the situ-
ation (e.g., how much time and energy is available to process ethical cues), the cues (e.g.,
how many are available and what information they convey), and the individual (e.g., in-
cluding personal values, individual reasoning, and social and embodied cognition) [186].
Workers also bring in external information during this stage, such as past experiences, the
perspectives of other stakeholders, and external standards [186].
Sixty-four papers in our corpus studied particularization (59.3%). As was the case
for recognition, surveys dominated the methods for studying particularization. When it
came to indicators used to study particularization, papers were split between those that
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41 Used cognitive mapping to represent ES indicators men-
tioned by participants “in each of the four content domains
(situational characteristics, issues, stakeholders, and conse-
quences) and the linkages a subject makes between indica-
tors” [113, 115, 116, 172]
Ranking or rating deci-
sion factors or ethical
issues
10 Asked participants to rate the importance of each of sev-
eral factors for each scenario: ‘confidentiality’, ‘recipient
of benefit’, ‘independence’, ‘seriousness of breach’, ‘recip-
ient of responsibility’, and ‘growth of firm’ [46].
Guided particulariza-
tion
8 Walked participants in the treatment condition through an
“Ethical Conflict Resolution Process” framework [123]
Evaluating thorough-
ness of response (range
or depth)
7 In free responses to questions about a news clip, ethical sen-
sitivity was measured by the range of different aspects of
ethical sensitivity exhibited during the discussion (broader
range taken to indicate higher sensitivity); and amount of
thought, detail, sophistication (more depth taken to indicate
higher sensitivity) [113, 115, 116, 172].
Labeling qualities of
decisions
6 Likert questions in response to scenarios include: “Accept-
able/Unacceptable” by tradition, family, people I admire,
etc. “Efficient/inefficient,” “in the best interests of the com-
pany/not” [31, 143–145].
Listing factors used to
make a decision
5 “Following [brain] scanning, participants completed an
open-ended questionnaire in which they were asked to in-
dicate what types of information and strategies they used in
determining violation severity ratings.” [86]
What other information
would you want?
1 “[Respondents] were asked to indicate the important
. . . counseling aspects or issues related to the case, provide
additional information they would like to know, and to sug-
gest actions to be taken” [62].
Emergent codes 1 “The numbered transcripts . . . were analyzed with in-
ductive thematic analysis. After data immersion, two re-
searchers respectively coded the transcripts to identify the
main themes” [95].
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prompted respondents to focus on some forms of particularization (e.g., personal beliefs)
and more naturalistic, reflection-based prompts. For example, the multidimensional ethics
scale (MES), used in 4 papers in the corpus, guided respondents by asking whether an ac-
tion taken in a scenario is acceptable or unacceptable to their family, tradition, or people
they admire, emphasizing personal backgrounds [31, 143–145]. More natural particular-
ization capture was prompted by open-ended reflection questions such as “What would you
do to make yourself feel that you had done the right thing?” [61], asking participants what
other information they would like to know in a situation [62], or asking participants to list
any “issues,” “concerns,” or “aspects” of the case they’d use to make a decision. The Den-
tal Ethical Sensitivity Test asked participants to carry on dialog from the scenarios as if
they were in it, then asked why they responded this way, how they expected the patient to
react, what issues in the situation are, what arguments could be made against their position,
what the best interests of the patients are, what a dentist should do in this situation, and
practically speaking, what they would do [19]. This series of questions was designed to
“[require] the student to articulate the assumptions and perspectives underlying his or her
response,” using participants’ identification of assumptions or perspectives as indicators of
particularization [19], p. 227.
2.4.3 Judgment
After a worker has recognized and particularized an ethical situation in their work, they
often go on to make a judgment. Rest’s foundational work discusses judgment in three
phases: formulating the morally ideal course of action; deciding what one actually intends
to do; and executing and implementing what one intends to do [148].
Unlike other review studies (i.e., [106]), we found that judgment was studied in the
fewest papers in our corpus: just 40 (or 37%). This is likely because we scoped our liter-
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Table 2.4: Judgment Indicators
Indicators # Examples
Evaluate actions of oth-
ers or an action in gen-
eral
27 “Respondents were asked to indicate their ap-
proval/disapproval of the action(s) of the Marketing
Research Director in each item (scenario). A 5-point scale
with descriptive anchors that ranged from “disapprove”
(coded 1), “disapprove somewhat” (coded 2), “neither
approve nor disapprove” (coded 3), “approve somewhat”
(coded 4) to “approve” (coded 5) was used to elicit their
evaluations” [10].
Suggest actions to be
taken
11 “Practically speaking, what would you do?” [19, 130].
Choice of actions 6 “Subjects responded to a total of sixteen ethically sensitive
situations of a personal or business nature. For each situ-
ation, subjects were asked to indicate their probable action
on the issue on the five point scale of yes, probably yes,
unsure, probably no, and no” [139].
Justification 2 “Participants were encouraged to articulate an argument and
rationale describing whether they would support the use of
[the therapy described in the scenario]” [153].
Assign a penalty 2 “. . . asked the participants’ opinion regarding the penalty
that they thought would be appropriate had there been a
higher council that ruled the action in the vignette as un-
ethical. Five potential penalties were presented in order of
most severe alternative (i.e., the person engaged in the ac-
tivity should be taken to court), to no penalty (i.e., there is
no need for punishment). . .participants were asked to indi-
cate their degree of agreement with each penalty suggestion
using a seven-point Likert scale” [167].
Evaluate the character
of others
1 Participants rated characters on “their perceived morality on
a 9-point scale (1: very immoral character, 5: neither moral
nor immoral, 9: very moral character) [117].
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Figure 2.6: Judgment by Method and Stimulus
ature search around ethical sensitivity-specific language and excluded papers that studied
decision-making without making reference to the larger scope of ES. 3
Like recognition, judgment was studied most often through surveys, using scenarios as
stimuli (45%). Figure 2.6 reviews the methods and stimuli used for judgment in this corpus.
Indicators of judgment included participants’ evaluations of the decisions of the characters
in a scenario, participant’s responses to whether they would perform a particular action,
participants’ opinions about what should be done, or participants’ explanations what they
would do if they were a particular character in the scenario (See: Table 2.4).
3Pederson conceptualized the relationship between ethical sensitivity and ethical decision-making, link-
ing ethical sensitivity to problem formulation, the first step of some ethical decision-making frameworks
[138]. He also argues that experience with ethical decision-making feeds back into the development of ethi-
cal sensitivity. So, these two concepts are quite related, and while we’ve separated them for expediency here,
researchers interested in ethical judgment may be interested in the broader literature on ethical decision-
making.
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2.4.4 Studying all Components of ES
Most studies in the corpus (62 papers, or 57.4%) focused on a single aspect of ethi-
cal sensitivity, studying either recognition, particularization, or judgment. Sixteen studies,
however, focused on all three components (14.8%). Of the 16 papers that addressed recog-
nition, particularization, and judgment, nearly all (14) used scenarios as the stimulus and
used coding of participants’ free responses as indicators of recognition, particularization,
and judgment (12). Most of these responses were gathered via survey (9), with a handful
gathered via interviews (3).
2.5 Studying ES in Social Computing
How might we draw on methods, indicators, and research experience from the existing
ES literature to conceptualize new research in technology ethics? And what does the HCI
and CSCW literature add to the study of ES? The ES literature benefits CSCW and HCI re-
search by adding conceptual specify, shared language, and validated indicators to studies of
the ethical practices of technology designers. Explicitly observing recognition (what cues
designers to notice potential ethical issues); particularization (what information sources,
norms, stories, and beliefs they draw on to build their understanding of issues, options, and
consequences); and how both recognition and particularization shape design and policy de-
cisions gives technology ethics researchers a shared set of constructs to observe, helping
us both design and present our research and compare findings across studies. Conceptual
specificity and validated indicators will also improve the design and evaluation of the many
ethical interventions developed by HCI and CSCW researchers. This section discusses how
recognition, particularization and judgment can scaffold studies of, and interventions into,
tech ethics work.
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Simultaneously, HCI and CSCW researchers add creativity in methods and stimuli
choices for studying ES in design work. Studies of ethics in technology design have
employed more diverse methods, including ethnography, document analysis, and quasi-
experimental methods to study dimensions missed by the current ES literature: in particu-
lar, the interactions of teams, and the situated and embodied nature of ethical sensitivity. In
the following sections, we link the components of ES to existing HCI and CSCW research
to illustrate how ES can benefit technology design research, and how technology design
research can expand ES.
2.5.1 Recognition in Social Computing
Explicit attention to ethical recognition in technology design can help us iterate on and
improve the many ethics interventions developed in the HCI and CSCW literature. Ethics
interventions such as design workbooks and card sets function as cues for ethical recog-
nition. Conceptualizing interventions as cues for recognition enables us to ask evaluative
research questions such as: do some interventions increase ethical recognition more than
others? The ES literature suggests indicators to quantify the impacts of interventions, such
as asking participants to name the moral dilemmas they encountered after an intervention,
asking if participants recognize particular ethical issues, or measuring how quickly partici-
pants can name ethical issues.
The ES literature can also scaffold HCI and CSCW literature that seeks to discover
naturalistic cues for ethical reflection. For example, the framework of ethical sensitivity
helps us see values levers [160, 162, 163] as one type of cue for ethical recognition, and
ES can help discover additional cues. Building upon ES studies such as those conducted
by Wittmer et al. [189, 190], which asked participants to engage in realistic managerial
decision-making exercises, design researchers might ask participants to work through a
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design activity or reflect on their previous work experience to identify previously undis-
covered workplace cues for ethical reflection [11, 90]. Using more established ES methods
like surveys and scenarios can also facilitate new discovery in CSCW and HCI. Researchers
might draw from the validated scales used in the Dental Ethical Sensitivity Test [19] and
Racial Ethical Sensitivity Test [26], which use open-ended questions to elicit recognition
and understanding of specific ethical issues relevant to context (dentistry and education,
respectively). Researchers can use a “funnel sequence interview” such as that developed
by Lind and Rarick, using strategically ordered questions about ethical issues that progress
from less to more direct [114]. The funnel sequence interview is used to obscure the pur-
pose of the interview [114] and to give participants a chance to signal recognition of ethical
issues before being prompted to do so [113].
CSCW and HCI studies of technology design can offer a richness of data and context
that is missing from existing ES studies of recognition. Analyzing ethical recognition in
secondary or historical data, for example, is a method that has been employed to study eth-
ical reflection by HCI researchers but was not observed in the ES corpus. Email archives
and online discussion forums can offer a view into individual and group moments of ethics
discovery, including among workers distributed over time and distance [164]. Connect-
ing contextual methods to the language of recognition and cues offers HCI and CSCW
researchers a way to both define indicators for future comparative studies, and to connect
moments of noticing (and factors that impact those moments) to design-critical next steps
such as ethical particularization and judgment.
2.5.2 Particularization in Social Computing
Particularization is perhaps the richest opportunity for CSCW and HCI researchers to
contribute data and methods to ethical sensitivity research, and to improve our understand-
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ing of design ethics by connect existing work focused on noticing ethical issues to design
and policy decision-making. Particularization during technology work is a complex phe-
nomenon to study because it can be influenced by a host of both personal or group (e.g.,
education, experience, beliefs, communication, and practices) and situational factors (e.g.,
organizational context, strength of the cues, time available to process cues, pressures from
other priorities). The ES literature has defined a numerous ways of measuring components
of particularization. Many of these are purposefully reflective, such as asking participants
to list and rank the factors that went into a decision and evaluating the range and depth
of those responses. These reflective techniques can help CSCW and HCI researchers add
new concepts for observation, measurement and evaluation to studies of ethical practices
in technology work.
Established features of particularization that could advance HCI and CSCW studies
include assessments of ethical issues priority among teams and leadership as in [159],
listing factors influencing design decisions as in [35], evaluating designers’ perception of
stakeholder interests and conflicts as in [42, 113], surveying designers’ acknowledgment of
moral ambiguity as in [42], measuring designers’ awareness of alternative courses of action
available as in [42], assessing designers’ understandings of how other actors might respond
to alternative courses of action as in [26], studying designers’ perceptions of consequences
of courses of action as in [113], evaluating whether designers anticipate arguments against
a course of action as in [26], and studying whether and when designers refer to external
information sources as in [186].
Another particularization concept defined in the ES literature that could be useful to
CSCW and HCI researchers is developing moral imagination as the skills useful to, and
necessary for, particularization [104]. Imagination is required for empathy with other
stakeholders, to search for relevant concepts and principles, and to consider all available
options [47]. And while there is a broad range of work on improving moral imagination
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in computing (e.g., pedagogical techniques like case studies and role playing [66], studies
of moral computing exemplars [96], and design fiction activities [63, 192]), these methods
are rarely evaluated for their impacts on particularization. The ES literature suggests next
steps for studies of moral imagination such as studying the effects of organizational social-
ization [168], job satisfaction [194], and other conditions of work on moral imagination,
especially in teams. Ongoing research into particularization processes in technology ethics
could improve not just research on technology work, but research on ethics pedagogy. So-
cial computing research can also contribute rich insight into the ways that situational factors
impact particularization in technical practice. Although existing ES review papers describe
particularization as a process of building understanding [24, 186], a majority of empirical
papers in the ES corpus focused on capturing the post-hoc ethical understanding partici-
pants have of a situation. Social computing methods such as talk-aloud studies [60], trace
ethnographies of ethical decisions [75], and ethnographic observation of values reflection
among developers or users (e.g., [13, 94]) offer opportunities to observe the complex in-
teractions between personal and situational factors during the process of particularization.
For example, Gray led students through a design process that asked students to generate
an “elevator-pitch” for their design concept [78]. He observed that students had difficulty
with “ethical awareness” and was able to pinpoint challenges building empathy with users,
which is a step that could be considered a component of particularization. In other work,
Gray and Chivukula used on-site observations and follow-up interviews to observe ethical
decision-making in the context of organizations [79]. They recorded work practices, speech
acts, and non-verbal signals during the observation period, and documented participants’
reflections during the interviews. This method fills a gap in ethical sensitivity research by
focusing on in-situ ethical practices.
Finally, several aspects of particularization that are described in ES theory, but under-
explored in the current ES literature, may be of particular interest to social computing. In-
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terpretation, or contextual translation, is a particularization activity during which a worker
reflects critically upon the influence of larger social systems by acknowledging their own
assumptions or privilege and explicitly considering the perspectives of other internal and
external stakeholders [186]. Numerous CSCW and HCI ethics interventions (e.g., envi-
sioning cards) ask developers to reflect on the intersection of systemic factors and privilege
in their work. Envisioning cards could be used to test how this form of particularization im-
pacts teams’ design decisions. Dividing loyalties describes how workers resolve tensions
among conflicting values and interests of multiple stakeholders [187]. In technology work,
methods for grappling with divided loyalties have been formalized as stakeholder analy-
sis techniques (e.g., values dams and flows [126]) in values in design and value sensitive
design literature [162]. Reframing these methods as an explicit part of ethical particulariza-
tion again allows us to connect the impact of methods like values dams and flows to design
decisions in real-world settings.
2.5.3 Judgment in Social Computing
Because social computing and design ethics is interested in connecting the process of
perceiving ethical issues to design outcomes, studying judgment – and the relationship
of judgment to design – is a final important component of ES for our field. Our liter-
ature review revealed that studying judgments is frequently easier to operationalize than
recognition or particularization, both because people may recall their decisions with more
precision, and because these decisions can often be seen in documentation (whether writ-
ten policies or design decisions). The relative ease and importance of studying judgment
extends to current work in technology ethics and social computing, as well. Research such
as Fleischmann et al.’s work [67], which asks engineers to reflect on ethical decisions us-
ing both surveys and interviews, or the wide body of literature that examine technological
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objects for purposeful and implicit values within their design [134, 179], are examples of
operationalizations of judgment in tech ethics research. Content analysis of design deci-
sions, such as those by Shilton and Greene [164], or of user reactions to design decisions,
such as that by Gray, Chivukula, and Lee [77], suggest document-based methods for study-
ing judgment. And observational or ethnographic work focused on design decisions, such
as those used by Chivukula et al. can trace the full path from stimuli to cues to recognition,
particularization, and judgments [43]. We believe that explicit reference to the ES litera-
ture can improve and contextualize work focused on judgment by providing new research
questions into the factors (cues, recognition, and the many components of particularization)
that impact judgments. ES gives us concrete language to ask: what factors impact ethical
design decisions?
2.5.4 Studying Ethical Sensitivity as an Aspiration
While we have largely discussed ethical sensitivity as a descriptive framework for
studying design work, the construct also has normative potential. For example, existing
research suggests that ethical sensitivity can be learned through both professional educa-
tion and socialization within a field [184]. However, there is no consistent ethics curriculum
among computer science departments [64], nor do all developers receive a computer sci-
ence degree [6]. Although developers can belong to a professional organization with a
code of conduct (e.g., Association for Computing Machinery or the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers), membership is not required to practice. Professions with strict
occupational closure require their workers to complete educational programs and maintain
credentials, which offer a way to consistently discuss ideas, disseminate best practices, and
enforce rules. Software development instead relies on individual workers to notice ethical
issues and determine what to do. Reframing ethical sensitivity as a normative goal enables
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us to think through indicators for evaluating computer ethics education and the impact of
professional ethics efforts. For example, explicit goals of computer education might be
increasing recognition of workplace ethical cues, or increasing the forms and modes of
particularization students to which students are exposed.
Similarly, Weaver & Morse suggest that ethical sensitivity can fail to develop (e.g.
workers miss cues, or do not engage in particularization and judgment) if workers either
are certain about the right thing to do in a given situation, or if they address situations as
solely technical [187]. Evidence from previous studies of ethics in software development
suggests that this may be a common situation in development work. For example, Shilton
has studied how important technical values like interoperability are frequently translated as
values neutrality, interfering with ethical reflection during design [160]. Cech has found
that engineering students’ engagement with questions of social welfare issues declines over
the course of their college engineering education [40]. To counter these tendencies, Lurie
& Mark have proposed a form of software development that explicitly interweaves ethical
frameworks into technical decisions to address a perceived separation of technical work
from stand-alone codes of ethics [119]. The IEEE Standards Association has proposed
P7000, a process for ensuring ethical concerns are addressed during system design [5].
Building explicit reference to recognition, particularization, and judgment components of
ethical sensitivity into ethical design frameworks such as these could help the field form
shared vocabulary around the steps that ethical reflection requires.
Finally, we can also, like Heggestad et al., use ethical sensitivity to reflect on our own
research practices [89]. Considering how HCI and CSCW researchers recognize ethical
issues in their work, particularize those issues with their own beliefs, the practices of
their colleagues, and reference to external guidance ranging from ethics review boards
to professional code of ethics, and then make judgments about ethical research practices,
could further the fields’ growing interest in the ethics of its own research practices [27–
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29, 65, 129, 181, 196].
2.6 Conclusion
This paper is the result of two HCI researchers discovering, analyzing, and ultimately
critiquing the literature on professional ethical sensitivity. The lead author, a doctoral can-
didate, was seeking a theoretical framework that could guide her investigations of when
and how machine learning engineers consider and address issues of bias in their work with
training data. Her discovery of a broad ethical sensitivity literature was exciting: it pro-
vided both conceptual foci (where to look) and suggested methods (how to look) for ethics
in practice. The second author, her advisor, instantly recognized components of her own
work within the ES framework. She realized she had long been studying a component of ES
– recognition of ethical issues in technical work, and the cues that trigger that recognition
– without naming it as such. And she recognized that numerous other HCI scholars had
been studying another component of ES – judgment – in the form of design decisions. We
were inspired to systematically review the ES literature to understand how scholars outside
of social computing have used these terms, and how they have observed or measured these
constructs. This paper traces our journey through the Ethical Sensitivity literature. We re-
main excited for the concrete and well-justified framework – the what to study – that ethical
sensitivity provides to studies of design workplaces and social computing. But we found
less than we’d hoped for in guidance of how to study phenomena such as ethical recogni-
tion, particularization, and judgment in ways that take into account cooperative work and
situated and embodied practices. The survey methods that dominate the current ES liter-
ature is quite different than the methods that dominate CSCW and HCI ethics research,
which tends to observe participants’ situated ethical sensitivity by studying teams [80], by
observing real-life work situations [165], or by providing real-world stimuli [192].
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Despite the gulf between the constructs measured in the ES literature and those ob-
served and interpreted in CSCW and HCI, our analysis does suggest ways that a broad
range of researchers interested in ethical sensitivity in technology work can structure their
research. First, our analysis distills from the literature three concepts particularly useful for
studying cooperative design work: a team’s recognition of ethical issues, particularization
of those issues through both internal reflection and external information seeking, and judg-
ment through actions, policy, or design decisions. A wide variety of indicators have been
explored and validated in the current ES literature, particularly for recognition (which usu-
ally involves counting or classifying the ethical issues named by participants) and judgment
(which focus on action, either counting the actions recommended by participants or asking
participants to evaluate the actions of others). Adapting these for studies of technology de-
sign might include counting the first mentions of ethical issues among development teams,
classifying the judgments and justifications offered by workers, and asking participants to
connect the options and reasons they considered to the actions they executed.
The technology studies literature is increasingly focused on changing the conditions of
technology work [81, 125], recognizing that even the most ethical individuals cannot cre-
ate change unless the entire sociotechnical system allows for that change. ES is a useful
framework for understanding ethics in work practice and workplaces, but significant new
empirical research is needed to define the factors most important to particularization within
tech workplaces, alongside the stimuli and cues that are most effective for recognition of
ethical issues, and how these two components interact to result in ethical judgments, policy,
and design decisions. As a student and a seasoned researcher, we still struggle to opera-
tionalize these fuzzy social constructs in our own work. But narrowing them from studying
“ethics” to studying recognition, particularization, and judgment gives us useful signposts
to apply our own embedded, observational methods. We hope other CSCW researchers
will find similar clarity and utility in the ES literature.
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Chapter 3: Datasheets for Datasets help ML engineers notice and under-
stand ethical issues in unfamiliar training data
Abstract The social computing community has demonstrated interest in the ethical
issues sometimes produced by machine learning (ML) models: violations of values like
privacy, fairness, and accountability. This chapter discovers what kinds of ethical consid-
erations machine learning engineers recognize, how they build understanding, and what
decisions they make when working with a real-world dataset. In particular, it illustrates
ways in which Datasheets for Datasets, an accountability intervention designed to help
engineers explore unfamiliar training data, scaffolds the process of issue discovery, un-
derstanding, and ethical decision-making. Participants were ethically sensitive enough to
identify ethical issues in the dataset; participants who had a Datasheet did open and re-
fer to it; and those with Datasheets mentioned ethical issues during the think-aloud earlier
and more often than than those without. In addition to encouraging data about the use of
Datasheets in particular, this study offers evidence for the promise of similar context doc-
uments and a means for testing interventions that claim to encourage recognition, promote
understanding, and support decision-making among technologists.
3.1 Introduction
Machine Learning (ML) finds patterns in training data, but doesn’t distinguish between
useful bias (that helps it differentiate between images of cats and cars) and discriminatory
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bias (that, for example, assesses Black parolees as more likely to reoffend [14]). It reflects
bias that exists in the world from which the data was drawn, for example in associations
between words in text, resulting in algorithms that reify those biases [37]. Training data has
also become a target for accountability interventions [21, 44, 74, 91] and is described by
industry practitioners as a key place to intervene to support fairness in ML [93]. Training
data are also an area of particular concern for privacy advocates, but the issue is compli-
cated because collecting sensitive attributes (e.g., race, gender, or indicators of class) may
be necessary to build and certify fair algorithms [183]. Therefore, researchers advocate
interventions into training data to preserve privacy and allow for fair model training, model
certification, and decision verification by, for example, encrypting sensitive attributes in
training data [108]. Because training data is cited as a driver of discrimination, a focus
of concern for those concerned with multiple ethical issues, and highlighted by industry
practitioners as a target for intervention, this project focuses on interventions that deal with
data collection, manipulation, and training.
Context documents are designed to accompany a dataset or ML model, allowing builders
to communicate with users. These documents ask dataset or model builders a variety of
questions: some ask about the context of development or data collection, measures of data
distribution or model performance, ethical and legal concerns, but most ask questions from
more than one category. Many were proposed in part to prompt technologists to recognize
and develop a thorough understanding of ethical issues [21, 74, 146, 158, 166, 193]. As
part of that effort, most of those include direct ethical questions. For example, “Were any
ethical review processes conducted?” “Are there any tasks for which the dataset should not
be used?” and “Is there anything about the composition of the dataset or the way it was
collected and preprocessed/cleaned/labeled that might impact future uses? For example,
is there anything that a future user might need to know to avoid uses that could result in
unfair treatment of individuals or groups?” [74]. Others take another approach: in their
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paper proposing Data Statements for Natural Language Processing, Bender & Friedman
argue that their proposed context document may surface bias and other ethical problems
without a question directly about ethics: “We propose here that foregrounding the charac-
teristics of our datasets can help, by allowing reasoning about what the likely effects may
be” [21]. This study offers some empirical data to support the idea that indirect questions
about dataset characteristics can prompt ethical engagement.
Ethical sensitivity (ES) gives us a framework to observe how context documents scaf-
fold this kind of ethical engagement. ES describes a moment of recognition (where some-
one working on a technical task notices its ethical aspects), particularization (where the
worker seeks information and reflects to build an understanding of the specifics of the sit-
uation), and judgment (where the worker selects and executes a path forward). It has been
studied in a wide variety of professions [186] and has been used to test educational inter-
ventions [45, 48, 102, 130], but has never been used in technology development nor been
operationalized for in situ work data.
This chapter uses the construct of ethical sensitivity describe how a selected context
document– Datasheets for Datasets [74]– influences recognition and whether and how it
shapes particularization. To do this, I observed ML engineers after I presented them with
an ethically problematic ML problem and data, some with a Datasheet and some without. I
asked participants to think aloud as they worked with the data and watched them recognize
and particularize
This study answers the following research questions:
RQ 1: Are engineers who read Datasheets cued to perceive ethical problems
differently or at different rates than those who do not read them?
RQ 2: What information on and off the Datasheet do ML engineers use to
particularize a perceived ethical problem?
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More participants who were given Datasheets recognized ethical issues while working
with the data and participants relied heavily on the Datasheet to particularize.
Section 3.2 reviews current work on ethical sensitivity and ethical topics with training
data. Section 3.3 describes methods, 3.4 discusses analysis, 3.5 explains the results, and
3.6 reviews the importance of these findings for ML development, ethical sensitivity, and
ethical cooperative development.
3.2 Literature review
I drew on several areas of existing work to develop this project. First, I will discuss
the role of training data in ML and how fairness, privacy, and accountability in an ML
system can be affected by training data. Next, I’ll introduce the category of interventions
I call “context documents” and explain how I selected one to focus on. Finally, I’ll review
the framework of Ethical Sensitivity and how context documents try to promote two of its
components: ethical recognition and particularization.
3.2.1 Training data and ethics
Although there’s some debate about what qualifies as machine learning, the defining
feature is in the name: “learning.” ML algorithms are said to learn patterns by automati-
cally and iteratively optimizing a model to fit training data. For our purposes, it won’t be
necessary to precisely delineate machine learning from traditional software and statistical
methods; for the purposes of this study, “machine learning” refers to algorithms that find
patterns in training data and use those patterns to classify, predict, or do some other task
without being explicitly programmed with rules for doing so.
There are several human values of interest relevant when considering the training data
used to build ML models. Fairness, privacy, and accountability are of particular interest to
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the facial recognition dataset used in this study.
Fairness
Training data can be a table of rows with features and a dependent variable, like a
regression would need, but training data can also be images or video, unstructured text,
shopping histories, online learning activity, and much more.
Training data is biased. Most of the time, that bias is exactly what the algorithm uses
to accurately label an image of a cat rather than image of a dog or a person or a car. But it
can also contain bias that reflects real world prejudice or systemic discrimination, and an
algorithm can’t tell the difference between “a longer nose-looking thing tends to correlate
with the label ‘dog’ and smaller, shallower face is more likely to be ‘cat”’ and “the phrase
‘boy scouts’ predicts an interview, but when a resume contains ‘girl scouts’ it tends to go
in the ‘no’ pile.” Examples of this outcome bias abound (For reviews, see: [17, 136])
Discrimination in ML models isn’t only decisions reflecting societal prejudices, it can
also manifest as performance differences between groups. A striking example of this is the
“Gender Shades” paper, which found that facial recognition performed worse for darker-
skinned subjects and female subjects, with error rates for darker-skinned women as high as
34.7%, when the highest error rate for lighter-skinned men was less than 1% [33].
Privacy
As ML pervades new domains, so does data collection. Targeted advertising, facial
recognition, recommendation services, search engines, spam filters, and self-driving fea-
tures in cars mean that browsing history; photos of people online, in public, and in public
records; viewing, listening, and purchasing histories; email; and driving behavior are be-
ing collected. Many people have raised privacy concerns about this data [161] and about
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“notice and consent,” the ethical safeguard used for collecting much of this data [16].
Including many, diverse examples in a training data set can address quality problems,
including performance bias, but adding more data can mean more people’s privacy is at
risk. This is aggravated by the fact that in order to identify discriminatory bias, sensitive
attributes may need to be collected and stored [183]. Interventions to address bias may
prescribe oversampling rare or sensitive cases, meaning that members of minority groups
can be more likely to have data collected about them than those of majority groups.
Accountability
Many advocate for transparency into algorithmic decisions to allow its builders, users,
citizens, courts, and regulators to understand, interpret, and act on their recommendations
without creating ethics and policy violations. There is more than one avenue to this goal, in-
cluding transparency– reporting on methods, data, and models– and interpretability– tech-
niques that offer a view into the workings of models. This study focuses on a particular
type transparency intervention I’ll call “context documents.”
3.2.2 Context Documents
Sometimes, the same team collects training data and prepares it to train a model, but
not always. It may be different teams’ responsibility in a large organization, engineers may
reuse data collected for other purposes (for example sales, quality control, or user data), or
they may use any of many large, public datasets available. OpenML lists more than 2,600
open datasets [178].
Recently, researchers have called for standard documentation accompanying datasets or
ML-driven systems that describe characteristics of training data and help others interpret
and use the data or model. These “context documents” function as a way to communicate
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Figure 3.1: Context documents used to bridge the gap between data collectors and users
information about data provenance from those who collect it to those who use it. For ex-
ample, Figure 3.1 shows how context documents for pre-processed data work to overcome
a disconnect between those who collected the data and those who use it.
Context documents take many forms, ranging in complexity from a few hundred words
[156] to detailed reports [21, 91]. Proposals like Bender and Friedman’s [21] for Natural
Language Processing and Yang et al.’s [193] for ranking algorithms illustrate the specificity
that context documents tailored for a single ML technique can offer. Some are part of
larger programs or regulatory regimes and have a format tailored to their purpose in it
[146, 158, 166]. Gebru et al.’s Datasheets [74], Mitchell et al.’s Model Cards [127], and
Yang et al.’s nutritional label [193] directly ask for information about ethical concerns,
while others argue that simply reporting the characteristics of datasets will prompt and
advertise ethical work [21, 91]. The sudden proliferation of context document proposals
may be a response to an uptick of research and journalism verifying algorithmic bias: all
but one of these context document proposals cited either Julia Angwin’s “Machine Bias”
[14], Bolukbasi et al.’s “Man is to Computer Programmer as Woman is to Homemaker?”
[25], or both.
Context documents are designed to intervene not in the technical product, but in the
practices of technology designers. Documents have been proposed for both pre-processed
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training data and completed models (at the beginning and end of the training data resourc-
ing cycle). Tables 3.1 and 3.2 classify each of the context documents mentioned above on
this and some other key dimensions.
Table 3.1: Context Documents by Scope and Focus
Technique- or Domain-specific General Purpose
Training Data Bender & Friedman, 2018 (Natural
Language Processing algorithms)
Holland et al., 2018
Gebru et al., 2018
Model Daikopoulos, 2016 (Media & Journalism)
Selbst, 2018 (Policing)
Yang et al., 2018 (Ranking algorithms)
Mitchell et al., 2019
Reisman et al., 2018
Shneiderman, 2016
Schmaltz, 2018
Table 3.2: Context Documents by Audience and Purpose
General Call/Programs Technical Reports Lay Language Documents
Shneiderman, 2016
Reisman et al., 2018
Daikopoulos, 2016
Holland et al., 2018
Bender & Friedman, 2018
Yang et al., 2018
Gebru et al., 2018
Bender & Friedman, 2018
Schmaltz, 2018
Mitchell et al., 2019
This study focuses on Datasheets [74]: the only technique- and domain-agnostic, lay-
language context document for training data. Datasheets are versatile: they can be taught
early in ML education to students who will go on to work in diverse domains using a
variety of techniques and can be read by non-experts, like managers, users, citizens, and
auditors. Although Datasheets aim for a variety of goals [74], one of them is to increase




Ethical sensitivity started as Rest’s “moral sensitivity” [148] and has emerged as a way
to understand how people recognize, interpret, and act on ethically consequential decisions
in their work [186] (see Chapter 2).
Although ethical sensitivity is often studied as a trait (e.g., by asking “are men or
women more ethically sensitive?” [10, 139]) some studies suggest that it may be a skill
that can be developed [56], taught [68], or a collection of related skills [113].
This chapter treats ethical sensitivity as a practice, not a trait, for which a person or
group can be more or less disposed, more or less skilled, but which is capable of being
developed. In other words, in contrast to a survey that tries to measure ES as a latent
trait (like the popular Moral Sensitivity Questionnaire [121]), this study treats ES like an
ethics-focused application of Aristotle’s phronesis, a practical wisdom that bridges techne
(context-dependent knowledge of one’s craft) and epsiteme (universal, unchanging knowl-
edge). Phronesis has been profitably used to understand professional reflection and judg-
ment [110].
According to this view of ES, a person may consciously practice ethical sensitivity at
work, in a classroom, in a role-playing exercise, or other simulated scenario. A worker
may also perform it as part of their work without consciously exercising their skill. It can
be supported or undermined by organizations’ practices, policies, and people, like job de-
scriptions, evaluation schema, and managers. This view of ethical sensitivity strikes a chord
with long-standing research models that assert that ethical decision-making is dependent
on the worker and their work characteristics [175] and influenced by the particulars of the
ethical issue [105].
ES is highly situated, but that doesn’t mean we can’t learn about it in a simulated work
environment, just as skill at basketball can be developed and meaningfully observed outside
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the context of a team, a game, an audience, a league, or even a particular set of rules by
watching players practice. The practice session can be thoughtfully designed to develop
(or demonstrate) skills that carry over to in situ performance, including focusing on areas
of particular weakness or interest. Similarly, a curriculum, training activity, or study can
develop or demonstrate ethical sensitivity.
For this study, it was important to observe people who had a Datasheet and those who
didn’t with the same problem statement and to be able to control the demographic distribu-
tion of the training data, so observing people in their full, long-term work context was not
feasible. Therefore, I developed a think-aloud method that would allow ML engineers to
participate from their work environment on their own machines with their preferred settings
and software.
If we assume that we can observe ethical sensitivity in a study, what are we looking
for? A variety of common features have been identified in studies across disciplines and
will be described in the following sections.
Recognition
Recognition of an ethical issue is the moment that gives a worker the opportunity to
intervene. While executing the tasks of their job (helping a patient, reviewing tax docu-
ments, or training an ML model, for example), a professional may perceive information
that signals that the situation requires ethical judgment: a perspective shift from seeing the
task as primarily technical to ethical [51, 139].
There’s little prior work in ethical sensitivity describing or categorizing what Weaver et
al. refer to as “cues” that trigger ethical recognition and guide the first steps of particular-
ization [186]. Context documents like Datasheets may operate as cues, and in fact, some
are designed to do so. Papers proposing these documents talk about their possibility for
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allowing dataset or model users to “recognize . . . potential limitation” [21]. Holland et al.
[91] argue that the Dataset Nutrition label they propose may highlight characteristics of
data and enable engineers to “check for issues at the time of model development.” Mitchell
et al. [127] motivated their proposal in part by noting that some “systematic errors were
only exposed after models were put into use,” hoping that Model Cards could help avoid
such oversights.
Particularization
Particularization is a less well-defined and -studied area of ethical sensitivity. Weaver
et al. [186] include activities that develop an understanding of the particulars of the ethical
situation, such as reflecting on one’s own beliefs, seeking information about the circum-
stances, and referring to external standards, like policies or codes of ethics. Blum [24]
explicates the importance of such particulars to ethical judgment. Chapter 2 reviews as-
pects of particularization that have been included in ES work. For the purposes of this
study, particularization is defined as any kind of understanding-building activity.
Context documents are not only created to spark recognition. Bender and Friedman
(2018) say that their report could “[allow] reasoning about what the likely effects may be.”
Mitchell et al. [127] discuss several targets of particularization as goals for their document,
including how the cards can help stakeholders identify what questions to ask of a model
and evaluate its suitability for a given context. Schmaltz [156] highlights the ability of
a context document to cause builders to consider societal implications, risks, and failure
cases. Datasheets were designed to help readers evaluate the appropriateness, strengths,
and weaknesses of the dataset is for their purposes, and to encourage creative, critical
thought on the part of the Datasheet authors about the dataset [74].
The process of building an understanding of the particulars of an ethically consequential
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situation is under-explored in the existing ES literature (See: Chapter 2). The think- aloud
method may offer insight into particularization that isn’t available with the survey methods
used extensively in that literature.
This study uses ethical sensitivity to evaluate the effectiveness of Datasheets, especially
whether they help ML engineers recognize and particularize ethical issues in a dataset.
3.3 Methods
This study seeks to understand how introducing Datasheets may spark ethical percep-
tion, inform particularization, or otherwise change engineers’ practices when exploring a
new, ethically complicated ML problem and data set. First, I wanted to know, when given
the option to do so, how many ML engineers read a Datasheet when faced with an un-
familiar data set and ML problem? Then, among those who read the Datasheets, what
information do participants refer to while working on an ML problem, first noticing an eth-
ical problem, or particularizing one when they see it? Do Datasheet readers recognize and
engage differently with an embedded ethical issue than those who do not read a Datasheet?
To get this data, I asked 23 ML engineers to think aloud while exploring a data set and
problem statement with multi-faceted ethical problems.
3.3.1 Participants
Participants were recruited through the Slack channel for an ML meetup group the au-
thor attends (6), referral from other participants (7), and several forums (/r/machinelearning,
/r/artificial, /r/datascience, and hackernews.com). They were offered a $40 Amazon.com
gift card for an hour session. Participants needed to be 18 years or older and consider
themselves data scientists, machine learning engineers, or people who worked with train-















in Table 3.3. Three participants were primarily self-taught, and, in addition to university
classes, other participants reported learning through online courses (participants mentioned
Coursera (6), Udacity (2), and Stanford online (1) specifically). Several participants were
in or had recently completed a mentored, self-paced bootcamp called Springboard (4).
I did not collect self-identified race or gender, because I judged that asking about these
identities in a considerate way could anchor participants or hint that representation was
of interest in the study. In a future study, I would ask for permission to send an anony-
mous post-interview survey and include demographic data in that questionnaire. However,
my sample appeared to be somewhat diverse: several participants mentioned their home
countries, including the United States, India, Mexico, Australia, and England. Three par-
ticipants appeared to be women and nine appeared to have an ethnicity other than white.
There were no Black participants in this study (and therefore no Black women, the demo-
graphic group most affected by performance gaps in facial recognition). If I had collected
specific, self-identified data about race, ethnicity, country of origin, and gender, I could see
whether those features correlated with ethical sensitivity for an issue related directly to race
and gender; future work can address this question.
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All participants consented to have the audio and screen-sharing recorded; one recording
failed (P21DS).
3.3.2 Think Aloud
I approached my research questions with a think aloud experiment. The think aloud
protocol is a method in which participants speak their thoughts aloud as they complete
a task and offers insight into what participants attend to, as well as the opportunity to
observe their process [60]. According to Ericsson and Simon, concurrent verbalizations
are believed to offer stable and accurate reports of ongoing cognitive processes, but for the
purposes of this study, even if we only got insight into how participants interpret and talk
about their work, it is still interesting: speech about work is the currency of collaboration,
training, and management.
Concurrent verbalizations are classified as Level 1, 2, or 3, with the amount of inter-
nal processing increasing with higher levels [60]. When participants do more processing,
their verbalizations contain more interpretation and therefore more information. I used in-
structions from Ericsson & Simon [60] designed to prompt level 1 and 2 verbalizations.
These types of utterances offer information about what the participant is attending to and
some more information from processing, but aren’t thought to impede creativity, change
decision-making, or alter the structure of task performance. There is evidence to suggest
that level 2 verbalizations slow down task performance, so recorded times (i.e. time spent
looking at Datasheets) will be compared between participants, but not assumed to general-
ize to real work environments.
Participants worked on their own computer, with their own software and settings. Pre-
vious studies of ES have relied on surveys and interviews, usually in reaction to written,
hypothetical scenarios. This think-aloud method moves ethical sensitivity methods forward
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by preserving some situational factors while still permitting researchers to control of key
features of the ethical situation.
3.3.3 Materials
Problem Statement
I provided all participants with a problem statement describing a national chain jewelry
store that wanted to first build a face detection model to collect data from their stores, and
then a face recognition model to identify repeat offenders and suspicious behavior. The
problem statement is provided here as Appendix E. This problem was selected because it
has a variety of ethical issues that could be noticed and further investigated by participants,
just as a real work situation could. Known ethical issues planted in the problem statement
were: privacy for training data subjects, privacy for those at the jewelry stores, bias in facial
recognition, and “suspicious behavior” detection as punishing pre-crime. As expected,
participants noticed other potential ethical issues and offered nuance to the known issues.
Think aloud sessions took place in July 2020. The news and social media were dis-
cussing ongoing protests in the wake of the killing of George Floyd. Although the intent of
this project was to write a problem statement with several potential ethical issues in order to
get plenty of data about recognition and particularization, issues related to race and polic-
ing may have been more top-of-mind during the study period than they would otherwise
be, especially for non-Black participants.
Data
I described the data to participants as “a random sample” from a larger dataset they
were asked to consider to address the problem statement (To read the script, see Appendix
B). I selected 171 images from the Flickr-Faces-HQ (FFHQ) dataset [107]. FFHQ includes
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faces “in the wild” and is well documented. To manufacture demographic imbalance that
could cause a biased performance gap, I intentionally oversampled images of people who
appeared to be male and who were light-skinned. A sample of the provided data as partici-
pants saw it in Google Drive is provided as Appendix F.
The data set presented to participant appeared 1 to be composed of 71% images of men,
24% images of women and 5% images that were either not clear or contained people of
more than one gender. 89% of the images appeared to be of white people, 5% who were
not white, and 5% images of people whose face was obstructed enough that I could not
classify their race. When selecting images for the unrepresentative data, I did not attempt
to identify a person’s specific race or ethnicity, but instead to ensure that people who appear
to be of Western Eurasian descent were significantly over-represented. It may be that some
of the images of people that I classified as white would not be classified as white by a
given participant and that if each participant were to classify the data available in the same
categories I did, that our classifications would not precisely overlap. Despite a few such
hypothetical disagreements, I believe that the overall impression of the data as substantially
more white and male would remain.
In addition, 27.5% of images included a person wearing glasses, 5.3% contained a per-
son wearing sunglasses, 3.5% contained faces that were significantly obstructed, 7% of
images contained more than one complete or partial face, and 15.8% contained a person
wearing something on their head (for example, a hat, helmet, headband, glasses, over the
ear headphones or headset). The dataset included one subject who appeared to have Down
Syndrome and two subjects with dramatic costume make-up. Various ages were repre-
sented, including young children.
1These labels do not capture the self-understood identities of those in the images, nor the full range of
race or gender groups, but rather a need to describe the extent to which the dataset was dominated by images
of people who would appear to participants to be white and appear to be men.
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Datasheet
The Datasheet intervention was designed by Gebru et al. [74]2. I filled out the Datasheet
with information from the original dataset’s curators 3 and added fictionalized details for the
purpose of the study. Fictionalized details included replacing Flickr with Photobucket as
the source. Photobucket is a similar site for which user demographics are readily available
to any participant who searched for them. Other details, like the exact number of images,
were altered slightly so that the FFHQ dataset would not come up in an internet search of
the provided details. I wanted to ensure that the original dataset wasn’t associated with the
experiment because it could muddy participant interpretations of data provenance and so
the participants would not confuse this intentionally under-representative dataset with the
original.
That Datasheet acknowledged two potential ethical issues explicitly. First, the data
reflects the demographics of its source, which is heavily male and white. The Datasheet
acknowledged this fact in the ethical considerations section. Second, the training data
was said to be scraped from a website where users posted them with permissive Creative
Commons licenses; the Datasheet admits that although the posters of the images were
certainly aware that the images were public and had made them available for some uses,
the subjects of the photos had not necessarily consented, but the document doesn’t label it
as an ethical issue. The other ethical issues planted in the problem statement (see: section
3.3.3) were not acknowledged in the Datasheet. For the arrangement and wording of the
Datasheet, see Appendix C.
2The version used was included in the March, 19 2020 update of the paper available at:
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.09010
3Provided in the readme.md file on github https://github.com/NVlabs/ffhq-dataset
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3.3.4 Study Design
This project deployed the think aloud protocol in two groups: 11 of 23 participants
received the dataset, problem statement, and Datasheet, while the other 12 were issued
only the problem statement and data. Participants were randomly assigned between the
two groups.
I asked participants to explore the materials and formulate a plan to address the prob-
lem. Participants were able to view the data in Google Drive or download and work with
it in software of their choice and were asked to verbalize their what they attended to as
they worked (for specific instructions and prompts, see Appendix B). They were asked to
consider “whether and how” to apply the data to the stated problem for 25 minutes, and to
have a plan at the end of that period for what they would do next. Their screen and audio
were recorded, and the verbalizations were transcribed by the author. Avoiding interrupting
participants as they spoke, participants were asked to stop working after about 25 minutes.
Several participants naturally concluded earlier, offering a summary of their next steps be-
fore being asked, and a few reflected and searched for longer. The duration of participants’
think-aloud sessions are available in Figures 3.3 and 3.2.
After the think-aloud session, I asked questions using a funnel-sequence interview
[116]. Inspired by [172], I used the funnel sequence to classify recognition into three
time categories. Categories allowed me to capture as much recognition as possible before
revealing the topic of interest and to capture recognition that perhaps happened, but which
participants thought wasn’t relevant to the study. The interview started with questions sum-
marizing and clarifying the participants’ plan: “Can you describe your approach?” and
“What would your next steps be?” “How would you approach labeling?” Then, I wanted
to to elicit any limitations of their plan participants were aware of: “What would an ML
model trained on this model be useful for or not useful for?” Question 6 is even more direct:
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it asks about one possible mitigation for some ethical issues in a flawed dataset (“Would
you want any other kinds of data to improve the model?”) Finally, Question 7 asks directly:
“Did you notice any potential ethical or legal issues in the problem or data?”
Swenson-Lepper described the three time categories used in funnel sequence interviews
clearly [172]: Time A) participant relates their perception; Time B) participants are asked
about moral aspects of the situation without being directly asked about ethics and; Time C)
participants are asked directly about ethics.
I recorded whether each participant’s first recognition occurred while they were think-
ing aloud (analogous to Time A), during the interview before the direct ethics question
(Questions 1-6, analogous to Time B), and during the interview as a response to the ethical
question (Question 7, analogous to Time C).
3.4 Analysis
After the think aloud sessions, I used an automated transcription service (otter.ai), then
listened to the audio while reading the transcripts to correct them. Then, I read the tran-
scripts while watching screen recordings of the think aloud sessions. This allowed me to
note moments of recognition, particularization, and judgment as well as what participants
were seeing on their screen at the time. I recorded the time each document was opened and
the time participants navigated away from it during the think aloud session. I used working
definitions of each type of verbalization to label them (in Nvivo 12) and collect the time
those verbalizations began.
The Datasheet was of particular interest. I labeled any comments participants made
about the Datasheet, which parts of the Datasheet elicited reactions, notes, highlights, or
other reactions indicating significance to the participant.
I plotted unprompted recognition, particularization, and judgment verbalizations, along
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with screen contents throughout the think aloud session, in Figures 3.2 (with Datasheet)
and 3.3 (with no Datasheet). I also labeled any recognition, particularization and judg-
ment that occurred after the think aloud session (during the interview) as being “prompted”
ethical sensitivity verbalizations (the interviews and these prompted verbalizations are not
reflected in the timelines).
Recognition
The first time a participant mentioned a particular ethical issue in relation to the task
they were working on, I recorded the time the utterance started, relevant comment text, and
screen contents.
Cues were often clear, but not always. Frequently, participants read snippets of their
screen contents aloud, highlighted text, pointed to things with their mouse, or paraphrased
study materials as part of the recognition utterance. When participants did none of those
things, I could tell what they had on their screen, but not what they were looking at. I had
planned to compare my assessment of cues with participants’ responses to an interview
question, “What caused you to notice [ethical issue]?” Participants struggled to respond to
this question, and got general answers about how participants had heard about the ethical
issue or what they knew. I tried some re-worded versions of this question (e.g., “What
tipped you off?”) to no avail.
Whether an event was recognition or not was not always clear. Several participants
would, for example, mention an example of facial recognition being used for an ethically-
problematic task without explicitly voicing an objection (I did not count this as recognition)
or describe facial recognition as “scary” (I did count this as recognition). Fortunately, all the
participants with these ambiguous utterances later exhibited clear, unprompted recognition.
This means that these instances didn’t change the overall count of unprompted recognition,
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but did mean I wasn’t confident enough to report time-to-first-recognition as a meaningful
measure. This ambiguity could be a weakness in this way of measuring recognition or it
could indicate that recognition is not in fact a single awakening moment, but can also be a
dawning realization.
Particularization
For the purpose of extracting particularization-related behavior and utterances, I devel-
oped the following definition of particularization behavior, based primarily on Weaver et
al. [184, 186] Blum [24] and ongoing work:
“Seeking information, reflecting, and making developmental evaluations about
the situation, stakeholders, consequences, responsibility, options, resources,
and the relationship of the issue to the task. Building understanding, connect-
ing personal and external ethics to the details of the situation.”
While coding transcripts, I labeled these utterances as “particularization,” and recorded the
time, notes about context, and screen contents. I also classified particularization utterances
by the names of issues listed while coding for recognition. If the participant was seeking
information or citing information from memory during particularization, I recorded the
source and topic of external information.
Judgment
Although the post-task interview asks directly for a judgment, some participants offered
judgments as they worked. Rest defines judgment as: “formulating the morally ideal course
of action; deciding what one actually intends to do; or executing and implementing what
one intends to do” [148].
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I labeled any statement as a judgment which a participant considered a course of action.
I anticipated that this would be difficult to disambiguate from instances of particularization
in which people mentioned options, but participants nearly always used phrases like “I
would” and “we should” (or a hedged version, like “I probably would”) during the talk
aloud session. I recorded both prompted and unprompted judgments, along with the time
(for unprompted judgments). Judgments were classified by issue name and by the plan of
action.
3.5 Results
This chapter sought to answer two research questions:
RQ 1: Are engineers who read Datasheets cued to recognize ethical problems
differently or at different rates than those who do not read them?
RQ 2: What information on and off the Datasheet do ML engineers use to
particularize a perceived ethical problem?
In reporting these results, participants will be referred to by a participant number fol-
lowed by a letter indicating whether they were in the group that got a Datasheet (“DS”) or
the group that did not (“N”).
3.5.1 Recognition
Figure 3.4 shows the first mention of an ethical issue by participants with and without
Datasheets and whether it happened unprompted (during the think aloud session), in the
interview before the direct ethics question, or in the interview in response to the ethics
question. One participant did not mention an ethical issue at any time. Table 3.4 show
what each participant had on their screen when they noticed the ethical issue.
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Figure 3.2: Screen contents and ES verbalization for participants with Datasheets
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Figure 3.3: Screen contents and ES verbalization for participants without Datasheets
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Of the 12 participants who did not receive a Datasheet, four mentioned their first issue
unprompted and eight first mentioned an issue in the interview: three before the ethics
question and five after. Three of the unprompted participants were looking at the problem
statement when they mentioned their first issue and one was looking at the data.
Out of 11 participants who received a Datasheet, 10 read at least some of the document.
Of those, seven recognized at least one ethical issue during the think aloud session and three
mentioned the ethical issue during the debriefing interview, one before the ethics question
and two after. One participant in the Datasheets group did not read the Datasheet did not
mention any ethical issues, including in response to direct question about ethical or legal
issues in the task.
Four participants (P1DS, P3DS, P17DS, and P21DS) mentioned their first ethical issue
while reading the Datasheet.
P3DS and P21DS brought up a privacy concern while reading an answer about confi-
dentiality which acknowledged that the subjects of the photos may not have consented to
their publication:
“So the subjects didn’t give permission?” -P21DS (User highlighted confi-
dentiality question and answer. The recording for P21DS failed: the source of
this quote and context is handwritten notes.)
“Yeah, I’m a little concerned about, you know, some of the ethical implications
here as well of downloading a whole bunch of people’s images and then using
them for this study that might not have expected.” -P3DS (User tracked mouse
over text as they read)
P1DS and P17DS mentioned bias while reading about the confidentiality and selection
of the data:
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Table 3.4: Cues for first-issue recognition
Datasheet No Datasheet
Cue Participants Cue Participants
Datasheet 4
Data 1 Data 1
Problem Statement 2 Problem Statement 3
Interview (Prompted) 3 Interview (Prompted) 8
None 1
“So random selection of those, good. Wonder what different what the variety
or span of that was. Okay, so it came from [pause] where’s it come from?
Photobucket. Okay. Okay, so whatever the demographics are for Photobucket,
that’s what I can expect in here. And I imagine Photobucket allows non facial
images, so it’ll be interesting to know how they decided whether it was a face
or not, in order to create the labels that they had? Perhaps they did it with
humans, perhaps, or used a pre-trained model and that could introduce errors
in the dataset— biases.” -PIDS (User tracked mouse over text as they read)
“Data was sampled randomly. Hm. I wonder how they did this demographic
representativeness bit . . . we’re dealing with image processing, which often has
trouble with skin tones. So kind of leads to racist machine learning more or
less.” -P17DS (User read some words on the Datasheet aloud and highlighted
the phrase “basic demographic representativeness”)
Ethical issues mentioned by participants included: discrimination from demographi-
cally unrepresentative training data (15), high stakes in facial recognition (particularly for
false positives) (7), privacy and consent in provided training data (9), privacy and consent
in data collected from the store (5), other privacy concerns (2), unconscious bias in law en-
forcement or security personnel (1), and justice implications of predicting crime and acting
on those predictions (i.e. “Pre-Crime”) (1).
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Figure 3.4: Prompted and unprompted issue recognition
2*Issue name Without Datasheet With Datasheet
Think Aloud Interview After Ethics Q Think Aloud Interview After Ethics Q
Biased Training data 4 1 2 5 2 3
Privacy in Training data 2 2 2 2 2
Privacy in Use 1 2 2 1
Other Privacy Concerns 1 1 1





Participants who particularized out loud while they worked spent a widely variable
amount of time doing so, ranging from 33 seconds to 9 minutes and 17 seconds (average of
3 minutes and 52 seconds). One participant who recognized the issue unprompted did not
particularize out loud at all.
I anticipated participants would seek out information about the ethical issue primarily;
in fact, they built and reflected on broader technical and social understanding. Particular-
ization utterances revealed that participants’ understandings differed substantially.
Participants built and relied on their technical and social understandings while partic-
ularizing. While developing and exploring both types of understanding, participants re-
flected on their existing knowledge and beliefs, sought (or indicated that they planned to
seek) information, and relied on the study materials. Collectively, they used eight exam-
ples of past engineering failures and one of an engineering success and made trade-offs
(between gains and risks, benefits and costs). Using both ethical and technical understand-
ing, they discussed their options for mitigating the ethical issue, considering resources and
risks.
Social Understanding
While deciding what to do, participants considered the perspectives of and relied on
their beliefs about a variety of stakeholders, including data subjects, shoppers, thieves, the
business implementing the system, and law enforcement. The example of law enforcement
will show how differing views about a group of stakeholders shapes participants’ view of
the morality of the system and its potential ramifications.
P11DS used their beliefs about and relationship to law enforcement to support their
moral evaluation of this project as part of particularizing.
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“In general, as a law abiding citizen, I am interested in supporting law enforce-
ment . . . So this [project targeting thieves] is this is acceptable at a moral level.
Now, if you wanted me to do a face detection to, you know, detect something
racial with regards to admission to universities than I say, uh, nuh-uh.” - P11DS
P3DS had a view of law enforcement that led them away from moral approval. P3DS
didn’t consider their own relationship to law enforcement, but used their beliefs about po-
lice behavior in a hypothetical scenario:
“I don’t know, we don’t want to get too much into politics here, I guess. But,
you know, for certain, especially ethnic groups that might be able to police
come into the store and they think, random person who they already suspect as
a criminal, and so they’re prejudiced against him. And now he’s reaching into
his jacket to pull up his wallet because he wants to buy a necklace, you know,
for his wife, and . . . the police see him reaching in and pulling out some like
black object and think it’s a gun like they’re, you know, could potentially be
like, serious ramifications” -P3DS
P5N had initially approved of using the system only to catch repeat offenders. They
used beliefs about law enforcement’s use of data to reconsider.
“So now I do think that the third task with the repeat offenders, after [mentally]
processing a little more, would also be a little bit concerning. Like, how do you
even make that data set repeat offenders right? It’s still probably like a police
institution. So that would also be biased and you’re more likely to catch sort
of stereotyped individual more than others.” -P5N
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Technical Understanding
Participants relied on and sought information about the data, the technology, and the
deployment circumstances. Among these, there were areas of consensus and conflict.
Participants differed in their views of some essential training data composition ques-
tions including whether, in order to be useful for the problem statement, the data provided
should have or not have negative examples– images of things other than faces– or images
with more than one face in them.
P16N and P20N talk about removing images with more than one face, framing it as
“data cleaning:”
“Not this one. Because this one also has two faces. I think we have we have to
make sure the data is clean before we put into the model.” -P16N
“I have one whole desktop designated to data cleaning. So we’re looking for how do
we remove blurry pictures? How do we remove you know, pictures that are have multiple
people in them or or maybe only half a person . . . let’s remove those so they’re not kind of
adding any noise.” -P20N
Most other participants agreed that images with multiple faces are necessary. P17DS
explains, using the Datasheet to support his understanding of the data:
“In real production, security cameras, you’re gonna have more than one face
in a bunch of images. All the images [trails off, reading Datasheet] oh, ‘is
centered on the images center pixel.’ Okay, so that’s as I feared. So we’re
gonna have to deal with for an actual production situation, we have to deal
with not just detecting a face, but also like, sort of centering things if we’re
going to do a more like machine learning approach here.” -P17DS
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In contrast to the disagreement about negative examples, there was widespread agree-
ment the difference between the provided dataset and the actual deployment scenario was
going to be a problem to contend with. The following quotes illustrate how this technical
understanding operated within particularization to generate ideas about what to do next.
“Geez, how do we deal with the problems between these two datasets? Because
they’re going to be different, right? You know, like, we’re gonna have off the
shelf security cameras versus whatever– these look like decent photos. Maybe
we can like white balance the photos and then do black and white and have
them like sort of cropped to the face so that they’re like kind of close.” -P17DS
“So, the more I think about it, the more I think I probably would want to skip
this step to be honest. I mean, I want the data from the store.” -P13DS
Several participants framed the problem as multi-stage and identified some stages as
possible with the current dataset, analyzing the feasibility in turn. P18N offers an example
of this:
“But then in the last statement when they also say that they want to use this
model to predict suspicious behavior, so that’s, that’s another step. So for that,
like I said, one would need labeled data . . . And this, this suspicious behavior
just cannot be inferred from their face, I think this would require more like
tracking of the path that customer– where you went in the store, who you
talked to, how much time is spent where, stuff like this. That is much more
complex problem, because it will require a lot of generation of training data
for this person within the video frame such as like a time series feature. Not
sure how feasible it is to do that. It will require lot of training data.” -P18N
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Problem, Options, Resources, and Risks
To understand the problem, its sources, effects, and what can be done about it, partici-
pants synthesized social and technical understandings. In other words, the ethical issues in
this study are sociotechnical problems [155].
P3DS relied on their understanding of relevant technologies with beliefs about user’s
perspectives to formulate an understanding of the ethical aspects of technology design
choices.
“So if I like make a new commit where I got rid of, you know, John’s awkward
photo, his bachelor party, then John’s photo is still there, if anybody has a link
to the previous commit. So I would raise that issue with whoever is the guy
responsible for maintaining this. And the GitHub is probably not where you
want to store this, if you want to be able to, like, have a revised data set. I mean,
in general, once the data is out there, you know, anybody who’s downloaded
it already has John’s embarrassing photos still, but GitHub, it’s even worse
because it’s even there on GitHub.” -P3DS
“Sure, it was all public. People still don’t necessary assume that everybody
is going to be able to access this stuff even when they make it public. Some
people don’t realize they know the default settings often, like everybody in the
world can see this and you go somewhere to change that. So they, you know,
might have not realized they were opting into us collecting their information.”
-P3DS
Like social understandings and technical ones, significant differences among partici-
pants’ perspectives emerged when addressing sociotechnical issues as well, as seen in these
three participants’ thoughts about the risks of false positives.
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P20N considers the costs of false positives ethically and financially.
“You know, this isn’t this isn’t holding a kid while they’re, you call their mom
. . . This is people’s lives are potentially on the line. And is that worth saving
500 dollars for a stolen ring? . . . Or even you know, if you want to be callous
and think from a business perspective, is the backlash for an individual having
the cops called and an incident happening and the loss of revenue from people
boycotting your score because from your store, even if you don’t care about
About the ethical side of it.” - P20N
“So, what happens if your model says something and it’s wrong? I think it’s
the main thing . . . I want to know. How bad can that be for a person? And if
it can be really bad, then you have to seriously consider, like, is using a model
here going to provide benefit or not? And how can we like make sure there’s
sufficient human in the loop involvement?” - P3DS
P23DS compares the risks of false positives with the costs of false negatives and arrives
at a very different understanding.
“The main goal will be true positives, and at least in these types of situations,
I guess it’s the goal is to catch as much as possible. So, not a problem if it’s
false. It’s, it’s, I think it will be, we will tilt a bit more to okay if we have
more false positives than if we have false negatives, in this case, some thief
appearing and not being identified will be more costly.” - P23DS
Datasheets and Particularization
In the group with Datasheets, most particularization happened while the Datasheet was
on the screen (see Figure 3.2). In some cases, reading the Datasheet guided participants
through particularization. Two very different examples of this are P3DS and P11DS.
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Participant 3
P3DS did the most particularizing of any participant (9 minutes and 17 seconds). They
first recognized ethical issues while reading the Datasheet. The Datasheet’s existence reas-
sured P3DS somewhat (“Maybe that means some of the concerns about the data use have
obviously been aired”), but they still read it in detail and engaged with it critically.
After reading a section about Creative Commons licenses, P3DS felt somewhat assured,
but they didn’t resolve the concern entirely:
“Or at least legally, we look like we’re okay even if whether we’re okay,
morally slash ethically might not be the same question.”
They continued to look at the Datasheet with a critical eye:
“It might be nice if they said why it was deleted to see, you know, anytime
there’s like a bias you’re inserting in your data, right? You want to know
like, what was that bias? . . . I’m assuming maybe people just flagged those as
offensive since it mentioned you could do that.”
Throughout reading the Datasheet, P3DS engaged with the socio-technical problem at
hand in detail, including considering the implications of using GitHub for user privacy (See
section 3.5.2).
While reading that “each instance includes at least one human face” in the Datasheet,
P3DS again used technical understanding to reason about social issues:
“Probably ask whoever sent me this how they determined that like did they
have a pre-trained model that is already good at face detection? Or is this like
a person went through manually and said like face no face for each one? Just
to wonder like, are you getting some sort of bias here in terms of you know,
you only have images that have easily recognizable faces because something
already recognized that there was a face in.”
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Participant 11
On the other hand, P11DS initially focused very directly on the technical aspects of
the task. Although they nearly instantly acknowledged the possibility of an ethical issue
(“A face detection algorithm. Those are fun and scary and all kinds of nice things” at 51
seconds into the think-aloud session) and read the entire Datasheet in order, they jokingly
dismissed much of the content as not part of the task at hand.
“Archive, whatever. Restrictions, something, I don’t think I care. Okay. For
this purpose anyway. Confidential, Karen [the author] will take care of it, don’t
care.”
[Reading] “Identify these subpopulations [trails off ] to possibly identify indi-
viduals. Yeah, sure. But do I care? Do I care? No, no, really don’t care. Face
recognition: it’s a generic face don’t really care who it is just that it’s an actual
person.”
However, after reading some more, the participant reported a paradigm shift, not unlike
what’s described in the ethical sensitivity literature as an awakening [184]. Here P11DS
paraphrases one of the questions, reads the answer, and responds.
“Has an analysis of the impact of its use on the subjects been conducted? No.
Alright, now I’m starting to feel uncomfortable. Maybe? [laughs] Yeah. So
maybe you– maybe my using these these faces is . . . it’s public, but if the secu-
rity cameras . . . I don’t know, it’s something private. And I’m starting to think
other thoughts here beyond the immediate task at hand.”
Although P3DS and P11DS approached the task and Datasheet with a very different
sense of the relationship between the ethical issues and the task at hand, both demonstrated
high ethical sensitivity with unprompted recognition and particularization, and both used
the Datasheet to shape their perception of the ethical aspects of the data.
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Particularizing without a Datasheet
I have much less data about how participants who did not see a Datasheet particular-
ized. Only four participants without Datasheets recognized during the think-aloud, three of
whom particularized.
P5N particularized for 3 minutes and 37 seconds (longer than average) and spent that
time reflecting, citing an example of an engineering failure. They described where they
understand bias in ML to come from:
“Well, you can try to train a network and do anything you want. But there
has to be sort of pattern. And I can, I would argue that there’s not necessarily
a pattern between someone’s face in suspicious behavior in stores. And of
course, there’s, like in this current political climate, I mean, there’s really bias
and everything. So there will definitely be bias in your training data for this
fourth stage. For example, certain types of people will be represented more
often in the training data, just because of implicit bias.”
P10N particularized for 7 minutes and 51 seconds (much longer than average), most
of which was spent reflecting on the circumstances of use: the behavior of thieves and
innocent shoppers, the setting of stores in malls and how security works there, and the
relatively diverse demographics of the U.s. Notably, P10N mentioned the “Coded Bias”
project almost immediately– before they saw the data. P10N then opened the data and
noted that they thought the data was “almost uniformly distributed.”
P20N particularized for 7 minutes and 41 seconds (much longer than average). They
discussed the circumstances of use as well, including the behavior of innocent shoppers
and thieves, and comparing the context of this project to the context of projects they have
worked on. P20N also discussed the incentives of the store:
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“ And also, you know, it’s a company public image. If it comes out that a
jewelry store is removing all males between 20 and 24 who are in . . . a certain
minority group and then that really is going to impact sales a lot more than
that . . . Like some companies would rather just have the thefts that you can
write off than actual loss of revenue from– from being racist, sexist agents, etc.
. . . [that’s something] particularly with machine learning, you can get a lot of
backlash for. So that’s something I’m always looking for, both from an ethical
perspective, but also it’s a business when I’ll make money, we’ll make sure
we’re not losing the money from it.”
3.5.3 Judgment
As I expected, participants did not do as much judging during the short think-aloud
session as they did particularizing.
The small amount of unprompted judgment makes it difficult to compare judgment with
and without a Datasheet, but this study did offer data about ML engineers’ judgments about
the ethical issues in facial recognition training data.
The interview prompted judgment among seven additional participants (five with datasheets,
two without). Participants discussed ways to move forward to mitigate privacy threats, high
stakes from false positive predictions, and biased training data. Several participants con-
sidered actions that would mitigate more than one ethical issue: P3DS, P13DS, P17DS,
and P11DS considered seeking out a different dataset to replace the one provided. P10N
considered stopping the project altogether. P3DS suggested supplementing or replacing
the training data with data created by employees, citing the example of TSA employees
creating training data for a Kaggle competition. P11DS and P4DS mentioned that speaking
with the company’s legal counsel or department would give them some peace of mind.
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Although many participants expressed concern about privacy and consent, only two par-
ticipants considered judgments to mitigate these concerns. Several participants suggested
broad interventions that would address more than one issue: putting a human in the loop
(P20N, P14N, P13DS, P10N, P6N, and P3DS) and seeking out a different dataset to re-
place the one provided (P3DS, P13DS, P17DS, and P11DS). Most participants considered
actions to mitigate the bias issue in the training data.
Because I asked about it in the interview, most participants considered actions to mit-
igate the bias issue in the training data. The most popular solution mentioned for dealing
with bias was altering the demographic distribution of the training data. However, these
ideas differed on two dimensions: the goal and the means (See 3.5 and 3.6. Participants
often changed their minds here and their ideas did not align others’.
P6N and P11DS both considered making training images darker. P6N pursued this
angle, searching for methods to darken skin tones without darkening the background as
well, and planned to automate the process. P11DS changed their mind as they considered
this option, an example of a common pattern in judging:
“To me there are two approaches. One approach is to get sufficient data in the
lacking areas to fill it out so that there is a better representation. So hey, go back
to [the client] and say hey, is there is there any additional etc., or somehow do
some photo magic and [pauses] create [pauses] skin tones on– yeah, I don’t
know, create skin tones, but then facial features are different too. So that’s
probably not a great idea.” -P11DS
P9DS brought up a similar technical solution, but didn’t consider it.
“Let’s say the image is in really good lighting. And you want to give your
algorithm some examples where the lighting isn’t as good. Right? So that’s
something that you can basically, you know, apply a filter . . . And that seems
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Table 3.5: Goals of altering demographic distribution
Goals Participants
Demographic distribution reflects jewelry store location
or customer base P4DS, P13DS, P14N, P17DS
Data is equally distributed across each group P8N, P10N, P15N, P16N
Demographic distribution matches US distribution P8N, P17DS
Demographic distribution matches criminal population P5N
Demographic distribution should be such that accuracy
is similar among groups P3DS, P13DS
reasonable to me, but I would not be comfortable. If we’re like missing skin
tones, or if we’ve got an imbalance between men and women. Like you know,
it doesn’t have to be perfectly representative of the population. But I don’t
know of a way you can do augmentation techniques to fix that you need actual
– pictures . . . I can’t just somehow take my pictures of men and you know, I
mean there’s there’s research stuff, right. Like they mentioned that they even
use this train a GAN. So theoretically, right. I could create a GAN and I could
make more women. But, but I wouldn’t be comfortable with that, I think it
would, it would leave a lot of a lot of questions, a lot of unknowns.”
The diversity of judgment on this issue reveals differences in understanding that those
judgments are built on. The pattern of participants revising their judgments after further
reflection demonstrates the non-linear relationship between particularization and judgment
[147].
3.6 Discussion
Participants in both demonstrated ethical sensitivity. Although participants in the group
who were given Datasheets had more unprompted recognition, suggesting that the Datasheet
aided with recognition, all the participants in the group with no Datasheets recognized at
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Table 3.6: Means of altering demographic distribution
Means Participants
Collect more data P2N, P3DS, P4DS, P7DS, P9DS,
P13DS, P19N, P20N
Reweighing P4DS, P13DS, P15N, P18N
Oversample from minority groups P3DS, P11DS, P16N, P18N, P19N
Undersample from majority groups P16N, P18N
Data augmentation (not specific) P9DS, P14N, P18N
Use a GAN to generate more data from minority groups P10N, P9DS
Darken existing images of light-skinned people P6N, P11DS
Delete images for which algorithm doesn’t work well P7DS
Use a toolkit (e.g., IBM, Microsoft) P9DS
Do more testing P18N, P9DS, P15N
least one ethical issue after being prompted by interview questions. While prompted recog-
nition on its own isn’t helpful in a work setting, it gives us some guidance for developing
interventions that serve as prompts (see Section 3.6.2.
P5N recognized the most issues out of all participants: three unprompted and an ad-
ditional one during the interview. P10N recognized the bias issue within 90 seconds of
starting the think aloud session, particularized extensively (for 7 minutes and 15 seconds),
and referred to and accurately summarized “Coded Bias,” a project by Joy Buolamwini
about bias in facial recognition [32]. Ten out of eleven participants who were given a
Datasheet read it. Together, these facts suggest that machine learning engineers exhibit
ethical sensitivity and that the introduction of cues for recognition could be fruitful.
The difficulty of locating recognition in a single moment of “awakening,” which the
literature led me to expect [186] and the difficulty participants had answering questions
about cues suggests that, at least in this context, ML engineers may experience recognition
as a more gradual revelation.
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3.6.1 Context Documents and Ethical Sensitivity
This study suggests that context documents in general and Datasheets in particular sup-
port ethical sensitivity among machine learning engineers working with unfamiliar and
ethically problematic datasets.
The headline findings are good news for the authors of Datasheets and other context
documents who hope that their intervention will raise awareness of ethical issues. More
participants in this study with Datasheets mentioned ethical issues while working with un-
familiar, ethically problematic data than those who did not. Participants relied on them
extensively to particularize, with most particularization in the Datasheets group happening
while looking at the Datasheet. Although it’s tough to evaluate ethical judgment with-
out declaring some judgments better than others, four participants suggested replacing the
dataset entirely, all four of whom had a Datasheet. Perhaps having more detailed informa-
tion about data context and provenance gave these participants the confidence to make a
call about the suitability of this data.
It’s possible that participants in both groups recognized at the same rate as one another,
and that whether a participant mentioned an ethical issue during the think aloud session
is not a good measure of whether they noticed one. Perhaps participants who didn’t run
across discussion of the context of training data didn’t think that the context was relevant to
the task at hand. If the Datasheet has the same effect in the workplace – signalling to ML
engineers that data context and ethical aspects are relevant– it is still achieving its aims.
When I proposed this study, I was concerned that participants would not read the
Datasheet, so I had a plan to re-balance the groups if needed to ensure I had enough data
from participants who opened the Datasheet. To my surprise, 10 out of 11 participants who
were offered a Datasheet opened it with no encouragement. Three participants opened the
document, exclaimed that it was long, and navigated away to view something else, but all
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three eventually returned to it when they had questions about the data. Given the knowledge
that document length could be overwhelming, though, authors of context documents may
consider making them more brief, offering an outline or linked navigation, or highlighting
important sections that they want to ensure people read.
The Datasheet prompted six recognition events, four of which were the first ethical issue
a participant mentioned. Half of these occurred when reading text about something tech-
nical (e.g., recognizing a bias issue while reading about data selection.) This suggests that
Bender & Friedman and other context document paper authors may be correct in believing
that surfacing information about data distribution and context can trigger recognition, even
without including direct ethical questions or language. The fact that four participants (one
with a Datasheet and three without) mentioned their first ethical issue in response to indi-
rect questions (early in the funnel sequence) further supports the assertion that surfacing
dataset characteristics and likely effects may prompt ethical engagement.
3.6.2 Other Cues and Tools
Besides context documents, organizations can consider developing other tools, prac-
tices, and policies or shaping norms to encourage recognition, support particularization,
and guide judgment. This study can offer some guidance for developing and evaluating
these interventions.
Once asked about it in the interview, all but one participant either quickly mentioned or
took a moment to consider whether there were ethical issues involved and were able to cite
at least one. This suggests that a tool or policy that involves simply asking technologists
about potential ethical issues may go a long way improving ethical recognition during
development. Maybe better than consistent questions as part of a regular meeting or form,
that could eventually prompt a habitual “no” are intermittent prompts: perhaps something
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analogous to the experience sampling method [112].
Several participants said they would reach out to the company’s legal department or
counsel, and several more expressed the desire for a third-party ethics watchdog, rating
agency, or review board. A source of independent advice may give technologists peace of
mind, information that will help them recognize and particularize future ethical issues, and
encourage them to feel more comfortable engaging with ethics in their work. P4DS put it
concisely: “It’s important to be able to raise your voice without losing your job.”
Far from making engineers worry for their jobs when raising ethical concerns, a par-
ticularly strong intervention may be to design job descriptions and evaluations to include
ethical engagement. Making it clear that noticing ethical issues is part of their work re-
sponsibility and rewarding that engagement with positive reviews, raises, and promotions
could go a long way to ensuring that engineers are looking for and are willing to report
potential ethical issues.
Think Aloud
This study was the first to use a think-aloud method to observe ethical sensitivity.
Think-aloud offers some difficulties and advantages, but overall renders a very rich view of
ethical sensitivity compared to existing methods.
Think-aloud really shines when it comes to observing particularization. Until now stud-
ies of particularization have been very inconsistent and acontextual, like asking participants
to list and rank factors that they considered when responding to a scenario. Think aloud,
even in a simulated work context, offers a rich view of particularization. It allowed me to
watch participants search for information, use examples, rely on existing understanding,
and reflect. It allowed me to see what existing understanding mattered to building under-
standing and how those understandings differed among participants. I believe that think
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aloud will give us a more grounded and more complete conceptualization of particulariza-
tion as well as a view into how it works in different circumstances.
Think-aloud also offers an improvement over existing methods when it comes to ob-
serving judgment. Rather than a selection or single statement of a participant’s decision,
think-aloud lets us capture the full range of judgment. The verbs Rest uses in his initial
conception of judgment are “formulating”, “deciding”, and “executing or implementing.”
We saw quite a lot of this detail in judgment: we saw people explore options, change their
minds, make trade-offs, and “if [condition], then [judgment], but if . . . ” A think-aloud
study with a different scope or an ethnographic method could better include the “execute
and implement” phase of judgment. None of this insight is available in surveys or other
methods that focus on the ethical decision. Looking further into these developmental judg-
ment activities may help us intervene into this key moment of technology development.
3.7 Limitations
This study demonstrated that think-aloud studies can be used to study ethical sensitivity
in machine learning. However, recognition and cues were more difficult to observe than
expected. Difficulty identifying recognition was detailed in the discussion. This limited
my ability to compare time time to first recognition among participants and the average
between the participants with and without Datasheets.
I did not collect self-identified race or gender for this study. In retrospect, this informa-
tion could have offered useful context. Especially in light of national news events related
to race, this context would have allowed better reflection on the standpoints of participants.
Further work can be applied to how to observe recognition and cues precisely during
technology work. I encourage future work to be as highly situated in real work contexts as
possible to ensure that we get an accurate picture.
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3.7.1 Future Work
This study suggests several profitable avenues for future work. Better understanding
ethical sensitivity across technology development contexts will allow us to intervene in
that work to encourage recognition, support thorough particularization, and guide judg-
ment. Researchers can continue to use think-aloud studies to study ethical sensitivity in
new contexts, to test a variety of different interventions, or with more subtle ethical viola-
tions, especially when particularization and judgment are of interest. In addition to other
context documents, it’d be interesting see whether interventions like envisioning cards [72],
adversary cards[191], and design workbooks [192] elicit or change the character of ethical
sensitivity.
All three of participants without Datasheets particularized for longer than average. It
may be that the guidance of a Datasheet supports more efficient particularization but with
only three non-Datasheet particularizers, I don’t believe this study offers enough data to
support the claim. Further study on particularization with and without context documents
could shed more light. Altered or new methods can be developed to focus on recognition,
to observe ethical sensitivity in groups, or to describe ethical sensitivity in action in real
work settings.
3.8 Conclusion
This study suggests that context documents may prompt recognition, support particu-
larization, and guide judgment in technology work. It demonstrates a method that renders
rich insight into ethical sensitivity and how interventions aid or hinder ethical sensitivity
during technology development. Using this method, this study offers a first look into ethi-
cal sensitivity in technology development and reports the most detailed, contextual view of
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particularization and judgment yet.
This study shows an example of one part of attending to ethics in ML: interventions that
encourage ML builders to notice and build understanding of ethical problems as they work.
I believe that to effectively address the potential harms of this widely applied and quickly
developing technology, as many people along the pipeline need to be engaged in the project
of mitigating ethical issues as possible. Yes, user boycotts. Yes, citizen engagement. Yes,
refusal to build. Yes, ethical interventions in training data, training, and post-training.
We need to know what helps workers notice, engage, and come to a decision all along
the process, for subtle issues as well as issues in the news. This study offers encouraging
evidence for context documents and introduces one method for describing the impact of
other interventions into machine learning practices. I hope this study encourages more
work on ethical sensitivity in technology development in general, and ML training data
curation in particular.
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Chapter 4: Designing Up with Value-Sensitive Design: Building a Guide
for ethical machine learning development
Abstract If “studying up” can offer insight into the workings and effects of power in
social systems, perhaps “designing up” will give us a tool to intervene. This chapter of-
fers a conception of “designing up,” proposes using the structure of Value Sensitive Design
(VSD) to accomplish it, and submits an example of a guide to ethical mitigation strate-
gies for machine learning (ML) engineers. VSD allowed me to prioritize the values and
interests of lower-power indirect stakeholders (citizens, marginalized groups, and data sub-
jects) while designing a product to be used by high-power direct stakeholders (engineers,
their educators and managers) in an attempt to mitigate harms from ML systems upstream.
The designed artifact is a filterable field guide for ethical mitigation strategies. It aids ma-
chine learning engineers who have noticed an ethical issue in understanding and matching
the particulars of their problem to a technical ethical mitigation; may broaden its users
awareness of potential ethical issues, important features, and available mitigations; and
may encourage ethical sensitivity in future ML projects. Feedback from ML engineers and




When I use a recommendation algorithm to help me select the next show or song I want
to hear, the user and the subject of the system-supported decision are the same. In other
words, I make the final decision about what to watch and the decision affects me. When a
social network or search engine decides which posts, search results, or ads to display, the
data subjects, users, and decision subjects are (in aggregate) the same, but the decision is
made not by the user, but the algorithm. The user does not know what other options there
were, or how ordering decisions were made. Lack of transparency takes some power away
from the user.
Other ML-driven software is built for one party to make decisions that about others.
Power differentials are common between the decision-maker and decision-subject in these
cases: for example in medicine (including genomic, diagnostic, and mental health data)
[39], law enforcement (including crime prediction [158] and parole evaluations [14]), em-
ployment (including hiring and evaluation [136] and credit [136]. As AI systems prolifer-
ate, existing power relationships over who can get on an airplane [173], who gets laid off
or promoted [53, 136], and other decisions we allow one party to make about another will
be reified and supported by technology.
Unfair, opaque, and invasive machine learning (ML) sometimes results from (e.g.,
[158]), and other times simply reifies (e.g., [39]) existing power dynamics. Harmful ML
has inspired a lot of design to mitigate that harm. Governments, organizations, researchers,
and advocates have designed policies, ML techniques, educational campaigns, and other
technologies to be used by governments, organizations, researchers, users, and citizens to
reduce harm, liability, and to protect these human values for their own sake (see reviews of
guidelines [81], education [154], technology [55, 70]).
So how does the policy, tool, technology, curriculum or campaign you are designing
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disrupt, support, or otherwise relate to relevant power structures? What is the relationship
between you, as the designer, and the rest of the power dynamic?
The variety of ML ethics interventions is evidence of a promising willingness to inter-
vene throughout the ML ecosystems: at different moments, using different means, targeting
different people, and using different arguments. Empowering citizens and data subjects to
try to protect themselves with education, browser plug-ins, and the ability to opt out is im-
portant, but leaving it up to individuals is not enough. A wide-net, “yes, and” approach to
ML ethics will improve the chances that we catch and mitigate any given novel threat. This
chapter proposes and demonstrates a method for designing for high power actors while
mindfully mitigating risks for low power actors. It employs Value Sensitive Design [71] to
the project of “designing up” [15] for machine learning engineers.
The design goal in this project is a digital field guide for ethical mitigation strategies in
machine learning: a search tool that allows ML engineers to find ethical mitigations that fit
their circumstances and goals; surfaces key aspects of fit to make building an understanding
the nature and needs of ethical ML situations more efficient in the future; and introduces
ML engineers, educators, students, managers, and researchers to the broad range of ethical
ML research and design. It can be filtered by key aspects of the ethical problem and its
technical context; each mitigation strategy has a profile that describes in more detail key
features and links to content sought by engineers; and users can participate and expand
the project by suggesting edits, submitting tool profiles, or viewing, downloading, and
building on source code. It targets key harms created or propagated by ML– including
privacy threats, outcome unfairness, procedural unfairness, lack of diversity, and lack of




The aims and methods of this project were inspired by “designing up,” structured
by ethical sensitivity (especially particularization and judgment), and accomplished using
value sensitive design (VSD).
4.2.1 Designing Up
Laura Nader encouraged anthropologists to not only study groups that are lower power
in a social system, but also those in middle- and high-power positions. She notes that
people with high power in social systems have broad public impact and responsibility [131].
Studying those in power in social systems allows us to “flip” our questions, Nader points
out: “Instead of asking why some people are poor, we would ask why other people are so
affluent?” This allows us to understand and critique power in social systems.
Barabas et al. argued for a similar reorientation in data science [15] . In their case study,
they executed a similar flip: rather than studying re-offense risk of prospective parolees (a
project noted for its racial bias [14]), they focus on judges and judicial culture. There is a
substantial power gap between those who design and build algorithmic systems and the data
subjects, users, and the sometimes-unaware citizens about whom models make decisions.
They argue that data scientists who study up “could lay the foundation for more robust
forms of accountability and deeper understandings of the structural factors that produce
undesirable social outcomes via algorithmic systems.”
This project hears the call for designing up using data science, and reflects it, design-
ing for data science development. Inspired by Lilly Irani’s encouragement to use design
to intervene “upstream” from harm [97, 98], I will use Value Sensitive Design (VSD)[71]
to design a tool for data scientists and ML engineers to make it easier for them to em-
ploy ethical mitigations. VSD includes empirical investigations, which allow us to study
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up– with the aim of better understanding the workings of power in the design of influen-
tial technologies– and technical investigations that will let us design up– with the goal of
intervening in the early stages of ML development.
4.2.2 Ethical Sensitivity
To support the values of lower-power actors in social systems that include potentially
harmful ML algorithms by mitigating them upstream in ML algorithm development, this
project aims to help ML engineers understand the particulars of and make decisions about
the potential ethical problems in their work.
To conceptualize these two goals, I use the ethical sensitivity (ES) framework. ES de-
scribes a worker, focused on the technical aspects of their task, who experiences a paradigm
shift (recognition) when they realize that the task at hand may have ethical implications.
They then reflect and seek information about their situation: the details of the circum-
stances, the opinions of relevant actors, stakeholder interests, relevant internal or external
standards, their resources, any options, consequences of their options, and the relationship
between the potential ethical issue and their responsibilities (particularization). Finally,
they formulate, select, and execute a judgment.
To create an ethical mitigation guide, this project relies on the second and third activ-
ities: after a worker recognizes and ethical issue and begins the search for an mitigation
tool, their goal may be direct (to make a judgment) but in order to select an effective mit-
igation tool and do so quickly, they must have an accurate understanding of (at least) the
features of the ethical problem and the candidate mitigation tools. These details, and the
appropriateness of the mitigation tool features for the problem features, are what I’ll refer
to as “fit” throughout this chapter. Fit likely does not need to be perfect– the engineer will
likely have to alter the code some in order to use it on their data or model anyway. This
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project investigates worker needs in this regard: what features of fit matter when evaluating
options? What features are nice to have, but not essential? What elements of work context
matter when seeking fit?
Particularization and judgment are not linear stages– a workers often make develop-
mental judgments, seek more information, and re-evaluate [147]. However, analytically
separating information seeking and reflection from the decisions they support will help us
understand where framing of interventions should aim to help engineers with building un-
derstanding (e.g., informative messaging) or decision-making (e.g., persuasive messaging).
Particularization
In this and other work, I have observed ML engineers as they reflect and seek informa-
tion about many types of “particulars”– just as in other industries [186], particularization is
broad. It can include external information and internal beliefs about features of the circum-
stance, the stakeholders, the ethical issue(s), options, resources, and consequences. This
project directly supports a key activity within particularization: seeking information about
options.
Of course, the types of particulars are related to one another. For example, in order to
find an option, one must understand relevant aspects of fit between options and problems
and identify the features of one’s problem and prospective options to see whether they are
suited. In order to evaluate fit, one must be able to predict consequences of each option;
identify needed and available resources; and define (at least intuitively) success, failure,
and acceptable risks.
As part of the empirical investigations, this project observes and accounts for broad
particularization among engineers who have recently become aware of an ethical issue,
and engineers engaged in the more narrow task of seeking options.
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Judgment
Rest’s foundational work on what was then called “moral sensitivity” structures my
conceptualization of judgment. He identifies three activities: “formulating the morally
ideal course of action; deciding what one actually intends to do; or executing and imple-
menting what one intends to do” [148].
This study focuses on identifying ML engineers’ intentions, but necessarily remains
aware that some may prefer to report what they see as the moral ideal to a researcher; that
in a real work situation, organizational and interpersonal factors may influence engineers’
intentions; and that their perspective or options could change as they attempt to execute
a decision. Therefore, although the designed artifact focuses on presenting options and
features of fit, it also supports two secondary goals: education about different conceptions
of morally ideal courses of action and tools to facilitate execution in real work settings.
4.3 Design Problem
Technical interventions abound to trying to encourage human values in machine learn-
ing (ML): privacy, transparency, and fairness in particular. But how can ML engineers find
an intervention to suit a given ethical problem, dataset, ML technique, and domain?
Imagine you are a machine learning engineer and you have recognized a potential ethi-
cal issue in your work. Maybe you noticed a performance difference among demographic
groups in your model or you suspect it is using a proxy for race, like zip code, to make
different predictions for a racial group. You decide to see what you can do about it and
search for a popular fairness toolkit that was recommended to you.
On the website, you find links to code, tutorials, a paper, videos, and more. You are in-
terested in determining whether the toolkit can help you diagnose and address the problem
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you are worried about. You scroll until you find options for identifying bias in ML algo-
rithms (labeled for example, “Equal Opportunity difference: The difference of true positive
rates between the unprivileged and privileged groups;” “Mahalanobis Distance: The aver-
age Mahalanobis distance between the samples from the two datasets;” and “Manhattan
Distance: the average Manhattan distance between the samples from the two datasets”)
and options for bias mitigation algorithms (labeled for example, “Reweighing: Use to
mitigate bias in training data. Modifies the weights of different training examples” and
“Disparate Impact Remover: Use to mitigate bias in training data. Edits feature values to
improve group fairness.”) Clicking on any of these options brings you to a GitHub page
with well-documented code that you can download and start working with right away.
This is undoubtedly a useful resource: it offers all of the features that participants in
this study pointed to as desirable: code, tutorials, and videos. However, it may be difficult
to navigate without a highly particularized understanding of the circumstance, resources,
options, and consequences you are facing. For example, if you are not familiar with what a
“Manhattan Distance” is, the fact that you can determine the Manhattan distance between
two distributions isn’t likely to help you decide whether that is the mitigation you need.
Perhaps you notice a technique that claims to improve group fairness, and you get fairly far
into implementing it only to realize that it works only for groups that are explicitly defined
by a feature in the data or for exactly two groups and no more. The goal of this project is
to help machine learning engineers quickly build the understanding necessary to select an
appropriate technical intervention in a single, searchable, filterable resource.
This chapter describes a Value Sensitive Design study aimed at developing a guide to
ethical mitigations for training data that considers the perspectives and practices of machine
learning engineers and supports the interests of lower-power stakeholders– like subjects of
training data or citizens who aren’t aware decision about them are being made by an algo-
rithm. The values and interests of these data subjects and decision subjects are diverse and
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vary not only among individuals and subgroups, but also among ML application domains
(e.g., music recommendation, law enforcement, and medicine implicate different values
and interests). Therefore, I will instead aim to reduce risks of value violations, interest
conflict, and harm to data and decision subjects while making the interface for the guide
maximally useful in helping machine learning engineers understand their options and make
a selection.
4.4 Design
Value Sensitive Design uses iterative conceptual, technical, and empirical methods to
develop designs that reflect the values of key stakeholders. As I worked on conceptual,
empirical and technical investigations, I held ongoing conversations with a key informant:
a hobbyist machine learning engineer and professional web and mobile phone application
developer. This informant was too close to the project to serve as a participant, because
he was aware of the study and its larger context, is close to the author personally, and
watched the design of this study develop over time. I eventually hired him to build the
prototype tool I designed as part of the technical investigations. He was able to offer insight
into engineering as a profession and culture, in particularly challenging me to reword and
expand on the wording of filter groups, filter options, and fields in the tool profile form so
that they would be clearly understood.
This section describes how I used these investigations to “design up” for higher-power
actors and to meet the following design goals:
1. Enhance users ability to perceive, particularize, and judge technical mitigations for
known ethical problems in training data.
2. Improve awareness of existing and new technical interventions among practitioners
and researchers.
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3. Empower trainers, educators, and leaders in ML with structured and restructurable
information about technical interventions for ethical concerns in training data
4. Achieve above design goals while minimizing interruption to ML engineers’ work
practices
These design goals were developed during conceptual investigations.
4.4.1 Conceptual
Given that the goal of this project is to “design up,” ML engineers, their managers,
and educators are the direct stakeholders (they will be using the system). However, the
people whose interests are under threat by the phenomenon of unethical ML are the people
downstream: users, citizens, data subjects, and underrepresented groups will be affected by
the systems the direct stakeholders make. For the purposes of designing up, I considered
direct stakeholders needs in terms of usability, and adoptability– optional tools won’t be
used if they are uninteresting, difficult to navigate, or worse than the existing solution– but
chose to prioritize reducing risks to the vulnerable, low-power actors in the system, namely
data subjects, citizens, future citizens, and underrepresented groups.
Prioritizing values of lower-power stakeholders in a design for higher-power ones re-
quires a similar ”flip” to the ones used by Nader & Barabas et al. [15, 131] This switch
is from a defensive posture (encouraging people to protect themselves: read the privacy
policy, install an extension, don’t use that service) to an offensive one, in which we encour-
age engineers to catch and deal with potential threats. This guided the selection of ethical
sensitivity as a design goal.
To identify further design goals, I conducted a stakeholder analysis. The impacts of
machine learning on stakeholders is well-studied problem: I read research articles about
potential problems and harms in ML [17, 157, 158], their measurement [8, 25, 33, 37, 54,
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109, 124, 171, 182], values and operationalizing them [55, 58, 69, 85, 87, 183], and inter-
ventions, their motivations, and impacts [20, 23, 38, 41, 44, 70, 108, 195]. I also included
some papers about generalized Artificial Intelligence, after noting that some machine learn-
ing is done with the intent of future general intelligence [84, 174]. I identified stakeholders
and listed the potential benefits and harms a guide for ML engineers could have for each of
them (Table 4.1), listed values implicated by the potential benefits and harms, and identi-
fied potential value conflicts among stakeholders. I also retained any paper that described
an ethical mitigation strategy in a list so that they could be included in the ML Ethics tool.
Before undertaking the empirical portion of this study, I conducted nine pilot interviews
with ML engineers and data scientists aimed at understanding their existing training data
workflows. I used this information along with another interview study focusing on the
needs of ML engineers in industry [93] to form my initial understanding of their values and
interests and to guide the development of the empirical work.
Holstein et al. identified several disconnects between the needs of ML engineers and
the offerings of ML fairness research in 2018 [93] that helped me decide to use a series of
filters. Holstein et al. identified a lack of tools about data collection (alongside a desire
among engineers to intervene in data collection and curation), workers’ concerns about
their own blind spots about sources of unfairness, needs for proactive and holistic auditing
tools, and challenges around addressing problems once they’ve been detected.
I combined these insights from Holstein et al. [93] with the corpus of mitigation papers
I found in my literature review to select the filter groups (objective, development stage,
datatype, ethical concern, and ML field) and the options available for each. The corpus
of mitigation papers I’d collected made it clear that detecting and mitigating problems can
happen at any stage in development, so users should be able to filter both by development
stage and objective. Separate filter groups for objective and development stage make it ob-
vious how to quickly find, for example, papers that could help them detect problems while
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working with training data, while training, or when working with a completed model. In the
filter set ”objective” I started with ”detect” and ”mitigate,” based on the findings from [93].
I added added ”report” based on the prevalence of papers in the corpus (like Datasheets for
Datasets [74]) that allowed engineers to communicate about the context, contents, prove-
nance, and ethical issues in their datasets or model. Finally, I added ”plan” to help support
engineers as they seek to identify their own blind spots, which [93] indicated was an unmet
need, including general papers about fairness definitions and sources of fairness problems.
The filter set ”development stage” included collection, training, and post-training, inspired
by [70]. The corpus included many papers that were designed for a particular data type (like
tabular data) but didn’t make that clear in the title or abstract, and also papers published
in an ML sub-field that wouldn’t be useful outside of it. Furthermore, in the empirical in-
vestigations, engineers often added their ML field or datatype as a keyword in their search
queries. Filter groups ”datatype” and ”ML Field” were therefore added and filter options
were selected based on papers available in the corpus (additional filter options are easy to
add as new tools emerge). Finally, this framework of filters gave me the option to expand
the scope of the tool beyond ”fairness mitigations” to ”ethical mitigations” without making
it less usable for people seeking fairness interventions. To that end, I added the ”ethical
concern” filter set and populated it with options represented in the ML mitigations corpus
I built during my literature review.
Conceptual Results
Based on the stakeholder analysis, I selected several supported values and wrote work-
ing conceptualizations for them, assuming at first that the scope of the tool would be nar-
rowly scoped to fairness mitigations in machine learning.
Usability: the designed artifact should accomplish its other goals with minimal disrup-
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tion to existing practices.
Productivity: the artifact should allow workers to accomplish as much or more work
with the artifact as they did without it for a similar amount of time or effort.
Fairness: the artifact should support and center fairness-enhancing technologies; the
artifact should make it easier for workers to create systems that fit an appropriate definition
of fairness [69]; the artifact should allow people (including but not limited to workers) to
read, understand, evaluate, and implement several definitions of fairness [70]; the artifact
should expose gaps in coverage of fairness-enhancing technologies to encourage their de-
velopment; the artifact should expose components of ML systems that threaten fairness to
encourage their recognition and support efficient particularization in the future.
Adaptability: the artifact’s structure and components should be able to be updated as
technology and practices change; the artifact’s structure and components should be able to
be tailored to suit particular situations; the artifact’s structure and components should be
able to be expanded to encompass other values, new mitigation strategies, and other goals.
While working on the design (as part of technical investigations), I realized that the
guide could employ filters, allowing it to easily scale to support other values in ML design
without compromising usability. While seeking out mitigation strategies that supported pri-
vacy, transparency, and other relevant values, I encountered many useful conceptualizations
of those values. As with fairness, the guide allows and supports users as they develop their
own conceptualization and does not rely on a single understanding, so the requirements re-
lating to fairness could be reused for privacy, transparency, and other values. I determined
the final list of values using the interventions I found and ensured that additional values
could be added if needed.
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4.4.2 Empirical
I targeted empirical investigations to collect three kinds of data: how participants un-
derstood their particularization habits and the impact of their current organizational envi-
ronment; descriptive data about broad particularization (reflecting and seeking information
about many types of particulars); and specific observations of participants seeking options.
To those ends, empirical investigations included interview questions about particulariza-
tion at their workplace, observing engineers while they particularized on their own (with
no guide), and asking engineers to search for a mitigation using a tool.
23 machine learning engineers participated in this study. They had between a few
months and 15 years experience with machine learning (an average of three years). One
volunteer, two ML managers, eight students, and 12 ML workers participated. Two worked
or wanted to work primarily in academia, 15 worked or wanted to work primarily in indus-
try, two expressed interested in working in both, and four were unclear or unsure. Partic-
ipants were recruited from a ML meetup group the author attends (6), referral from other
participants (7), and on several internet forums (/r/machinelearning, /r/artificial, /r/datascience,
and hackernews.com). Participants needed to be 18 years or older and consider themselves
data scientists, machine learning engineers, or people who worked with training data data
science or ML algorithms.
Depending on available time and the stage of coincident conceptual and technical work,
participants were either asked direct questions, asked to particularize on their own, asked to
about a draft in development, or asked to particularize using a popular AI Fairness toolkit
available online. Table 4.2 shows how participants were distributed among these activities.
Data collection for this study happened immediately after and with the same partic-
ipants as another ethical sensitivity study, in which participants were presented with an
ethically-fraught and unfamiliar facial recognition dataset and asked to think aloud while
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considering using the data. One of the ethical problems in that study (bias in performance
by race and gender) was used to frame particularization activities in this study. If the par-
ticipant particularized that problem on their own during the previous study, that data was
considered as well to round out my understanding of unguided particularization.
Questions
Twelve participants were asked direct questions about what information they would
look for and from where. Questions included:
Have you ever encountered an ethical issue in your work? What did you do?
Where would you go for information if you weren’t sure about the ethics of
something, or to decide what to do?
What sources for information about ethical issues and interventions do you
trust?
Particularizing without a tool
Eleven participants were asked to particularize on their own with the following prompt
after discussing fairness problems in a facial recognition dataset.
“For the next step, I’ll ask you to imagine that after a few weeks of working
with this data, you and your team noticed that there were a lot more men than
women and that there were some skin tones not represented well in the data.
You’re worried that this will hurt the performance of the model for those groups
. . . think aloud as you use the internet, your own resources, or reflect on how
you might move forward knowing this.”
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The goals of this task was to collect information about what information, sources, and types
participants would search for given unguided access to web resources. If they engaged in
reflection, what did they reflect about? What kinds of examples, legitimations, beliefs, and
preferences do they rely on when building an understanding of the problem and working
toward a judgment? This open-ended task allowed me to collect data about particularization
in general among machine learning engineers.
Particularization with draft
The original plan for the empirical investigations was to use them to iteratively develop
a draft, meaning that some participants would be given prototypes to use to search for an
answer. In practice, however, I found that the low fidelity and non-comprehensive drafts I
was able to produce between study sessions were insufficient to generate meaningful data
about their utility for particularization. Three participants used a draft until I determined
that this problem could be avoided while still getting high quality data about particulariza-
tion and judgment by instead asking participants to use an existing, thorough, high-fidelity
toolkit.
Particularization with toolkit
Six participants were asked to search for a mitigation for a particular fairness problem
in facial recognition data using an existing tool kit. The goal of this task was to identify
barriers to search, salient or sought for features of mitigation candidates, and types of
information they sought about mitigation candidates. This task collected more specific
data about machine engineers searching for information about options.
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Empirical Results
Participants sought out high-level information sources– like blogs, videos, and Wikipedia
articles– along with academic articles and code. They wanted to know how candidate in-
terventions worked and how they fit with the problem at hand. Participants discussed seven
aspects of fit, five of which are supported in the final design.
The following section provides detail on the sources and types of information partici-
pants sought, their reasoning, how the information they found contributed to particulariza-
tion. It also identifies the aspects of fit participants were interested in and explains how I
selected 5 to support in the designed guide.
Information seeking: sources and types
Participants relied on secondary sources, like blog posts, videos, and Wikipedia articles,
for general guidance and primary sources, like code and academic articles, for detailed
understanding when seeking information about ways to mitigate fairness threats in facial
recognition.
High-level sources Participants used blog posts, videos, Wikipedia, and similar sum-
maries of techniques, problems, and interventions. They tended to use these either as a
primer to understand how a technology works or to refer them to more specific resources.
This study recruited people from all areas and levels of experience with ML to do a
task in a fairly well-defined area (facial recognition) so necessarily, participants’ experi-
ence with the task varied. Participants who had less experience with facial recognition or
computer vision in general used high-level secondary sources to understand the technology.
For example, P8 searched ”how does facial recognition work?” during particularization
without a draft and found a video on YouTube by the same name. They watched parts of
it, then scrubbed through, looking for information about how images are processed. They
also searched Google for ”face detection” and selected Wikipedia. After building more
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technical understanding, they searched Google for ”bias in machine learning facial recog-
nition,” selected a medium post, followed a link to ”Man is to Programmer as woman is to
homemaker? Debiasing word embeddings.” [25]
P19, P8, and P20 used or mentioned Medium.com, and P7, P8, and P20 mentioned or
used towardsdatascience.com as useful high level sources. P20 explained their use of blogs
in response to interview questions:
“So you know, when I’m looking into Towards Data Science, or Medium or any
of these other blogs, I’m looking for things like this, you know, the resources
that they are pulling from so I can go direct to– OK perfect. One click and I’m
already at a potentially good, you know, article, research paper, etc.” -P20
Some participants preferred to orient themselves to a mitigation strategy they were
considering using more high-level content, like introduction text and videos. While partic-
ularizing with an existing tool, P23 explains:
“The first thing I look for is like a brief intro. And, you know, demonstration
or what a brief introduction on what, what each algorithm can do, and in which
situations it can be helpful. So that’s the first thing, the most practical thing.
And I see now that there’s some videos here, I’ll probably look into this as well.
But my first big reaction is to get as much information, practical information
as I can. So my first the first thing I want to see is what types of our teams they
have. They have and then What do they do? And then how do they work and
then have to see the code eventually, but I will first get the general sense.”
Primary Sources Participants used two types of primary sources: code and academic
papers.
While reviewing a draft, P6 explained that high-level content is useful, but under time
pressure they would go straight to the code.
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“If I’m just kind of working on something like leisurely, I’ll watch the video
and see what’s up and maybe read a little bit about it. But trying like, hey,
we’ve got this arbitrary deadline . . . I’ll get the code working. And then in the
process of getting it working, that’s when I’ll actually learn, like, everything
it’s doing, which is a little bit easier than reading the whole thing, then putting
it in and trying to get it working on, it saves a little bit of time.”
P8, P15, P16, and P23 mentioned looking at code as well.
P4, P15, P18, and P20 used or mentioned academic papers or posters. P1, P4, P5,
P6, and P10 discussed the credibility of academic papers and referred to them as a useful
source.
Participants who discussed academic papers often engaged with questions of credibility.
In response to interview questions, P1 said “I tend to trust Google and all the academic
papers that they produce.” They acknowledged that Google has struggled with ethical
issues of their own, but that “think there’s a lot of tools that they provide that give you
analytics, in terms of geography, of demographics of people and those sorts of things.”
Discussing a draft of the guide, P5 wondered aloud about the credibility of papers on arxiv,
a popular source of pre-prints, white papers, and unreviewed computer science papers:
“would that be high enough quality? . . . sometimes you want to see what other people are
doing, but it’s sort of not up to par necessarily with [peer-reviewed] publication.”
Searching without a tool, P4 used a fairly general search term (“facial recognition ma-
chine learning”) to find a secondary source from machinelearningmastery.com. They then
followed a link in that web page to find an academic paper written by Viola and Jones
called “Rapid object detection using a boosted cascade of simple features” [180]. They
used Wikipedia to contextualize it, returning to machinelearningmastery.com to follow a
link to the Wikipedia page for the Viola-Jones detection framework. On the Wikipedia
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page, they highlighted text in the “Learning Algorithm” section. They eventually returned
to the academic paper, scrolling first to the “Features” section and stopping to read. They
continued to scroll, looking for text that would help them understand the functions:“So
yeah, I’m checking that here. They’re using the ht, and I was trying to figure out what ht
was.” When discussing the purpose of reading the paper, P4 said “So what I would do, like
once I read the relevant foundational papers, maybe I would try to implement whatever they
did, there might be some packages . . . And then if I see like some parameters that might be
modified to better suit my, my task then I would try to modify it, or if it works well and
within the limits– within some acceptable limits, then I would go ahead and just use that.”
Participants appeared to trust academic papers, but often relied on summaries of papers
on Medium.com, towardsdatascience.com, and other sources to ensure the relevance of a
paper before downloading it. While reviewing a prototype, P6 indicated a preference for
summarized content: “I kind of get annoyed with when I’m looking stuff up. A lot of the
time you have to, to find exactly what you’re looking for, you have to scroll through a whole
paper. Whereas with this, yeah, with this, with how this [early prototype] is set up, you can
find what you’re looking for, and then read through the paper, which is ideally the way you
want to do it before you waste your time reading the whole paper about something.”
In response to these findings, tool profiles operate like a high-level resource (explaining
the purpose, requirements, and operation of each strategy) but also consistently and clearly
link to detailed sources, like papers and code.
Information need: The “How”
Regardless of what sources they sought or terms they used, when considering a candi-
date mitigation strategy, participants wanted to understand how the mitigation works: what
they would need in order to use the mitigation strategy and what, specifically, does it do.
The design I landed on included linking to code, papers, and “other links,” which may be
tutorials, videos, and demonstrations as features of the tool profile. But how could I sur-
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face the “how?” While answering questions about particularization habits, P7 offered the
metaphor that inspired the final design for surfacing this essential information:
“But when it comes to like, time constraints and you really are trying to extract
some useful information out of it, then I would just like, go to the important
point pointers, like what are the ingredients and what is the procedure? And so,
because that’s the first thing I would obviously look at as like, ingredients, if if
I have the ingredients only then I can move on to procedure because there’s no
point of doing the procedure and when you come back, like come to the Step
five, you realize that there are no ingredients.” -P7
“Ingredients” and “procedure” became fields in the initial design, and are now called “re-
quirements for use” and “overview of procedure,” after my informant encouraged me to
clarify.
Information Need: Fit
Many features of an ethical mitigation can cause it to fit or not fit a given ethical prob-
lem: this study identified seven aspects, five of which are supported in the final design and
two of which are not supported. Figure 4.1 abstracts fit, work engineers have to do to make
an intervention better fit their problem, and gaps that the mitigation doesn’t address.
Many participants’ search terms included more than one feature of fit, for example:
“bias in machine learning facial recognition” (P20), reflecting the need to filter results by
multiple areas of fit– a ethical issue (bias) and an ML field (facial recognition) at the same
time.
While looking for a mitigation with no guide, P6 discusses the use of high-level and
specific sources toward their goal: “what I usually try to do in this situation, if I am looking
at just random code and stuff, instead of reading all of this on through, the first thing I’ll try
to do – he’s attached a video here, so I might just watch that and see how it works instead
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Figure 4.1: Fit between problem and mitigation requires integration work and the mitigation still
may not cover gaps
of having to read it all, but I usually go to just the download or just copy and paste all of
this [code] right here. And basically the first thing I want to do is get it running and see
how it works, what it does, and what kind of changes I have to make to it to make it useful
for me.”
Although P15 would have preferred to find a mitigation that was tailored to fit the
facial recognition problem, while particularizing with an existing tool, they found paper
describing a fairness intervention for a binary classification problem. “the issue is that if
it’s only say defined for binary classification, then it’s not really that relevant unless we can
formulate our problem in such a manner,” but also said “I’d certainly keep it in the back of
my mind.”
These quotes illustrate a pattern: participants wanted to know how much integration
work they had to do– in other words, what changes would they have to make to the strategy
as proposed to make it fit their problem. Generally, participants aimed to find a mitigation
that requires less integration work, rather than more, however, as P6 implied, there is always
some integration work that needs to be done, so a the lack of a perfect fit is not a deal-
breaker.
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The design supports four areas of fit using filters: development stage, ML technique,
data type (broadly), and ethical concern. Filters (see Figure 4.4) allow searchers to find
mitigations that fit all four, if they exist, or to broaden their result set by prioritizing a
subset. It addresses less common areas of fit, coding language or environment, and other
specific requirements in the tool profile (see Figures 4.2 and 4.3).
Development Stage Development stage is a common way of classifying ethical mit-
igations in ML into three categories: do you intervene in the input, the process, or the
output [70]? Participants rarely included developmental stage terms (like “training data” or
“before training”) in their search terms, but it was frequently a part of participants’ prob-
lem framing: they considered image augmentation and manipulation techniques rather than
training or post-processing mitigations.
P18 brought up the need for more exploratory tools while particularizing with an ex-
isting tool and, in doing so, revealed an awareness of the need for developmental stage
fit.
“Yeah, I think it’s important to do more detection because this [NeurIPs paper
describing an intervention] is more about post-process bias mitigation. I’m not
sure how you could just choose this out of the box on your data . . . I think this
will definitely require someone to actually know what the data is.”
This comment about post-processing, though, came after seven minutes of searching through
the paper and discussing whether it actually intervened post-processing, or whether it de-
tected problems post-processing, but intervened in training data. This is an easy confusion
to address in a search tool. I tried to clarify by using “collecting/cleaning data,” “train-
ing by model,” and “post-training” in order highlight developmental stage as an important
problem feature and improve clarity for users. Comments like P18’s also indicated a need
for the “Objective” filter.
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Objective As P18 mentioned, identifying and measuring the extend of an ethical con-
cern can offer important information to guide the selection of a mitigation. These detection
tools can also support an engineer who needs to approach their client or manager to say, “
we need to spend some time or resources to address this.”
These two objectives, “detect” and “mitigate” were the focus of all the options-seeking
search and browsing behavior among my participants. However, two other objectives were
represented in the list of interventions I compiled during the conceptual investigations, and
which I thought were important to include: planning and reporting. Papers that may help
with planning include reviews of interventions in an area (e.g.,[55], papers that disam-
biguate important concepts and present formal models (e.g., [58]), warn of unanticipated
problems (e.g., [183]), or propose a new high-level approach (e.g., [109]). Reporting pa-
pers generally offer standard documentation that can be used to describe a data set (e.g.,
[74]) or model (e.g [127]). Planning and reporting resources may benefit ML engineers,
but engineers may not be aware of them. I hope that including them as filter options and
tags on tool profiles will raise awareness of their existence.
ML Field or Technique Many participants included ML field in their search queries,
cited it as a reason for looking further into or disqualifying a mitigation strategy, and relied
on it when contrasting the task at hand with their own experience. It also stand to reason
that an engineer seeking a paper about working with word embeddings need not scroll by
papers about facial recognition and vice versa.
However, selecting the options for the filter categories proved to be more complicated
than I expected. Some fields, like Natural Language Processing, seemed to be fairly well
defined, both in participants’ discussions and in the literature. But others were not as clear.
Should facial detection and object detection be in the same category, or separate? For
example, responding to an interview question, P19 noted similarity between their work and
the facial recognition task, but ultimately evaluated them as different:“For me personally,
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this is a new domain. a lot of the machine learning I have experience working with . . . they
usually us biomedical or biology examples . . . still computer vision, but a different type of
image.”
Ultimately, I decided use the list of mitigation strategies I’d already collected to select
filter options: if there were more that two mitigations in the list designed for the category,
I included it. This meant that face detection recognition did get a category separate from
other types of computer vision. To ensure that this initial decision doesn’t limit the useful-
ness of the tool if things change, the final intervention uses a filtering system that makes it
fairly easy to add new categories.
Data Types When discussing the potential usefulness of this tool, participants empha-
sized data type in their searches and discussions.
P5 mentioned the most specific search patterns of any participant while we talked about
their workplace after searching with a draft. “I would specifically, like look up MRI data.
I would look up whatever I want to do ‘for MRI data’ . . . First by the sort of body part, and
then modality.” When discussing the prototype for a search guide, they mentioned they’d
be interested in such a feature, “So maybe sorting by your data set would be more helpful
than by algorithm . . . then if you can think of like different sorts of data sets and try to
find out where the bias comes from in each.” When discussing the tool prototype, they
suggested searching by data type to allow reasoning about causes of bias: “So that would
be interesting to look at too– what the bias be in that data set and then if you can think of
like different sorts of data sets and try and find out where the bias comes from in each”
Data type is included as a filter with high-level options derived from the mitigations list
compiled in the conceptual investigation: text data, image data, tabular data, and other data.
Granular data types, like brain scans or X-Rays, can be included in the tool profile, but are
not included as filters: there are so many options for each that it would overwhelm the user
interface and many of the options would likely return few or no mitigation profiles when
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combined with even one other filter. Also, a tool developed to ensure an important value
should not be hidden from the user because it was developed for chest X-rays if it could
be adapted to work for other types of diagnostic images. Users can see this information
in the tool profile and can use the search feature to find it, but search terms are combined
using the Boolean ”OR” rather than ”AND” to increase the number of potentially relevant
results.
Coding Language While particularizing with an existing tool, P18 mentioned that they
prefer finding solutions that are built for the coding environment or language they work in:
“But I work in MATLAB so I always use something from MATLAB . . . So I always do it
like manually or something, if it already exists, in MATLAB.” also indicated that this is a
guiding feature in search: “Specifically for myself, I work a lot with Python. So [search
terms] as simple as ‘Python, open source, ml’ tends to really narrow down the topics that
I’m working with.”
I included a spot in the tool profile to provide coding language, but did not include it
as a filter. Few mitigations in the compiled list included code; most can be implemented
in any coding language. Right now, a coding language filter would cause mostly blank
queries, which may discourage searchers. Therefore, I included a space in the tool pro-
file for “languages supported,” to ensure that any mitigations that do use code have their
languages represented in the profile and so that people use the search function in concert
with filters to see whether an intervention for their problem using their preferred language
exists.
Unsupported fit There are two related features of a problem that emerged in the study,
but I decided were too granular to create filters for: application domain and detailed data
types. These were both discussed by P5, who works works with medical imaging data and
indicated that they would search for mitigations and include body part and imaging modal-
ity (e.g., “MRI” or “X-Ray”). The tool does not allow for filtering by application domain
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(e.g., medical diagnostics) or detailed data types (e.g. MRI data) because the number of
filter options would be very high and I encountered very few mitigations in my search that
were so narrowly scoped. This would mean that most combinations of even one other filter
(e.g., a search for “data type: X-Ray” plus “development stage: training”) would be likely
to return zero results, frustrating users. As a compromise, the tool does include a (rudimen-
tary, for now) search feature, which would allow a user to select the filters they want and
the application domain or specific data type in the search bar.
ML engineers will need to do some integration work and may need to fill some gaps
on their own even after finding a useful mitigation strategy (see Figure 4.1, but the tool
developed in this study will allow them to more quickly identify mitigations that fit key
problem features.
Persuasion
The stated goal of this design project is to help ML engineers understand ethical prob-
lems in their work and select appropriate mitigations. “Studying up” and trying to under-
stand the work lives and perspectives of engineers rendered another need this tool can help
ML engineers fill at work: persuasion. Participants discussed communication barriers that
make necessary communication with clients and decision-makers difficult.
While discussing a draft, P5 talked about the difficulty engineers face when trying to
advocate for ethical issues.
“But there’s this problem where even if engineers explain everything right,
like have all the facts, know the theory, try and explain the theory and the most
common like layman terms . . . If they have an idea you can’t really convince
them . . . higher up people are like we have a deadline to meet, we can’t do it.”
P5 used the Challenger explosion as an example, concluding: “Engineers just had to do
it at that point. It’s like, you’re a cog in the machine. If you don’t do it, they’re going to
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find someone else to do it for you.”
While particularizing without a guide, P20 also cited difficulties communicating with
clients and people in their organization. When explaining why they selected an academic
article when looking for an ethical mitigation, P20 explained:n
“Again, this is peer reviewed. You know, some of that is important. Some of
it– in the business sense really isn’t: if it works, it works. I don’t really need to
know all the sources necessarily. But something beyond ‘I’ve done a Kaggle1
exercise.’ It’s kind of nice for a– if I need to tell my bosses why I spent three
weeks on something that came up blank. It’s nice to not say ‘hey, a junior in
high school, wrote a Kaggle post on it. I thought it looked great like that.’ That
is nice to have kind of some backing as to like, ‘Hey, this is the research that
was going off of.’ ”
Participants were interested in making ML that didn’t violate their ethical standards or
hurt others. Some used a profit-motivated legitimation (i.e. a failure would be disastrous
for public relations) and many used moral legitimations instead or as well. However, when
imagining discussing the problem of fairness in facial recognition during the study, they
seemed most comfortable with a quality framing, rather than a moral one.
After looking for a mitigation using an existing guide, P9 gave the example of an algo-
rithm trying to diagnosing X-Ray images sourced from two cities: one with a low positive
rate and another with a high one.
“At first they they trained it and the the stupid algorithm immediately was like,
Oh, well, the, the resolution is different on the two, or the the file format . . . then
they change it. And then like all the resolutions different and so they like
change them . . . And then eventually, when they thought they had scrubbed
1https://www.kaggle.com/
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everything out, then it was like the little patient ID number tags were different
shape. And so it’s like, well, the rectangular ones are from New York and the
like rounded corner ones are from Ohio . . . They kept trying to remove all these
things and the algorithm predicting higher rates for images in New York, just
because it knew that it would have been trained on a higher prevalence rate in
New York . . . it was just too good at it.”
Referring to that example, P9 said, ”Actually, I really like that one because I think it’s
really instructive. It doesn’t have all the charge about like racial bias, gender bias . . . At
least like we can all agree without getting into the thick of the politics, right? We don’t
want false negatives in Ohio.”
Other participants prefaced their discussion of ethical issues in facial recognition with
phrases like, ”I don’t know, we– I don’t want to get too much into politics here, I guess”
(P3).
Engineers indicated their need to justify their technical choices and time to clients and
managers. They tended to believe that this communication was better supported by quality
and profit legitimations than moral ones. The guide may in part be useful to engineers by
providing credible support and motivating examples when discussing ethical problems and
potential solutions with others in their organizations.
4.4.3 Technical
The technical investigation integrated findings from empirical and conceptual inves-
tigations into an filterable guide to ethical mitigation strategies. The literature review in
the conceptual investigations revealed that engineers want detection and mitigation tools,
but also auditing tools and ethically-aware data collection support [93]. Through empir-
ical investigations, I identified some key features of ML engineers’ particularization that
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Figure 4.2: First Page of Tool Profile
Figure 4.3: Second Page of Tool Profile
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informed the technical investigations and the design. Participants demonstrated interest in
and discussed several aspects of fit, including objective, ethical problems, developmental
stage, data type, and ML techniques. They were interested in code, papers, and videos or
other tutorials. These needs are reflected in the design as features of the profile for each
tool (see Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3) and sometimes as filters users can select for search (see
Figure 4.4).
Instead of making an inexpert prototype myself, I opted to hire a professional program-
mer. This programmer was not a participant in the empirical investigations, but is both
a web developer and an ML engineer. He served as an informant for this study from the
beginning and offered valuable technical and usability insight to the prototype. Notably, he
helped me phrase my filter categories more clearly. For example, I had mitigation strategies
classified by ”group” (including “detect,” “mitigate,” “plan,” and “ report”) and ethical is-
sues (labeled as “fairness: outcomes,” “fairness: performance,” “privacy: sensitivity,” “pri-
vacy: security,” “accountability: transparency,” and “accountability: interpretability”). He
encouraged me to expand on category names and we rewrote the filters as phrases, like “My
objective is to: detect ethical issues in my model,” or ”mitigate an existing harm.” ”My eth-
ical concern is: reducing unjust discriminatory outcomes,” or “ensuring equal performance
across subsets.” The result of hiring this programmer is a prototype that is competently
built, an interface that is legible to people in the community, and code that is comprehensi-
ble to people who would like to contribute to the open source project.
Evaluation
To help evaluate and improve the tool, I reached out to ML engineers (some of whom
were in the study and some who were not) and technology ethics researchers. Two of each
offered comments.
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Figure 4.4: Filters, featuring options for ethical concerns
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Four suggestions were implemented based on their feedback:
• Users should see radio buttons (instead of check boxes) when selecting filters.
Radio buttons communicate that one option can be selected at a time, where check
boxes suggest that users have the option to select more than one option. Making this
changed represents a trade-off: radio buttons risk implying that one option should be
chosen for every filter set, which I consider to be limiting: I hope users select as few
filters as are useful to maximize results returned and encourage adapting interven-
tions across circumstances that are not exactly the same. However, feedback made it
clear that confusion generated by check boxes outweighed this concern.
• Users should be able to see how many results are returned with each search.
“Displaying [number of results] results” at the top of the tool profiles list helps users
orient themselves and understand how many options they have. It also may help
researchers or other people trying to see landscape of options and gaps.
• Users should be able to see which filters are active when filter sets are collapsed.
The “Active filters” box was added so that users can see which filters are acting on
the result set.
• Users should be able to clear all filters with one click. Users can now select “clear
all filters.”
Known Issues One of the technology ethics researchers who reviewed the tool pointed
me to an article urging AI ethicists to consider the cultural and regional context when de-
signing guidelines for AI. I am considering implementing a geographic indicator, but need
to carefully consider whether the regions or countries of the publication, author(s) origin,
or author(s) institutions should be considered; how to deal with multi-authored papers; and
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how to present and enable useful search for this information. I will seek more feedback and
consider the above questions further before implementing this feature.
For now, search is rudimentary: if you enter a single word as a search term, exact
matches will be returned (e.g., “race” will return results with “race” in them, but not
“racial” or “ethnic.”) This is the most pressing issue and was noticed by evaluators: users
are accustomed to very responsive search features. However, they are costly. I welcome
contributions through github to improve the search feature, otherwise, the search feature
will headline applications for grants to fund improvements.
4.4.4 Future Development
A technology ethics researcher noted the potential for the tool to be adapted to support
group work. I can imagine the interface allowing participants to bookmark and share tool
profiles with one another or to collaborate on project-specific lists. I don’t know enough
yet about how teams work on ML projects or how particularization and judgment play out
in groups, but I am excited about the prospect of expanding or tailoring the ML ethics tool
to support group work.
I will continue to seek feedback on the ML ethics tool. Because I am particularly inter-
ested in including the perspectives of people engaged in ethical technology development, I
will seek feedback at a CSCW “Beyond Checklist Approaches to Ethics in Design” work-
shop this year. I will solicit and monitor contributions through GitHub 2.
New interventions for ethical machine learning that are within scope of this tool are
released often. I am aware of several additional interventions that need to be added, and I
am sure there are more, especially if academic papers are not published about them or if
they are published in venues I am not aware of. I am eager to welcome others interested in
2https://github.com/bsmith418/ml-ethics-tool
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machine learning ethics, builders of tools, and students to help expand the list of included
tools. Any user can submit a tool profile through the “Contribute New Strategy” feature,
where the profile draft will go to an administrator (me, for now) for approval to ensure
quality.
4.5 Conclusion
This project won’t solve ML bias.
First, and most importantly, ML engineers are not causing bias. The training data they
are using to build their models reflect the faults of the social systems that generated them.
ML development represents a good opportunity to intervene because it is somewhat up-
stream and can be seen as sitting at the mouth of a new branch. Addressing bias in ML
systems to assess risk for parole won’t fix the diffuse upstream causes of bias in legislation,
law enforcement, courts, prisons, employment, health care, housing and more, but it can
prevent those various bias types from being propagated and reified by yet another system:
a particularly impactful, opaque, and difficult to change one. In order to pursue justice
effectively, society must identify and address the diffuse upstream sources of bias.
Fortunately, addressing bias in the design ML systems does not hinder the effort to
attack bias at the source, nor will success at a better, larger justice movement render this
one a waste. It’s my position that, just like studying up, designing up is a ”yes, and” project:
in order to catch and address ethical problems in a complex and dynamic social system, we
need actors all along any given design pipeline to be engaged. We need to design plug-
ins for users that block cookies; we need managers, engineers, and educators who are
committed to aligned technology; we need regulators who understand the technology and
are interested in disrupting harms its use can cause; we need the companies who invest
in potentially harmful technology to be motivated to protect human values; and we need
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researchers to rigorously observe the data ecosystem that fuels ML technology.
So we won’t solve bias with a field guide. What did we accomplish?
We now have a search tool for ML ethics strategies. Anyone can add to it, and when it
is released open source, anyone can expand, tailor, or re-purpose it. In particular, I would
like to add a glossary that gives definitions for terms users may run across in papers that
may be confusing, like “statistical parity,” “demographic parity,” “equality of odds,” and
“equality of opportunity.” As it stands, users do not need to be immersed in the ethical
algorithms research discourse to understand and select a mitigation strategy using this tool,
however, the better they can parse the papers and the more concepts they are familiar with,
the more efficiently they will be able to understand and implement them. Also, if a user
looks up “differential privacy” they can encounter other ways of operationalizing privacy,
further expanding their inner toolkit.
We also learned some things about ML Engineers’ views and particularization habits
that can serve us in the future.
Most participants in this study were fluent in moral evaluation and legitimation, but
sometimes hesitated to use it. Perhaps, when it doesn’t compromise the purpose of your
project, try to find a quality framing to discuss your concerns, rather than a moral one.
ML engineers are often most interested in the “how” of an intervention. Marking this
information clearly or surfacing it in an interface will make it easier for ML engineers to
use your tool. Further, if you want an ML engineer to see something, considering placing
it somewhere in the path to “how” or in your code, tutorial, or video you made to explain
it.
Finally, findings from this design project have implications for the product managers
and executives that oversee ML development. Engineers need to feel and be empowered
to bring up potential ethical issues. Managers should work to convince engineers that
they will not be replaced or punished if they express ethical concerns, but rather that their
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technical knowledge and ethical perceptions are valued. Give them resources about, even
training for, and time to implement ethical mitigations. Firms are welcome and encouraged
to use the ML ethics tool designed here, or fork the project and develop one tailored to their
domain. ML engineers are uniquely positioned to notice, understand, and prevent potential
downstream harms from the technology they build. Let them.
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Table 4.1: Stakeholder Interests
Stakeholders Benefits Harms
ML Engineers - could reduce time cost of
intervening
- could improve system quality
- could reduce risk of catastrophic
reputational harm
- could expand job responsibilities
- could compromise overall/average
system performance
Managers - could reduce the risk of
catastrophic reputational harm
- offers new, free training tool for
new workers
- could increase the time cost
(duration and frequency) of
engineers intervening
- could extend time to market
Company - could reduce the risk of
catastrophic reputational harm
- reputational benefits from visible
social responsibility
- extend time to market
- could be seen as taking
responsibility for ethical
consequences of products
Educators - offers a new, free training tool for
new workers
- is flexible, extensible, alterable
Researchers - could broaden exposure for
ethical algorithms research - could
increase adoption of ethical
algorithms findings
- could draw unwanted, critical
attention from people who are
politically opposed to ethical
algorithms research
Data subjects - could increase consideration of
data subjects’ interests in
development
- could increase the need to collect
sensitive data




- could increase consideration of




- could increase the need to collect
sensitive data





- could increase consideration of
URGs’ interests in development
- could reduce discriminatory
decisions or disproportionately
poor performance
- could increase the need to collect
sensitive data
System users - could reduce risk of catastrophic
reputational harm
- could reduce overall/average
performance
-could reduce confidence in system,
decisions
Governments - could reduce inequality, harms to
citizens
- could reduce industry productivity
- could reduce global
competitiveness
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Table 4.2: Empirical Investigations and Participants
Exercise Participants
Questions P1, P2, P3, P6, P7, P8, P9, P11, P12, P14, P20, P22
Particularize without tool P1, P2, P3, P4, P7, P8, P9, P10, P12, P13, P19
Review or particularize with draft P5, P6, P9
Particularize with existing toolkit P15, P16, P18, P19, P21, P23
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
“Your scientists were so preoccupied with whether or not they could, they
didn’t stop to think if they should.”
If you’ve spent much time reading and talking about ethical technology development,
you’ve likely heard a discussion start or end with this famous sentiment expressed by the
fictional Dr. Ian Malcolm1. Referring to “Jurassic Park” offers some comic relief and
the quote makes a useful point: some technology (perhaps cloning dinosaurs, or hiring by
algorithm) is too harmful or dangerous to build. Surely I don’t have any problem with en-
couraging builders of technology to critically reflect on their design decisions or the project
as a whole or with supporting refusal to build dangerous technologies. However, I do think
the question of responsibility for harmful technology shouldn’t stop with implying that its
builders are responsible.
Just as the individual right to refuse to use a technology is not enough [22], neither is
the ability for an individual engineer to refuse to build. Engineers are individual people
acting in a social system much larger than themselves. We saw in Chapter 4 that engineers
may not feel able to speak up about ethical issues for fear of losing their jobs.
Perhaps the people building the technology aren’t the only ones “preoccupied” here:
perhaps the firms themselves are distracted by shareholder value? What are managers’
responsibilities? What about governments, who fret and posture about their country’s com-
1Jeff Goldblum’s character Ian Malcolm in the film “Jurassic Park” (1993). An recent example of its use
in a technology ethics article is here: [82]
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petitive position in AI development, inspiring commentary about a figurative [142] and lit-
eral [4] arms race? How about the powerful people and institutions that cause employment,
law enforcement, or financial data to be biased in the first place? In general, I support in-
tervention throughout the ML ecosystem, and made my argument for intervening with ML
engineers in Chapters 1 and 4. Given that engineers can help with the larger project of ML
ethics, it doesn’t seem responsible to take a fictional character’s word for what builders are
“preoccupied” by: what distracts or disrupts engineers from noticing ethical issues, under-
standing them, and taking action? Perhaps we can prompt and support engineers as they
“stop and think if they should.” How?
This dissertation uses ethical sensitivity to describe the process by which engineers
grapple with ethical issues in training data and to suggest and test design interventions
to prompt recognition, support particularization, and enable judgment. It recognizes that
engineers are not solely responsible for ML ethics, but sees them as powerful and important
people to engage in the project of mitigating harm that can be caused by ML.
5.1 Guidance for Intervention
Far from single-minded obsessiveness with technical details, the machine learning en-
gineers I studied recognized, particularized, and made ethical judgments while working
with unfamiliar training data. They expressed interest in building ML that they saw as
morally neutral or doing good in the world and avoiding ML that generates harm. They
took some responsibility for the ethical implications of the technology they helped build,
but recognized the need to and difficulty of convincing managers and others in their organi-
zations. They demonstrated their ability and willingness to think critically abut their work,
its social context, and the social impact of technology.
I was surprised and encouraged by how many participants noticed and mentioned eth-
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ical issues during a research study that was explained only as interested in “work prac-
tices,” and by how quickly and confidently engineers identified ethical issues when asked.
It suggests to me that engineers have strong ethical senses and skills and that the more
an engineer believes ethical sensitivity is valued, they more likely they are to speak their
concerns. Engineers’ technical knowledge makes those ethical skills keen, actionable, and
vital: this section will lay out how I believe researchers, managers, and others can intervene
to support and leverage these ethical skills.
5.1.1 Intervention Design
Engineers are not allergic to talking about ethics, but framing outcome differences,
performance gaps, opacity of decision-making, and other issues as problems of quality
rather than ethics may be more strategic in some cases, allowing them to stay within the
bounds of their jobs as they understand them and giving them a legitimation they are more
confident using with others in their occupation and organization.
The think aloud study suggests that encouraging ML engineers to consider the charac-
teristics, context, and social aspects of data and technology often results in ethical engage-
ment. Education, training, and workplace prompts to critically consider the data sources
and structure and the impact of technology may give engineers some ownership over ethical
engagement in their work. Context documents, like Datasheets, offer a flexible, promising
prompt to critically consider the social context of ML models and data, which this thesis
demonstrates can prompt engineers to “consider if they should.”
Context documents like Datasheets do not require capital outlay to use, but they do
require a significant amount of engineering time (or the time of other sufficiently expert
workers involved in data curation) to write. This study can’t quantify the marginal recog-
nition frequency that implementing Datasheets would bring or the cost, but it does suggest
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that engineers tend read them, tend to mention ethical issues more often when they read
them and that, when they are available, engineers rely on them to build and understanding
of the data. Writing these context documents has a significant upfront time cost, but the
can be reused and updated for the life of the data set. They can offer important information
that workers may otherwise have to guess or spend their work time seeking out from the
dataset curators. In this way, Datasheets can support more effective and efficient particu-
larization. Each dataset curation team must come to their own conclusion about whether
writing a Datasheet is worth it, but these studies suggest that they support ethical sensi-
tivity and save some engineering time over the life of a often-reused dataset. I hope that
many teams and firms will use this evidence as encouragement to implement Datasheets
and similar interventions.
The ML Ethics Tool developed in Chapter 4 offers another such tool that can be used as
is, expanded, or tailored to a specific work environment. The thesis also offers a conceptual
and operational framework that can used or built on to develop (Chapter 4) and test (Chapter
3) other tools designed for the use of ML engineers and the protection of downstream,
lower-power actors.
Finally, any intervention into ethical technology development requires institutional sup-
port. Engineers in these studies mentioned feeling unheard by decision-makers or seeing
themselves as a replaceable “cog in the machine” at their jobs. Several mentioned want-
ing a third-party board, agency, or watchdog that an engineer could get advice from or
report their concerns to. And a document, training exercise, or code of ethics can only be
ineffective if engineers believe they will be ignored, penalized, or fired if they follow its
guidance.
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5.1.2 Scoping the task(s) of engineering
I suggest intervening in the structures, norms, and policies that inform engineers’ un-
derstanding of their work, its relationship to ethics, and institutional reaction to their ethical
engagement. These interventions can help engineers recognize and raise ethical issues by
convincing them they will not be replaced or punished; offer high-quality resources to
support particularization; and protect time for necessary technical work to mitigate ethi-
cal threats. If you want to engage ML engineers in the project of ML ethics, it will be
much easier for them to speak up and to act if they understand ethics to be part of their job
responsibilities.
Organizational reforms (e.g., altering job descriptions, training, evaluation and promo-
tion criteria, and resource allocation) need to contend with engineers’ perceptions about the
scope and precarity of their jobs. Clarifying to ML engineers, managers, marketers, and
legal counsel what engineers’ responsibilities and abilities are will allow organizations to
more fully use ML engineers’ skills and expertise. It will also empower ML engineers to
act when they need to. or know where to get institutional support for decision-making and
execution.
To ensure that ML engineers and others in the organization feel comfortable engaging
with ethics in their work, the first step is to ensure that they will not be punished or replaced
for reporting or working to mitigate an ethical issue. Then, a firm can work to convey that
ethical sensitivity is not only not punished, but valued among employees. Organizations
can credibly signal that ethics is an important part of engineers’ work by incorporating
ethics and ethical work in job-defining practices. For example, ethical engagement can
be evaluated alongside other important job aspects in annual reviews. Similarly, training,
team-building, software infrastructure, workflows, and human resources processes can in-
clude the practice, development, and support of ethical skill. Perhaps a task like the one
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in Chapter 3 can be employed as part of a job interview. This would serve a dual purpose:
clearly communicating to new hires the ethical priorities of the company and screening
out applicants with poorly developed ethical sensitivity skills. If large or many companies
adopt ethical sensitivity as a hiring priority, it may encourage college professors, instructors
of online courses, developers of resources for ML education, and prospective ML engineers
who take responsibility for their own education to emphasize developing ethical skills.
It isn’t only organizations that can help re-scope the job of ML engineering. Educators
can include social considerations in class alongside technical examples and assignments.
Professional organizations can emphasize ethics outside of a formal Code: along with edu-
cators, they shape the perception of what it means to be an excellent engineer by selecting
leadership, endorsing curricula, promoting best practices, and publishing or publicizing
high-quality work. To support the larger project of ethical ML, professional organizations
and educators must include social aspects as part of their framing of engineering success.
Note that a quality framing may help here. Even highly ethically sensitive participants
in these studies indicated or demonstrated a preference for talking about ethical issues as
quality issues. I recommend that educators, professional organizations, and firms include
high standards for ethics in their definition of high-quality engineering.
5.2 Future Work
Ethical sensitivity offers a new perspective from which to study ethical work in technol-
ogy. I see particular potential to build on the work presented here in four areas: the nature
of ethical sensitivity, ethical sensitivity in other technologists, ethical sensitivity in groups,
and methods for studying ethical sensitivity.
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5.2.1 ML Ethics Tool
I hope that practitioners, educators, and managers find the ML ethics tool described
in Chapter4 to be useful. It may be help engineers find technical mitigations, understand
relevant problem features, and develop particularization and judgment skills. It may give
managers a free resource to train newly hired engineers in relevant mitigations (and convey
the priority of ethical ML in the role and team). If the summaries are trusted, it would
allow engineers could also use it to discuss their options or judgment with non-experts who
don’t need (and may not understand) the technical detail in academic papers or code– the
credible sources engineers currently rely on to select mitigations.
Outside the firm, the ML ethics tool may help researchers get the word out about their
ethical mitigations, including among people who may not have access to academic arti-
cles or conferences and less experienced or less technical players in the ML pipeline who
don’t have practice interpreting academic papers. It can also be used for teaching, both
for teaching ML ethics specifically and for integrating ML ethics into general ML curric-
ula. The tool can be used in curricula depending on the goal of the class and assignment.
To improve familiarity with the technical mitigation options, students could be assigned
to review the available options for technical ethical mitigations with a generic search task
(like a scavenger hunt). To improve particularization and judgment skills, students could
be assigned a problem-focused search task (e.g., find three potential mitigations for the fol-
lowing problem, compare them, and select the best suited). To apply their understanding of
the math behind ML technology, improve their skills at reading technical academic papers,
and contribute to their professional community, students could be given or asked to find an
academic paper about an ethical mitigation that does not have a tool profile and submit a
tool profile summarizing it.
The usefulness of this tool depends on the extent to which it is used by readers and
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is updated with high quality tool profiles. The study described in this dissertation did not
address these kinds of adoption or quality. I hope to present the paper at a conference (per-
haps CSCW) and I will take every opportunity to offer lightning talks or CRAFT sessions
like those offered at FAccT. I will work with educators to develop assignments for their
students as well. Sometime after the conference presentation, at least one successful cohort
of student assignments, and some further development on the search tool (as described in
Chapter 4) I will consider developing some firm-facing messaging and support resource
(like a training guide.) I hope that these efforts will encourage researchers and students to
contribute high-quality tool profiles and spread awareness to practitioners.
5.2.2 Ethical Sensitivity
This dissertation offers some rich descriptive data about ethical sensitivity in facial
recognition training data curation, but doesn’t offer generalizable findings about other cir-
cumstances or how to encourage it across work settings. This is appropriate for ethical
sensitivity’s stage of development. There is a lot left to learn about ethical sensitivity in
technology development and in general. Although there’s a lot of literature about ethi-
cal sensitivity, it varies quite widely in how it’s been conceptualized and operationalized
[24, 106, 184, 186]. Review authors note disagreements about “its definition, its character-
istics, the conditions needed for it to occur, or the outcomes to professionals and society”
[184] and researchers cite these conflicts as sources of inconsistent and confusing study re-
sults [137]. This may come from a lack of preliminary qualitative work describing ethical
sensitivity’s features in favor of immediately developing scales to measure it in structured
interviews [19] and surveys [143]. Although surveys are appealing for their ability to scale
to entire organizations or a substantial number of members of a professional organization,
I do not believe it’s appropriate to use them to measure ethical sensitivity given the lack of
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consensus on how to measure it, or even what it is. I recommend that more rich data about
ethical sensitivity be collected in different circumstances, including a variety of ethical is-
sues, occupations, organizations, and countries, before attempting to generalize about it.
This data can conflict with or add nuance to the three-activity model presented in Chapter
2, improving our understanding and ability to eventually generalize.
This study understood ethical sensitivity as a skill, not as an immutable characteristic
of a person. Future work can test this assumption using research about skill development
and education, giving us a better picture of ES and revealing how to develop it in students,
trainees, and professionals. One example of research that may help us understand and
improve ethical sensitivity as a skill is deliberate practice.
We know from studies in other fields that deliberate practice can improve many skills,
including many cognitive ones. Deliberate practice requires performing a skill repeatedly
with focused concentration and with direct, specific feedback. This often means breaking a
large skill (e.g., basketball) down to component parts (e.g., free throws, dribbling, passing)–
simple experience (e.g., playing many games of basketball) can’t get you as far as deliberate
practice can [59]. So can we break ES down into component parts, offer feedback, and
encourage focused concentration during repetition? Does deliberate practice help? This
study offers a place to start when selecting component parts in Chapter 2: recognition,
particularization, and judgment. Particularization is especially complex, and may need to
be broken down further.
Particularization
Prior work on particularization lacks agreement on its features and methods for observ-
ing it, and in my view underestimates its importance. Technology development as a setting,
think aloud as a method, and intellectual traditions that center practices, power, and context
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offer a unique opportunity to understand particularization and its connection to judgment.
Immediately after recognizing an ethical issues, participants seemed to prefer reflection
over information seeking (in Chapter 3) but they did demonstrate they were adept at infor-
mation seeking, especially once they were prompted to do so the study described in Chapter
4. Information seeking is an area of particular interest in Information Science and also of-
fers an important opportunity intervene to inform engineers about values, interventions,
and social implications of technical choices while they are building understanding. Further
work can shed more light on information seeking during particularization, especially what
task, contextual, and personal factors can cause or encourage information seeking.
Participants frequently sought and selected high-level resources from Medium, Towards
Data Science, and similar sources, using summaries to orient themselves to the larger land-
scape of research and to find academic research articles. The reliance on conference and
journal articles was surprising to me and may be encouraging to researchers. Participants’
use of these articles can offer some guidance to their writers as well: to the extent that it’s
possible, highlight the specific purpose, requirements, how it works, and as many elements
of fit as are relevant in the abstract. Continue to write summary blog posts and include
working examples of code when you can. If there are circumstances where your interven-
tion will not work or could result in unintended consequences, make that information as
clear as you can by putting it alongside the types of information engineers are looking for:
don’t assume they will read the entire article or blog post from beginning to end.
5.2.3 Ethical sensitivity in broader technology development
ML engineers are of course not the only people involved in technology development
whose ethical sensitivity is interesting. As I discussed in the introduction to this chapter,
regulators, managers, governments, users, institutions and many others also contribute to
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the proliferation of ML-driven products and the harms that these technologies can create
or propagate. To understand and prevent harm we need to understand what causes these
people and groups to recognize, particularize, and judge as well. This will not only improve
our understanding and ability to intervene throughout the ML ecosystem, but also allow
us compare other actors’ ethical sensitivity to that of ML engineers. Perhaps there are
circumstances, norms, values, incentives or other factors that differ among professions or
people that can help us understand how ES is developed and distributed.
Second, there are people in positions analogous to ML engineers, but who work on
other types of ethically important technology. Smart devices and mobile phones have inti-
mate data about people’s lives, bodies, living spaces, and more: do the people who make
ostensibly technical decisions about when and how that data is collected, stored, and used
recognize the ethical implications of their work? When someone at a company with sensi-
tive data (say, a credit reporting company) becomes aware of a security flaw, what do they
do next? When the press questions their company about radicalization, privacy, or fairness,
how do people decide where to go next? What do technology developers have in common
with one another and how do they differ across and within disciplines.
5.2.4 Ethical Sensitivity in groups
When studying ethical behavior in organizations, individuals can only take you so far.
In order to answer important questions like the last one in the list above, you need to
understand how ethical sensitivity operates in groups.
Do existing hierarchical and political structures dictate how groups respond when a
person recognizes an ethical issue? Do some organizational structures encourage more eth-
ical recognition, robust particularization, or effective judgments? Does the context of the
work– for profit, governmental, academic, or free/open-source– alter recognition, particu-
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larization, or judgment? Once a group agrees that there’s a potential ethical issue, are there
patterns in the kinds of reflection, discussion, and information seeking that happen? Given
some goal (like quantity of discussion, effectiveness of eventual judgment, or an ethical
standard) what kinds of particularization lead to success?
Theories of group interaction may help guide this research agenda. We can test, for
example, whether “groupthink” interferes with particularization and what techniques work
to disrupt that [103]. Does it matter whether recognition occurs early in a groups formation,
during a period of conflict, as they are disbanding [177]?
The effect of management behavior, job descriptions, and evaluation schema on recog-
nition is of particular interest to me.
5.2.5 Methods for studying ethical sensitivity
To answer these questions, we need to build out a robust suite of tools for observing
ethical sensitivity in technology development. I have some recommendations for methods
development.
1. Tools should be as situated in a real work environment as they can be. The method
presented here, although an improvement in this regard over prior methods, does not
capture any organizational context, which I expect will be interesting and explana-
tory.
2. Novel methods should be developed to observe ethical sensitivity in groups small
large groups.
3. Methods that support different scales of study should be developed in order to allow
for more robust comparison. Once we better understand ethical sensitivity in tech-
nology development and group influences, quantitative methods will help us answer
comparative and causal questions.
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This dissertation contributed a review of interdisciplinary research about ethical sensi-
tivity, argued for its study in technology development, developed and employed a method
for observing individual ethical sensitivity in ML engineers working with unfamiliar train-
ing data, and designed a tool that may help machine learning engineers who have recog-
nized an ethical problem to particularize and judge more effectively. It suggests that ML
engineers are largely ethically sensitive, and that relatively minor adjustments (like asking
them whether there are potential ethical problems in their work and clarifying that ethical
concerns are within their job description) could go a long way toward catching ML harm
upstream.
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Appendix B: Script
Hi, good to [see/meet] you! I’m Karen. I’m from the University of Maryland, College
Park’s School of Information and we are interested in how you think about and work with
training data.
Thanks for participating in this study. My goal here is to learn more about how ML
engineers work with unfamiliar training data so that we can make the process of exploring,
manipulating, augmenting, and labelling to serve your purposes better. I’ll be reading from
a script for a lot of our time today, just to make sure participants have a similar experience,
but you can feel free to ask questions whenever.
Is it OK with you if I start recording?
First, I’ll ask you a couple questions about your work. In what capacity do you work
with machine learning algorithms and training data?
Did you take any formal courses on ML?
How many years of experience do you have with ML?
Thanks!
This study consists of two tasks. The first one will take 25 minutes. I’m going to send
you a link. It has an ML problem and a sample set of training data. Send link.
Alright, I’ll ask you to think out loud as you review the data and come up with a plan for
whether and how to use it for addressing the ML problem. You are welcome to download
the data and play with it on your machine, look at it online, whatever you would do if you
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were considering a training data set and a new ML problem. Say aloud whatever comes
to your mind– what you are paying attention to and thinking about– rather than explaining
how to do what you are doing or what you think you should do. The goal here is to get
a sense of how you naturally work with unfamiliar training data, so everything you have
access to is fair game: the internet, a book, contents of your computer. If I’m confused
about anything, I’ll ask you about it when we are done, so don’t worry about being clear. If
you’re quiet for a while, I might jump in and remind you to keep thinking aloud, because
what you are referring to and thinking about are important information for us to be able to
improve your tools. I’m not as interested in the answer to the problem as I am about how
you are thinking about while working.
I didn’t want to overwhelm the Drive or your machine with tens of thousands of images,
so if there’s anything you would like to do, but can’t do with this sample, you can include
that in your plan (assuming you’ll get the entire dataset sometime in the future).
Do you have any questions?
Alright, go ahead and get started. Start timer for 25 minutes.
If participant has been silent more than 20 seconds, prompt with one of the following:
“What are you thinking?”
“Don’t forget to think aloud as you work”
“What’s going through your mind as you do this?”
“What’s standing out to you here?”
Alright, 25 minutes is up! Thanks for your help. Let’s talk a little bit about what you’d
do next.
First, can you describe what your approach is?
What would your next steps be?
How would you approach labelling?
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What would an ML model trained on this model be useful for?
What would it not be useful for?
Would you want any other kinds of data to improve the model?
Did you notice any potential ethical or legal issues in the problem or data?
Do you have experience with similar data or ML problems, or was this mostly a new
domain?
Great!
[If they did not notice the potential bias problem] So for the next step, I’ll ask you to
imagine that after a few weeks of working with this data, you and your team noticed that
there were a lot more men than women and that there were some skin tones missing. You’re
worried that this will hurt the performance of the model for those groups.
[If they did mention the potential bias problem] So, it sounds like you already noticed
this, but there were a lot more men than women and that there were some skin tones miss-
ing. You’re worried that this will hurt the performance of the model for those groups.
Go ahead and continue to think aloud as you use the internet, your own resources, or
reflection to decide how you might move forward knowing this.
I wanted to apologize for not mentioning that we were interested in ethics for this study
when we started. In addition to how people work with unfamiliar training data, I also
wanted to see if anyone noticed the issue and, if they did, how they reacted, but I couldn’t
do that if everyone knew we were looking at ethics from the beginning. I certainly don’t
think that not noticing something in the first 30 minutes means that you never would have,
nor am I convinced that ethics gatekeeper is part of your job, but we are hoping to make
that noticing easier by testing a tool that might. Half of participants got this tool that we
are trying to improve. Does this all make sense? Your name won’t be associated with the
data you provided at all, but knowing that I wasn’t upfront with you, you have the right to
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withdraw your data without losing your incentive. Would you like to do that?
OK, thanks for understanding.
[IF they say that they wouldn’t build this thing at all] So i hear you saying that you
would choose not to build this at all– that makes a lot of sense.
First, let’s talk a little about that. What signaled to you that this might not be an ethical
project?
Other Follow-up Questions for use if there’s time, or if the participant declined to
build
Have you ever noticed an ethical issue during your work? What did you do?
Have you ever been unsure about whether to go ahead, or whether to implement some
kind of ethical intervention? What caused you to notice that issue, and what did you do?
Where would you go for information if you weren’t sure about the ethics of something,
or to decide what to do?
What interventions for ethical issues (of any kind) are you aware of?
What pieces of information about an ethical issue are important when you are looking
for a solution?
What kind of information do you look up or ask someone about?




For what purpose was the dataset created? Was there a specific task in mind? Was
there a specific gap that needed to be filled? Please provide a description.
This dataset was created to provide images that can be used to study face detection in
an unconstrained setting where image characteristics (such as pose, illumination, focus),
subject demographic makeup (such as age, gender, race) or appearance (such as hairstyle,
makeup, clothing) cannot be controlled.
Who created this dataset (e.g., which team, research group) and on behalf of which
entity (e.g., company, institution, organization)? The initial version of the dataset was
created by researchers at AVID corporation.
Who funded the creation of the dataset? If there is an associated grant, please
provide the name of the grantor and the grant name and number. The construction of
the original database was funded by AVID corporation.
Composition
What do the instances that comprise the dataset represent (e.g., documents, pho-
tos, people, countries)? Are there multiple types of instances (e.g., movies, users, and
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ratings; people and interactions between them; nodes and edges)? Please provide a
description.
The dataset consists of just over 65,000 high-quality PNG images at 1024x1024 reso-
lution. Each instance includes at least one human face. Images were crawled from Photo-
bucket to increase the likelihood that it has good coverage of accessories, including glasses,
sunglasses, make-up, hair accessories, hats, etc.
How many instances are there in total (of each type, if appropriate)?
Images: 65,104
Does the dataset contain all possible instances or is it a sample (not necessarily
random) of instances from a larger set? If the dataset is a sample, then what is the
larger set? Is the sample representative of the larger set (e.g., geographic coverage)?
If so, please describe how this representativeness was validated/verified. If it is not
representative of the larger set, please describe why not (e.g., to cover a more diverse
range of instances, because instances were withheld or unavailable)
A full-resolution sample of the data is available for download. The sample is randomly
selected, and so expected to be representative of the larger dataset in terms of image char-
acteristics.
What data does each instance consist of? “Raw” data (e.g., unprocessed text or
images) or features? In either case, please provide a description.
The data consists of unprocessed images of faces.
Is there a label or target associated with each instance? If so, please provide a
description.
There is no label associated with each instance.
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Is any information missing from individual instances? If so, please provide a de-
scription, explaining why this information is missing (e.g., because it was unavail-
able). This does not include intentionally removed information, but might include,
e.g., redacted text.
Instances are not missing information, but metadata was stripped from the original im-
ages to preserve the privacy of Photobucket users. They do not contain labels of any kind.
Are relationships between individual instances made explicit (e.g., users’ movie
ratings, social network links)? If so, please describe how these relationships are made
explicit.
There are no links.
Are there recommended data splits (e.g., training, development/validation, test-
ing)? If so, please provide a description of these splits, explaining the rationale behind
them.
Data provided is not split.
Are there any errors, sources of noise, or redundancies in the dataset? If so, please
provide a description.
There are some images with more than one face in them. All images contain at least
one face, centered on the image’s center pixel.
Is the dataset self-contained, or does it link to or otherwise rely on external re-
sources (e.g., websites, tweets, other datasets)? If it links to or relies on external re-
sources, a) are there guarantees that they will exist, and remain constant, over time; b)
are there official archival versions of the complete dataset (i.e., including the external
resources as they existed at the time the dataset was created); c) are there any re-
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strictions (e.g., licenses, fees) associated with any of the external resources that might
apply to a future user? Please provide descriptions of all external resources and any
restrictions associated with them, as well as links or other access points, as appropri-
ate.
The dataset is self-contained.
Does the dataset contain data that might be considered confidential (e.g., data that
is protected by legal privilege or by doctor-patient confidentiality, data that includes
the content of individuals’ non-public communications)? If so, please provide a de-
scription.
This data comprises communication that was intended to be public, but publishers (in-
dividual Photobucket users) may not have anticipated that it would be used in this way.
Further, publishers may have made images available of people other than themselves with-
out permission.
Does the dataset contain data that, if viewed directly, might be offensive, insulting,
threatening, or might otherwise cause anxiety? If so, please describe why.
Images were not thoroughly checked for offensive material. If you find anything that
you believe should be removed, please email the creators and let us know. We will consider
whether to drop the image and whether to report the original image to Photobucket.
Does the dataset relate to people? If not, you may skip the remaining questions in
this section.
Yes.
Does the dataset identify any subpopulations (e.g., by age, gender)? If so, please
describe how these subpopulations are identified and provide a description of their
respective distributions within the dataset.
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The dataset does not identify subpopulations.
Is it possible to identify individuals (i.e., one or more natural persons), either di-
rectly or indirectly (i.e., in combination with other data) from the dataset? If so, please
describe how.
It is possible to indirectly identify publishers and subjects using reverse image search
Does the dataset contain data that might be considered sensitive in any way (e.g.,
data that reveals racial or ethnic origins, sexual orientations, religious beliefs, political
opinions or union memberships, or locations; financial or health data; biometric or
genetic data; forms of government identification, such as social security numbers;
criminal history)? If so, please provide a description.
Images may contain information that allows people to make inferences about race,
ethnicity, sexual orientation, religious beliefs, political opinions, memberships, locations,
health information, or criminal history. However, because these images were shared pub-




How was the data associated with each instance acquired? Was the data di-
rectly observable (e.g., raw text, movie ratings), reported by subjects (e.g., survey
responses), or indirectly inferred/derived from other data (e.g., part-of-speech tags,
model-based guesses for age or language)? If data was reported by subjects or indi-
rectly inferred/derived from other data, was the data validated/verified? If so, please
describe how.
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The images were crawled from Photobucket and automatically aligned and cropped
using dlib. The individual images were published in Photobucket by their respective authors
under either Creative Commons BY 2.0, Creative Commons BY-NC 2.0, Public Domain
Mark 1.0, Public Domain CC0 1.0, or U.S. Government Works license. All of these licenses
allow free use, redistribution, and adaptation for non-commercial purposes.
What mechanisms or procedures were used to collect the data (e.g., hardware ap-
paratus or sensor, manual human curation, software program, software API)? How
were these mechanisms or procedures validated? If the dataset is a sample from a
larger set, what was the sampling strategy (e.g., deterministic, probabilistic with spe-
cific sampling probabilities)?
Images were collected using a custom crawler to limit data scraped to those including
permissive Creative Commons Licences. Sample data available for download was sampled
randomly with a visual check for offensive content and basic demographic representative-
ness.
Who was involved in the data collection process (e.g., students, crowdworkers,
contractors) and how were they compensated (e.g., how much were crowdworkers
paid)?
No humans were involved in data collection and the data is not labeled. Humans in-
volved in developing, testing, and executing the script and preparing it for publication were
full time, paid employees of AVID.
Over what timeframe was the data collected? Does this timeframe match the cre-
ation timeframe of the data associated with the instances (e.g., recent crawl of old
news articles)? If not, please describe the timeframe in which the data associated with
the instances was created.
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Data was collected in 2018. Some data has been deleted since then, none has been
added.
Were any ethical review processes conducted (e.g., by an institutional review board)?
If so, please provide a description of these review processes, including the outcomes,
as well as a link or other access point to any supporting documentation.
No separate ethical review process was conducted.
Does the dataset relate to people? If not, you may skip the remainder of the ques-
tions in this section.
Yes.
Did you collect the data from the individuals in question directly, or obtain it via
third parties or other sources (e.g., websites)?
Via a third party (Creative Commons/Photobucket)
Were the individuals in question notified about the data collection? If so, please
describe (or show with screenshots or other information) how notice was provided,
and provide a link or other access point to, or otherwise reproduce, the exact language
of the notification itself.
Individuals were not notified of the data collection. They were aware that the images
were public.
Did the individuals in question consent to the collection and use of their data?
If so, please describe (or show with screenshots or other information) how consent
was requested and provided, and provide a link or other access point to, or otherwise
reproduce, the exact language to which the individuals consented.
No
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If consent was obtained, were the consenting individuals provided with a mecha-
nism to revoke their consent in the future or for certain uses? If so, please provide a
description, 7 as well as a link or other access point to the mechanism (if appropriate).
Consent was not provided, but individuals who are in the dataset can petition to have
their images removed by contacting AVID.
Has an analysis of the potential impact of the dataset and its use on data subjects
(e.g., a data protection impact analysis)been conducted? If so, please provide a de-
scription of this analysis, including the outcomes, as well as a link or other access




Was any preprocessing/cleaning/labeling of the data done (e.g., discretization or
bucketing, tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, SIFT feature extraction, removal of
instances, processing of missing values)? If so, please provide a description. If not,
you may skip the remainder of the questions in this section.
Metadata was deleted.
Was the “raw” data saved in addition to the preprocessed/cleaned/labeled data
(e.g., to support unanticipated future uses)? If so, please provide a link or other access
point to the “raw” data.
Most of the raw data still exists on photobucket, but we did not save the metadata we
deleted.
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Is the software used to preprocess/clean/label the instances available? If so, please




Has the dataset been used for any tasks already? If so, please provide a descrip-
tion.
This dataset was originally curated to create a Generative Adversarial Network using a
style-based generator architecture. The GAN created improved the state of the art in terms
of established quality metrics.
Is there a repository that links to any or all papers or systems that use the dataset?
If so, please provide a link or other access point.
No such repository exists.
What (other) tasks could the dataset be used for?
We believe that, if labelled, this dataset could create a face detection algorithm for use
on “in the wild” images.
Is there anything about the composition of the dataset or the way it was collected
and preprocessed/cleaned/labeled that might impact future uses? For example, is
there anything that a future user might need to know to avoid uses that could result in
unfair treatment of individuals or groups (e.g., stereotyping, quality of service issues)
or other undesirable harms (e.g., financial harms, legal risks) If so, please provide a
description. Is there anything a future user could do to mitigate these undesirable
harms?
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This dataset was crawled from Photobucket and inherits the bias of that platform. In
particular, we believe that the dataset may not be representative of the population in terms
of skin color, age, and gender. Even if it is representative of the population in which it is
used, there may be too few examples of very dark skin tones for the algorithm to do a good
job. We believe based on research and past industry failures that oversampling minority
classes may be necessary to bring performance on those classes up to par.
Are there tasks for which the dataset should not be used? If so, please provide a
description.
Caution should be taken when using this dataset on its own. Consider supplementing
minority groups and auditing performance for dark skin tones, older adults, and women.
Any other comments?
Distribution
Will the dataset be distributed to third parties outside of the entity (e.g., company,
institution, organization) on behalf of which the dataset was created? If so, please
provide a description.
The dataset will be available publicly on GitHub.
How will the dataset will be distributed (e.g., tarball on website, API, GitHub)?
Does the dataset have a digital object identifier (DOI)?
The data is available on GitHub. It does not have a DOI.
When will the dataset be distributed?
The data was distributed in November 2018
Will the dataset be distributed under a copyright or other intellectual property
(IP) license, and/or under applicable terms of use (ToU)? If so, please describe this
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license and/or ToU, and provide a link or other access point to, or otherwise repro-
duce, any relevant licensing terms or ToU, as well as any fees associated with these
restrictions.
NA
Have any third parties imposed IP-based or other restrictions on the data associ-
ated with the instances? If so, please describe these restrictions, and provide a link or
other access point to, or otherwise reproduce, any relevant licensing terms, as well as
any fees associated with these restrictions.
The individual images were published on Photobucket by their respective authors under
either Creative Commons BY 2.0, Creative Commons BY-NC 2.0, Public Domain Mark
1.0, Public Domain CC0 1.0, or U.S. Government Works license. All of these licenses
allow free use, redistribution, and adaptation for non-commercial purposes.
Do any export controls or other regulatory restrictions apply to the dataset or to
individual instances? If so, please describe these restrictions, and provide a link or




Who is supporting/hosting/maintaining the dataset? The project team at AVID.
How can the owner/curator/manager of the dataset be contacted (e.g., email ad-
dress)?
Contact form on our website
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Is there an erratum? If so, please provide a link or other access point.
NA
Will the dataset be updated (e.g., to correct labeling errors, add new instances,
delete instances)? If so, please describe how often, by whom, and how updates will be
communicated to users (e.g., mailing list, GitHub)?
Dataset will only be updated if subjects or publishers request that their images be taken
down. A changelog will be produced on the GitHub but we will not require that users
update any local copies.
If the dataset relates to people, are there applicable limits on the retention of the
data associated with the instances (e.g., were individuals in question told that their
data would be retained for a fixed period of time and then deleted)? If so, please
describe these limits and explain how they will be enforced.
Because this dataset is a subset of a public corpus, our deleting data would not improve
subjects’ privacy. If the original corpus is challenged or removed on the grounds of harm
to subjects, the publication of this dataset will be reconsidered.
Will older versions of the dataset continue to be supported/hosted/maintained? If
so, please describe how. If not, please describe how its obsolescence will be communi-
cated to users.
We do not anticipate versioning this dataset.
If others want to extend/augment/build on/contribute to the dataset, is there a
mechanism for them to do so? If so, please provide a description. Will these contri-
butions be validated/verified? If so, please describe how. If not, why not? Is there
a process for communicating/distributing these contributions to other users? If so,
please provide a description.
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We do not expect to host an extended version of this dataset, however, others are wel-
come to clone the distribution and add on to it. We are particularly interested in annotations
to the existing data and would be happy to cooperate within reason to extending the dataset
with additional data or annotations.
Any other comments?
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Appendix D: Problem Statement
Face detection algorithm
A national chain jewelry store has found that thieves tend to be aware of security cam-
eras mounted on the ceiling and plans to add eye level cameras in high-traffic stores. They
plan to first implement face detection using data from concealed, eye-level cameras. This
model will be deployed at each store. It will first be used to collect images of customers’
faces. Images of faces from use will be used to improve the model so that it can detect
faces in each store environment. Later, the model will be supplemented with customer files
and incident reports in hopes of adding functionality. For example, management hopes that
individual stores will be able to catch repeat offenders and identify customers later found
to be casing stores for later thefts. One day, they may use the original model and all store
data to see if they can identify suspicious behavior across stores.
Problem: formulate a plan for how you’d build a model to detect the presence of a
face and identify key features in stills from video with the context of the above plan in
mind.
Data: The data involves images of faces in different orientations and with a wide variety
of background features and accessories.
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Appendix E: Problem Statement
Face detection algorithm
A national chain jewelry store has found that thieves tend to be aware of security cam-
eras mounted on the ceiling and plans to add eye level cameras in high-traffic stores. They
plan to first implement face detection using data from concealed, eye-level cameras. This
model will be deployed at each store. It will first be used to collect images of customers’
faces. Images of faces from use will be used to improve the model so that it can detect
faces in each store environment. Later, the model will be supplemented with customer files
and incident reports in hopes of adding functionality. For example, management hopes that
individual stores will be able to catch repeat offenders and identify customers later found
to be casing stores for later thefts. One day, they may use the original model and all store
data to see if they can identify suspicious behavior across stores.
Problem: formulate a plan for how you’d build a model to detect the presence of a face
and identify key features in stills from video with the context of the above plan in mind.
Data: The data involves images of faces in different orientations and with a wide variety
of background features and accessories.
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Appendix F: Training Data Sample
Here are the first 10 images (Figure F.1), last 10 images F.2), and 10 from the middle
(Figure F.3) of the training dataset.
Figure F.1: First 10 images
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Figure F.2: Last 10 images
Figure F.3: Middle 10 images
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